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Preface

Present demands make it impractical to use power sup
plies merely capable of delivering nominal voltages and cur
rents. Rather, the modern trend is toward the use of power
supplies that provide a constant output despite variations i n
input voltage o r load characteristics. The regulated power
supply accurately establishes stable operating conditions,
thus enhancing the performance of the equipment it powers.
Unregulated supplies have a number of shortcomings which
cannot be tolerated even in simple electronic systems, to say
nothing of complex precision equipment. Although more
common devices such as television receivers have often dis
pensed with such refinements, the higher quality perform
ance obtained through their use would generally offset the
additional cost of having a regulated power supply included.
Since the trend is moving toward the use of regulated
power supplies to improve the operation of various elec
tronic devices and systems, the subject of regulation is of
major interest to all technical personnel in electronics. Serv
ice technicians will encounter these regulated power sup
plies in numerous pieces of equipment which they are called
on to repair. Engineers instinctively will include them i n
their basic design in order to comply with rigid performance
specifications. Even radio amateurs are no longer satisfied
with merely any type of communications. They want the sta
bility that regulated power supplies can give to thei r equip
ment which include transmitters, receivers, modulators and
VFO's.
Precision measuring instruments and many other quality
devices depend on the high degree of stability and increased
life span which are obtained through the use of such sup
plies. Observation of a wide variety of equipments leads to
the conclusion that an understanding of regulated power
supplies is a necessary supplement to the knowledge of am
plifiers, modulators, oscillators, and other functions that are
elementary in applied electronics.
I t should be understood that the circuits included herein
are primarily prototype designs accompan ied by nominal

component values. These values will provide guidance in
the breadboard design of preliminary models. However, in
the final design it may become necessary to depart from
these values in order to comply with the specific voltage and
cu rrent demands of the equipment.
IRVING M. GOTTLIEB
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C HAPTER 1

Basic Concepts of
Regulated Power Supplies
Obviously, a most necessary prelude to our study of regu
lated power supplies is an understanding of the term "regu
lation ."
In electrical engineering, "regulation" denotes the change
in voltage occurring at the output terminals of a power
source between no-load and full-load. The so-called voltage
regulated power supplies now common in electronics incor
porate automatic means for maintaining the output-terminal
voltage constant despite variations in the AC line voltage or
DC load current ( Fig. 1-1 ) . In a very true sense these sup+
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Fig. 1 · 1 . A voltage·regulated power supply can maintain a constant load
voltage despite variations in line voltage or load resistance.

plies are designed to eliminate or at least greatly reduce reg
ulation. Therefore, when we employ the commonly accepted
parlance, "voltage-regulated power supply," we pay homage
to convention, but understand that such a supply is one in
which the output voltage is stabilized with respect to changes
in line and/or load conditions. The more effective such out
put-voltage stabilization is, the smaller the regulation of the
power supply.
7

Regulation is a dimensionless quantity usually expressed
as a percentage:
Ol
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As an example, consider a power supply which develops a
no-load voltage of 250 and delivers 225 volts to a rated load.
The regulation of this supply is 10 ro :
250 - 225
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More precisely, this power supply has a regulation of minus
10 '/c)-the minus term conveying the information that the
full-load voltage is less than the no-load, or open-circuit, volt-
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Fig. 1·2. Typical regulation curves.

age. Fig. 1 -2 shows some typical regulation curves. You will
see later that it is possible to achieve positive regulation with
the load voltage rising as the load cu rrent is increased. Gen
erally, when the minus or plus designation is not used, the
implication is a voltage dropoff with load-that is, regula
tion in the "min us" direction. Regulation percentages be
tween .001 and 1.0 are readily attainable with appropriate
electronic circuits.
The need for stabilization of output voltage arises from
the fact that almost any simple power supply has an inherent
negative regulation. This is due to the inevitable resistance
which acts in series with the load. When the load current
flows through th is inherent ( internal ) resistance, the result
ant voltage drop subtracts from the voltage delivered to the
8

load. In Fig. 1-3 we see that a 100-volt battery supplies a
diminishing voltage to the load as the load is made to con
sume more current. Here, Rint represents the effective resist
ance, which actually comprises ohmic, electrochemical, and
other effects within the battery. The regulation character
istic of such a battery is also typical of generators, rectifiers,
transformers, photocells, and other energy converters for
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Fig. 1 ·3. Example of regulation due to resistance in series with load current.

supplying electrical power. Generally, the larger the batter
ies, rectifying devices, transformers, and other components
used in simple supplies are physically, the less the internal
resistance. However, any increase in bulk beyond that re
quired from the standpoint of safe thermal operation is ex
tremely costly and, more often than not, impractical as well.
CURRENT-REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES

Most loads encountered in electronics derive maximum
benefit from operation with a voltage-stabilized source of
power. This is not universally true, however. Sometimes it
is of direct importance that the current be maintained con
stant. For example, sometimes a solenoid is used as a means
of providing a steady magnetic field to an electronic device.
The strength of such a field is determined by th ree factors
the number of turns of wire, the current passing through
these turns, and the magnetic characteristics ( permeability )
of the medium exposed to the field. In most practical cases,
cu rrent is the only factor which can suffer appreciable vari
ation . This is particularly true because current is influenced
both by the voltage impressed across the solenoid and by the
temperature-dependent resistance of the windings. Energiz9

ing such a solenoid from a constant voltage supply will not
stabilize the magnetic field strength, whereas operation from
a stabilized current source will. An example of a current
carrying solenoid from which a constant magnetic field
strength is desirable is the focusing solenoid employed in
conjunction with certain traveling-wave tubes. When a cur
rent-regulated power supply is used, the current remains at
a fixed value with respect to wide variations in load resist
ance and, generally, considerable fluctuations in line voltage.
The voltage delivered by such a supply has such extremely
poor regulation that its use is prohibited with voltage-sensi
tive loads.
The concept of percentage regulation is used in a slightly
different manner with cu rrent-regulated power supplies. We
cannot paraphrase the relationship for voltage regulation by
stating that current regulation is equal to the difference be
tween no-load and full-load cu rrents divided by no-load cur
rent, because no-load current is always zero and hence a
meaningful quotient is not mathematically obtainable. In or
der to specify the figure of merit of current regulation, we
compute the percentage change in currents between two spe
cified loads. One is generally zero resistance, or a short cir
cuit. The other is then a certain numerical value of resist
ance. Let In represent the current which flows when the out
put terminals of the supply are short-circuited, and Iu, the
cu rrent which flows when resistance R is connected across
the output terminals. Then we can designate percentage cur
rent regulation as follows:

j'r) Cu rrent Regulation ( from zero resistance to R )
10
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For example, suppose a current-regulated power supply
delivers 5 amperes under a short-circuit condition-that is,
when an ammeter is connected across the output terminals.
When a 10-ohm'load is connected across the output termi
nals, the current flow is reduced to 4.8 amperes. The per
centage of current regulation between a short circuit and a
load of 10 ohms is :
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OUTPUT R E S ISTANC E

In voltage-regulated powe1' supplies, the output resistance
is the ratio of a change in output voltage to a change in out10

put current, with the line voltage maintained constant. In
Fig. 1-4, R is varied to change the output current ; the result
ant change in output voltage is derived from the correspond
ing voltmeter indications. A voltage-regulated supply with
perfect (zero per cent ) regulation would have an output re
sistance of zero ohms because a current change would not
be accompanied by a voltage change. The magnitude of the
current change should be stated. For example, we might
specify the output resistance of a power supply as being
0 . 1 ohm from zero to full load. Th is value would then be
understood as an average value that is valid within the speci
fied load range.
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Fig. 1·4. Test setup for illustrating concept of output resistance.

The output resistance of a current-regulated power supply
is similarly defined and is ideally infinite for a supply with
perfect regulation . A difference in the practical determina
tion of output resistance in the two types of supplies is that
in a voltage-regulated supply, we change the load in order to
change the load current and, in turn, the output voltage.
Conversely, in the current-regulated supply, we change the
load to change the load voltage and, in turn , the output cur
rent. Furthermore, a cu rrent-regulated power supply can
not be so tested down to zero current ; a minimum load is
required for cu rrent stabilization to exist. On the other hand,
11

a short circuit of the output-with reduction of the output
voltage to zero-is a valid test. For example, we could record
a current and voltage of one ampere and zero volts for a
current-regulated supply with shorted output terminals.
Next, we might observe a current of 0.9 ampere and a volt
age of 20 when the load is adj usted for its nominal operating
resistance. The output resistance of this supply would then
be 20 volts divided by 0.1 ampere, or 200 ohms.
Dynamic Output Impedance

The most common and relevant use of percentage regu
lation and output resistance is to define the DC output char
acteristics of a power supply. This, however, is not the whole
story. As a matter of fact, a regulated DC power supply is
often employed primarily for its AC characteristics. By A C
characteristics, we are not at this time concerned with the
AC line voltage. Rather, we wii>h to know how the power
supply appears to a small AC voltage impressed across the
output terminals. This is a very practical parameter because
many, if not most, electronic loads involve circuitry in which
AC is superimposed on the steady DC operating current.
Amplifiers, oscillators, and modulators are examples of
electron ic "building blocks" which fall into this category.
Switching circuits, multivibrators, and logic systems involve
pronounced AC components in their operation. It is not suffi
cient merely to be concerned with the degree of DC voltage
stabilization provided by a power supply when such circuits
constitute the load. The power supply is more than an inci
dental requirement for energizing, or establishing, the oper
ating bias of an electronic circuit. The power supply is actu
ally part of the circuit for both DC and A C components.
As an example, consider a two-stage audio amplifier. If the
power supply appears as a high impedance to audio frequen
cies, it will then constitute a common impedance tending to
couple the stages together in an undesired way. Such unin
tentional coupling is actually a feedback path allowing the
intermingling of input and output voltages. This can cause
oscillation, degradation of frequency response, or loss of
gain. Ideally, the power supply for such an amplifier should
appear as a short circuit to the whole spectrum of AC fre
quencies involved. Normally, a very low impedance is obtain
able from a voltage-regulated supply, and this consideration
may be of greater importance than the DC voltage stability
defined by regulation percentage.
Dynamic output impedance can be made low, even in an
un regulated supply, by means of output filter capacitors.
12

Thus, regulation percentage and dynamic output impedance
have some relationship to each other, for it is well known
that large output capacitors tend to maintain the load volt
age at a constant value. Indeed, a capacitor with many mil
lions of farads of storage capacity would be practically
indistinguishable from a large battery and would provide
excellent regulation for relatively light loads. In practical
power supplies, considerable DC voltage stabilization is of
ten provided, for loads of a small fraction of one ampere, by
capacitors ranging from several tens to several hundreds of
microfarads. The contribution to low dynamic output im
pedance made by any size of capacitor becomes progressively
better as the frequency is increased. Consequently, an in
ordinately large capacitor may be requ i red in order to pro
vide a low dynamic output impedance at low frequencies.
Often thi s situation pertains to the ripple frequency (gener
ally 120 cps ) . These considerations make electronic regula
tion extremely desirable-for not only is excellent (low ) D C
voltage regulation readily attained, but low A C dynamic
output impedance is maintained through the low frequen
cies, all the way down to zero frequency (D C ) . At the same
time, many designs provide a low dynamic output impedance
up to quite high frequencies as well. Often the combination
of electronic voltage regulation and a relatively small out
put capacitor permits a low dynamic output impedance from
DC to radio frequencies.
REGULATED SUPPLIES AS S E E N
B Y THE LOAD

A brute-force approach to zero regulation leads to an awk
ward predicament. If, for example, a negligible voltage drop
is desired from a 12-volt battery over the load-current range
of 0-to-20 amperes, it will not do merely to choose a battery
capable of supplying such a current. The internal resistance
of such a battery would be too high to permit the required
low regulation ; a battery of many tens of times the rating
needed to supply 20 amperes would be required. I ndeed, if
our regulating percentage were specified too low, the battery
could well crowd us out of the laboratory! Herein lies the
beauty of the voltage-regulated power supply ; it need only
be designed for the required load. Yet it "looks" like a source
of tremendous current capacity to the load ( insofar as regu
lation percentage and dynamic impedance are concerned ;
see Fig. 1-5 ) .
A similar situation prevails for current-regulated sup
plies. One having nearly zero current regulation appears to
13

ELECTRONIC OEVICE -

Fig. 1 -5 . A voltage-regulated power supply appears to the load
as a tremendous source of cu rrent, although actually it is not.

the load as a power sou rce followed by an extremely high
resistance ( Fig. 1-6 ) . It is obvious that to actually make
such a circuit would lead to gross inefficiency, for the voltage
drop and therefore the power dissipation in such a resistance
would greatly exceed that in the load itself_ The cu rrent
regulated power supply "looks" like a source with extremely
high internal or series resistance_ But this is where the re
semblance ends, for the current-regulated supply does not
incorporate an inordinately high resistance in the load-cur
rent path.

EFFECTIVE
INTERNAL
RESI STANCE
OF SOURCE - 1000"
�.IOOO
= VOLTS

LOAD
CURRENT

RATED LOAD- In

LOAD CURRENT AT RATED LOAD' :ggg+ 1 '.9990 AMP.
LOAD CURRENT AT HALF LOAD· :ggg+z= .9980 AMP.
fig. 1 -6. A current-regulated supply acts as a source with a very
high series or internal resistance insofar as its current-regulating
ability is concerned.
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Response Time
If the load to a regulated power supply is abruptly
changed, a transitory state will exist before the output be
comes stabilized. There are several reason s. Shock excita
tion of various inductances and capacitances is frequently
encountered and takes the form of damped oscillations.
Another reason is that energy-storage elements impose time
constants which simply do not permit an instantaneous
change in level. The ind uctance of the DC control winding
of magnetic amplifiers is an example. Still another limitation
in the rapidity of response is the relatively low frequency
response of certain transistors. Instantaneous response theo
retically implies the capability of infinite frequency response.
In practical supplies, amplifiers and control elements must
have frequency responses in the megacycle range in order
to provide a "rapid" response. When transistors having fre
quency cutoff characteristics of several kilocycles are used,
the response time from this alone is much longer than one
could obtain with a vacuum tube (assuming the current
handling capability of the tube was suitable ) .

LOAD
ON

LOAD
OFF

ON

RESPONSE
TIME
OSCILLOGRAPHIC _
WAVEFORM OF
OUTPUT VOLTAGE

RESPONSE
TIME
Fig. 1-7. Response lime.

Fig. 1-7 provides an insight into the meaning of response
time. The frequency at which the load is changed should be
slow enough that the final extinction of all transient phe
nomena is distinctly observed. Response times for adding a
load and relieving it will generally be different. The longer
of the two is the more important specification because it
imposes the frequency limit at which the power supply be
haves as a dynamically regulated sou rce of power to the load.
It is often stated that an output capacitor can be employed
in conj unction with a voltage-regulated supply to extend this
frequency ( that is, to decrease the response time ) This is
true in many practical situations, but may prove misleading
_
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in others. A large output capacitor does lower the dynamic
output impedance, and it can decrease the response time by
preventing or attenuating transients. However, the time con
stant involved in charging and discharging the output ca
pacitor can, if the capacitor is large enough, slow down the
response time. A similar line of reasoning applies to response
time in a current-regulated power supply. Here, a series in
ductance can increase the dynamic output impedance, which
should be as high as possible. In particular, such an induct
ance can take over at those frequencies at which the regu
lating circu itry falls off in response. However, the response
time of the supply can be adversely increased by such an
inductance, because time is required to change the current
level in an inductance.
Response time can be specified for load variations other
than from zero to full load . In such instances, the conditions
should be stated ; for example, one could specify the response
time of a voltage-regulated power supply as being, say, 600
microseconds when the load is changed from one-quarter to
full load.
Line-Voltage Considerations

Regulation percentage is made more meaningful by relat
ing it to a permissible change in line voltage as well as to
different load conditions (see Fig. 1-8 ) . We might specify,
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for example, that a certain power supply exhibits a maxi
mum regulation of 170 for a ±10% change in the line volt
age. The regulation of this supply between no-load and full
load could be more or less than 1 ra, depending on circuit
details_ Although there i s a tendency for low load regulation
16

to be accompanied by low line regulation, the two modes of
stabilization are not rigorously, nor even necessarily, related.
The most difficult operating conditions for voltage-regulated
supplies usually occur for the combination of low line voltage
and full rated load, for it is then that the greatest tengency
exists for a drop-off in the output voltage. High immunity
to line-voltage variations is desirable, not only to assure a
constant output voltage, but also to prevent transients and
noise from being transferred from line to load. Some regu
lating circuits produce large voltage transients when the line
switch is opened or closed. This is undesirable-particularly
for operation of semiconductor devices, wherein the surge
can assume destructive proportions.
Stabilization Ratio-This defines the factor by which a
regulated power supply reduces the effect of variations in
line voltage, divided by the resultant percentage change in
D C output voltage. As an example, suppose the D C output
of a 500-volt supply u ndergoes a total excursion of 2 volts
as a result of a + 10-volt change in the AC line voltage from
a nominal 1 1 5 volts. The percentage change in line voltage
is 2x10 -;- 1 15 = 17.4. The percentage change in DC output
voltage is 2 -;- 500 = 0.4 0/0. The stabilization ratio is then
17.4 -;- 0.4 = 43.5-to-1. Stabi lization ratios in the tens of
thousands are attainable from closely regulated power sup
plies.
RIPPLE
The ripple output of a supply is another definitive oper
ating feature. If, as is usually true, full-wave rectification
from a single-phase line precedes the regulating circuitry,
the main ripple component will be at twice the line fre
quency. Sometimes an output ripple voltage is specified sim
ply as a maximum of so many volts rms or peak-to-peak.
For instance, we might state that a particular supply devel
oped a maximum of five millivolts rms. This would imply
any line voltage, load, or combination of the two within the
ratings. On the other hand, we could specify the ripple as
being no more than a specified percentage of the DC output
voltage. Thus, a supply might be said to have a peak-to-peak
ripple voltage of no more than 0.1 % of the DC output volt
age. If the DC output voltage happened to be 50 volts, then
the maximum ripple voltage would be .05 volt peak-to-peak.
Peak-to-peak is a better way to define ripple than rms,
because the ripple voltage is often nonsinusoidal ; in fact,
sometimes the ripple waveform is characterized by spikes
of fairly high amplitude. In such an instance the spikes,
17

ha ving a low energy content, would not contribute much to
the rms value and their presence would be virtually concealed
by this measurement method. A power supply rated for rip
ple voltage no greater than one millivolt might appear suit
able for operation of sensitive equipment. However, if the
one-millivolt rms rating included 20-millivolt spikes, such
a supply would be likely to inj ect considerable noise into the
equipment. A common source of such spikes is a semiconduc
tor rectifier as it switches into and out of conduction. In
current-regulated supplies, current ripple-not voltage rip
ple-is of primary importance. Other than this, the basic
ideas are similar.
Most regulated supplies exhibit low ripple, because the
automatic regulating circuitry acts on the ripple in the same
+

I NPA�il
3

REGULATING
CIRCUIT

Fig. 1·9. The regulating circuit has a ripple smoothing ability equivalent to a complex
network of filter elements.

manner as for any other tendency for the output voltage (or
current in current-regulated supplies ) to change ( Fig. 1-9 ) .
In a very real sense, automatic regulation constitutes elec
tronic filtering. This, indeed, is often a justifiable reason for
incorporating automatic regulation. A regulated power sup
ply can produce the same ripple suppression as several stages
of large, heavy inductor-capacitor sections.
The figure of merit of ripple suppression contributed by a
regulator circuit or device is given by the ripple factor.
Ripple factor is the ratio, expressed as a percentage, of out
put ripple voltage to input ripple voltage. That is:
18

Ripple Factor

=

�

Ollt
In

X

100

where,
EOllt is the peak-to-peak amplitude of ripple voltage ap
pearing at the output ( load ) terminals of the voltage
regulated power supply,
Eln is the peak-to-peak amplitude of ripple voltage im
pressed by the rectifier and filter system ( or other
source ) at the input of the regulating circuit.
For example, suppose a full-wave bridge rectifier-in con
j unction with a single capacitor as the filter element-de
velops 100 volts DC with a 0 . 1 volt peak-to-peak ripple at
120 cps . This 1 20-cps ripple voltage is impressed at the in
put of a voltage regulator. Its peak-to-peak value across the
voltage-regulator output terminals is .001 volt. The ripple
factor is then .001 -;- 0.1 x 1 00, or 1 % under stated load con
ditions.
Ripple factor is usually meant for "worst conditions," this
implying full-load, but has a similar meaning for current
regulated supplies-provided we substitute currents for volt
ages. Here, we would be interested in the peak-to-peak cur
rents which would flow into a stated load-with and without
benefit of the current-regulating circuit.
COMPONENTS EMPLOYED FOR REGULATION

Varistor
A varistor is an element in which the relationship between
impressed voltage and the resultant current is something
other than the simple linear proportionality indicated by
Ohm's law. However, not all nonlinear resistances are suit
able for use as a voltage-regulating element in the shunt
regulator circuit. To be useful for this application, it is nec
essary that the resistance of the element decrease in response
to either the higher voltage impressed across it or the higher
current passed through it. Thus a tungsten lamp, although
a nonlinear resistance, would not perform as a shunt regu
lating element. The resistance of the tungsten filament in
creases with impressed voltage-or more p recisely, with the
current passed through it. On the other hand, a carbon fila
ment lamp would provide voltage regulation when connected
into a shunt regulator circuit ( Fig. 1-1 0 ) . The resistance
of the carbon filament fulfills the requisite of decreasing with
impressed voltage. ( Here again, we of course realize that the
decrease of resistance is due to the elevated temperature,
19
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which in turn is due to the increased current brought about
by the increased voltage. )
A varistor i n which the resistance increases with current
flow can provide voltage regulation when used in the series
regulator circuit ( Fig. 1-1 1 . ) However, this arrangement
provides regulation against a varying line voltage only ; volt
age regulation with respect to a varying load resistance is
poorer than if a linear resistance were used in the series arm.
The forward-conduction characteristics of semiconductor
diodes such as point-contact, selenium, copper-oxide, and
germanium and silicon j unction diodes, can provide a regu-
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1 ·1 1 . Regulation against line·

voltage variations by means of a
series varistor.

I

lation percentage low enough to be useful in low-voltage
applications. Although the regulated voltage provided by a
single diode is generally less than one volt, any number of
these diodes can be connected in series-in which case the
nominal value of the regulated voltage is multiplied by the
number of such series-connected diodes. However, at four or
five volts the zener diode-because of its ability to provide
much closer regulation-merits consideration.
Thyrite is the trade name of General Electric for a silicon
carbide varistor. Unlike the semiconductor diode, Thyrite
is nonpolar. Thyrite elements are available in a wide variety
of power ratings, voltage ranges, and degrees of nonlinear
ity. The equation defining the nonlinearity of Thyrite is:
I= KV"
where,
I is the current through the element,
K is a constant determined by the resistivity and geom
etry of the material,
V is the voltage impressed across the element,
n is an exponent, generally between 3 and 8.
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Thyrite behaves like an element in which resistivity is con
trolled by the impressed voltage. In most other varistors, the
change of resistance is a function of current.
Current Ballast Tubes

Current ballast tubes, also known as Barretters, were
among the earliest means of immunizing electronic equip
ment against the adverse effects of changing AC line voltage.
They remain popular as a simple and economical approach
to the regulation problem, and presently are used for heater
current stabilization of series-connected tubes in AC-DC

Fig.

1·12. A

current

connected as shown

ballast tube
will

provide

constant cu rrenf to .eries heaters.

AC OR DC
LINE
radio equipment ( Fig. 1-1 2 ) , for preregulation in conjunc
tion with more complex and precise regulating techniques,
and for indirectly providing voltage regulation in applica
tions where close regulation is not necessary. This device is
essentially an incandescent lamp incorporating an iron fila
ment in a gaseous atmosphere of hydrogen. By proper choice
_
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Fig. 1 · 1 3 . Characteristic curve of a
current ballast tube.
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of filament geometry and gas pressure, it is possible to de
sign such a lamp so that its voltage-current characteristic
will be as depicted in Fig. 1-13. When operation is within
the constant-current region of the device, a considerable
change in terminal voltage results in a relatively small
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change in current. Consequently, when connected in series
with the AC l ine, the current ballast tube will provide a
nearly constant current to equipment powered from the line.
When used in the primary circuit of a power transformer
connected to a rectifier ( Fig. 1-14 ) , the DC load voltage will
then be substantially independent of variations in the AC
l ine voltage. ( This type of regulation is not suitable for
applications where appreciable variations occur in the load
resistance. Load-voltage regulation with respect to load cur
rent is adversely affected by the insertion of the ballast tube
into the AC line . )

CURRENT
BALLAST
TUBE

T
p�w��
LIN�

LOAD

Fig. 1·14. Current ballast tube used in conjunction with a power supply.

The i ron filament is subject to damage by external mag
netic fields. For this reason, a magnetic shield is often used
with ballast tubes. Filament temperature is below the values
attained in ordinary light bulbs ; nevertheless, considerable
power dissipation is involved, and attention must be given to
the matter of heat removal by free convection. If ventilation
is poor, the tube may not operate within its intended con
stant cu rrent region. These tubes are also made with fila
mentary materials other than iron, and with gases other than
hydrogen. Unless otherwise stated by the manufacturer,
these tubes should be mounted vertically, base down.
Static-Magnetic Regulating Transformers

Special transformers are also available for reducing the
effects of varying AC line voltage. These transformers, when
utilized in conj unction with modern silicon rectifying ele
ments, can provide good regulation with respect to both line
and load (AC line regulation of 170 and a load regulation of
about 30/0 are readily acheived ) . When such transformers
are employed in addition to the regulation techniques de
scribed in this book, the effect of the AC preregulation
greatly enhances the over-all performance of the regulated
22

power supply. Such "constant-voltage" transformers, as they
are sometimes called, are particularly useful with solid-state
regulator circuits, because the transistor or controlled-recti
fier regulating element need not absorb the excess power
whenever the line voltage rises. Further protection is con
ferred by limiting the short-circuit current of the constant
voltage transformer to about twice the normal full-load cur
rent.
Pictorial and schematic diagrams of the basic constant
voltage ( also called static magnetic regulating ) transformer
are shown in Figs. 1-15A and B, respectively. This trans-
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REGULATED
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(A) Wiring arrangement.

Fig. 1·15. The static.magnetic regu·
lating transformer.

REGULATED
AC OUTPUT
(B) Schematic symbol.

former differs from conventional power types in that a mag
netic shunt is incorporated in the core geometry and a ca
pacitor is connected across the secondary. These two features
provide the common objective of causing more flux to circu
late in the secondary portion of the core structure than in the
primary portion. The capacitor consumes a large reactive
cu rrent, and the resultant ampere-turns in the secondary
winding produces a high flux. Because of the magnetic shunt,
much of this flux is retained in the secondary portion of the
core. The magnetic shunt functions as a magnetic isolator,
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to reduce the coupling between the primary and secondary
windings. The significant feature is that the primary mag
netic circuit operates b elow the "knee" of the core magneti
zation curve, whereas the secondary magnetic circuit oper
ates above the knee-that is, in the magnetic saturation re
gion. See Fig. 1-16. A change in the AC line voltage im
pressed across the primary winding will accordingly produce
a proportionate change in flux in the primary portion of the
core structure. Because of magnetic saturation, however, the
accompanying flux change in the secondary portion of the
core structure will be relatively small. The change in induced
voltage appearing across the secondary winding will there
fore be proportionately smaller than the change in voltage
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Fig. 1 ·1 6. Curve showing operating regions of primary and sec·
ondary core sections in a static·magnetic regulating transformer.

across the primary. Thus, this type of transformer regulates
its own secondary voltage. A further refinement consists of
a so-called compensating winding over the primary and con
nected in series-opposing with the secondary. The voltage
change developed across this winding improves the regula
tion by introducing a small voltage, to compensate for the
departure of the saturated region of the magnetization curve
from the ideal horizontal slope ( that is, from complete satu
ration ) . One of many possible modifications of this arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 1-17. Here, separate secondary wind
ings are employed for providing capacitor and load currents.
This technique permits electrical and physical utilization of
the capacitor without regard to the independent require24

ments of the load. A similar method, often encountered, in
volves a single tapped winding.
Because the flux in the secondary portion of the core is
increased by the capacitor reactive current, the induced volt
age in the secondary winding obviously is higher than would
be indicated by the numerical ratio of secondary to primary
turns. This, however, does not mean that resonance has been
established by the capacitor with respect to the inductance
of the secondary winding. Resonance is utilized in other

AC
POWER Ll N.;E�_..:r_"p

C

CENTER TAP FOR FULL
WAVE RECTIFIER CONNECTION

REGULATED
AC OUTPUT
(A) Wiring arrangement.

Fig. 1 · 1 7 . Another type of static·
magnetic regulating transformer.

(B) Schematic symbol.

types of regulating transformers, but not in the self-regu
lating transformer described here. The waveshape of the
secondary voltage is closer to a square than a sinusoidal
wave. This waveshape is actually desirable in many in
stances, because the rectifying elements are subjected to less
peak AC voltage than when a sine wave is being converted
to DC.
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Transformer Regulation by DC Saturation

Fig. 1-18 depicts a transformer-rectifier arrangement
which provides DC voltage regulation as a result of the DC
load current flowing through saturable core transformers.
In this circuit, Tl is a conventional power transformer, and
its core operates below the knee of its magnetization curve.
Therefore, any induced secondary voltages will be propor-
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POWER

REGULATED DC OUTPUT
ACZERO
VOLTS

OPERATING
OF T2 REGION
T3

CD

a

H-Fig. 1 ·1 8. A transformer regulating arrangement using the
variable saturation method.

tionate to the impressed primary voltage. As a result, no
voltage or current limiting takes place. However, the cores
of transformers T2 and T3 operate in a region of their mag
netization curves wherein core permeability can be con
trolled by the amount of current passing through their DC
windings. Accordingly, the inductance of the AC windings
of T2 and T3 is a function of the DC load current.
If the load current tends to increase because of a change
in line or load conditions, the resultant increase in the core
saturation of T2 and T3 will lower the effective inductance
of their AC windings. This, in turn , will permit more AC
voltage to be impressed across the primary of T3. The tend26

ency for load voltage to fall because of the increased load
current will thereby be counteracted. Should the lead current
tend to fall, the converse sequence of events will take place
and thereby counteract the accompanying tendency of the
lead voltage to rise.
Since the secondary windings of T2 and T3 are connected
in series opposition, any AC voltages induced in these wind
ings will cancel each other in the DC load circuit. Hence, it
follows that saturable transformers T2 and T3 must have
identical characteristics ; otherwise, AC ripple will be in
jected into the load.
General Aspects of VR Tubes

Voltage-regulating tubes are gaseous diodes making use
of various mixtures of inert gases such as neon, argon, kryp
ton, and xenon to provide a selection of several ionizing volt
ages in the normal glow portion of their conduction charac
teristics. Ordinary neon lamps with two identical pin like
electrodes also display constant-voltage characteristics over
a portion of their operating curves. These lamps are inferior
to VR tubes, however, because a relatively small current will
project them into the abnormal glow region, which is un
suitable for voltage stab ilization. The unique structure of the
elements of a VR tube enable a relatively high current to be
consumed before the abnormal-glow mode of operation is
reached. As will be shown, the more current a shunt regu
lating element can consume while still exhibiting the type of
current-resistance relationship of Table 1-1, the heavier the
load that can be handled.
Fig. 1-19A shows the basic construction of a voltage-regu
lator tube. Observe that the anode-that is, the positively
polarized element-is the much smaller element. The cath
ode, or negatively polarized element, resembles in both struc
ture and orientation the plate (anode ) of an ordinary elec
tron tube. This fact plus widespread usage of the symbol in
Fig. 1-19B-which depicts the anode as the platelike, or
larger, element-natu rally leads to confusion. As a conse
quence, it is not uncommon for technicians or even engineers
to sometimes connect VR tubes incorrectly.
VR tubes have either internal j umpers or multiple-pin
connections, which enable wiring the power-supply circuit
in such a manner that no voltage is delivered to the load
when the VR tube is not in its socket. This is a protective
featu re-with no VR tube, the voltage applied to the load
will be considerably higher, and there is a possibility of
damage. The socket connections of the common VR tubes
27
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Table 1 - 1 . Voltage-regulator tube characteristics
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(A) Construction.

(6) Schematic symbol.

Fig. 1 ·1 9. The voltage·regulator tube.

are shown in Fig. 1 -20. When an OA3, OC3, or OD3 is used,
it is possible to utilize the internal j umper at pins 3 and 7
( Fig. 1-20A ) as a means of breaking the AC supplied to the
primary of the power-supply transformer. With the OA2
and OB2 ( F ig. 1 -20B ) , multiple-element connections rather
than an isolated j umper are provided, so that the positive
or negative DC output load is interrupted whenever the tube
is removed from its socket.
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Fig. 1 ·20. Voltage·regulator tube pin connections.

BASIC TYPES OF AUTOMATIC REGULATION

There are a number of ways to classify regulating circuits,
and various circuits are employed. For our pu rpose, we will
( at least initially) find it advantageous to assign voltage
or cu rrent-regulating techniques to one of the two basic fam
ily groups.
Open-Loop Regulators

The first
voltage- or
changes its
voltage ( o r

of these, the open-loop regulator, utilizes a
current-sensitive element which automatically
internal resistance in such a way that the load
in some instances, the load current) does not
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change. Some of the elements which enable this to be ac
complished in suitable circuits are gaseous diodes such as
VR (voltage-regulator ) and corona tubes, reverse-biased
junction ( zener ) diodes, forward-biased diodes ( Stabistors,
Varistors, and vacuum diodes ) , and elements having nega
tive coefficients of resistance with respect to voltage or cur
rent ( carbon filament lamps, Thyrite cartridges, and Ther
mistors ) . The general circuit used for obtaining stabilized
voltage with such elements is depicted in Fig. 1-21A.
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The cu rve in Fig. 1-2 1 B , which depicts the behavior of an
ideal variable-resistance element, provides considerable in
sight into the operation of simple open-loop voltage-regu
lated power supplies. This cu rve has the interesting prop
erty that the product of the two quantities defining any point
on the cu rve is of constant value. Thus, the product of the
horizotnal units (amperes ) and vertical units (ohms ) is five
in this particular example. Specifically, we see that five times
one, four times one and one-quarter, two times two and one
half, etc., all yield the product five. Inasmuch as this product
is derived from multiplying cu rrent by resistance, we have
the condition wherein 5 volts is maintained for any current
on the curve. From this mathematical property, we deduce
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that an element displaying such a relationship must maintain
a constant voltage across itself and therefore in a load con
nected across it. Gaseous diodes known as VR (voltage
regulator) tubes, and reverse-biased silicon junction diodes
known as zener or breakdown diodes, closely approach the
above described relationship. They are therefore the ' most
frequently encountered shunt regulating elements.
Closed-Loop Regulators

The other basic regulating technique is represented by the
closed-loop, or "error-sensing," circuit. Although such cir
cuits can be subdivided, the essential ingredient of closed
loop automatic regulation is control of the output voltage

LOSSER RESISTANCE DECREASES WHEN OUTPUT VOLTAGE TENOS TO FALL
LOSSER RESISTANCE I NCREASES WHEN OUT PUT VOLTAGE T ENDS T O RISE
VOLTAGE
REGULATED
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SERIES LOSSER
ERROR SIGNAL ' A-B

UNREGULAT ED DC

DC AMPLIFIER
COMPARATOR
(ONE OR MORE C ( SINGLE STAGE A
DCWITH
AMPLIFIER
DIRECT-COUPLED
TWO
STAGES)
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I
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REFERENCE
BAT T ERY .
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_

VOLTAGE
REGU LAT ED
OUT PUT
F i g . 1 ·2 2 . Typical closed-loop arrangement for producing automatic
voltage stabilization.

( or current ) in response to an error signal resulting from
comparison of a portion of the output with a stable voltage
source known as the reference. The reference-voltage source
is often a simple open-loop regulator circuit. Thus, a shunt
regulator circuit of the type shown in Fig. 1-21, which uses
a VR tube or zener diode, is one of the building blocks of the
more complex closed-loop regulator.
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The closed-loop regulator illustrated in the block diagram
of Fig. 1-22 makes use of a series "losser" element, the re
sistance of which is controlled by the amplified error signal.
Should the DC output voltage tend to rise, the resultant er
ror signal will increase the resistance of the series losser and
thereby counteract the voltage rise. The converse events oc
cur if the output voltage tends to fall. In this way, the output
voltage is maintained almost constant. The error voltage al
ways tends to extinguish itself by fixing the output voltage
at such a value that a sampled portion of it is equal to the
reference voltage.
The power demand from the voltage-reference source is
generally a small fraction of that which would exist in a
shunt-type voltage regulator supplying a similar external
load. Consequently, it is relatively easy to provide electrical
and thermal operating conditions for the shunt element
which optimize its voltage stability and thus enhance the
stability of the over-all regulating circuit.
SOME CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT THE
RECTIFIER-FILTER SYSTEM

Because of the relative ease with which regulation can be
accomplished electronically, the rectifier-filter system often
is not given design consideration much beyond that pertain
ing to production of the nominally required voltage and cur
rent. However, it should be appreciated that the ultimate
regulation and ripple suppression depends upon both the
rectifier-filter system and the regulator. Indeed, when ex
ceedingly good performance is required in these respects, it
may be more feasible to enhance the operation by improving
the rectifier-filter system rather than by attempting im
provements upon the regulator proper. A technique which
should not be overlooked is the use of a swinging choke in
the power supply. The regulation of a choke input, capacitor
output, full-wave power supply is shown in a general way in
Fig. 1-23. The major contributor to regulation in region A-B
is resistance in the transformer, rectifier bridge, and choke
winding. The major contributor to regulation in region B-C
i s capacitor C1 because L1 does not have any appreciable
effect. Note the abrupt change in regulation encountered as
load current is decreased from point A (which might cor
respond to maximum rated current) to point B . This is the
consequence of the choke becoming abruptly ineffective
when no longer carrying current beyond a critical value. At
these low currents the choke no longer prevents the rectifier
32
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current pulses from reaching peak and zero values. There
fore, the output capacitor tends to charge to peak voltage ;
this manifests itself as a rapid rise in output voltage as load
current is decreased to zero.
Higher inductance will cause point A to occur at a lower
current. Unfortunately, practical difficulties impose limita
tions before this design approach can be pursued very far.
A choke with higher inductance also has h igher resistance
if the core size is maintained. This adversely affects regula
tion and defeats the basic objective even though the regu
lating cu rve can be made somewhat more consistent through
out the load range. O ff-setting this by increasing both wire
and core size obviously only increases weight and cost. A
practical compromise can be affected by taking into account
that the flywheel effect of the choke is a function of both in
ductance and current. This indicates that less inductance
will suffice at higher rather than at lower load currents to
provide good regulation.
Such reasoning leads to the concept of the so-called
swinging choke, one that will swing its inductance in such a
way that high i nductance will prevail at low load currents
and low inductance at higher currents. The low inductance
at higher currents is not the desirable operational mode ;
rather it constitutes the practical solution in that lower in
ductances suffice at higher load currents. The important fea
ture is high inductance at low load cu rrents because this per
mits good regulation over a wide load current range. Such a
choke is much smaller and less costly than one designed with
a nearly constant value of inductance equal to the highest
value displayed by the swinging choke. The change in induc
tance in the swinging choke is due to magnetic saturation
of the core and is the consequence of greatly reducing or
33
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eliminating the air gap ordinarily provided in conventional
constant ind uctance chokes. Fig. 1-24 depicts the inductance
of a swinging choke as a function of load current.
Even with the use of the swinging choke, an artificial load
or bleeder may have to be connected across the output of the
power supply in order to prevent voltage rise at load cur
rents approaching zero. However, the power dissipated by
such a bleeder will be very much less than the bleeder needed
to pacify the low cu rrent regulation with a conventional
choke. It is desired that bleeder power should be low ; for
such power dissipation subtracts from the current avail
able to the load and degrades the efficiency of the system.
Fig. 1-25 illustrates the fact that critical inductance occurs
at a lower value with a heavy load than with a light load.
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Fig. 1 ·25. Graph showing the effect of choke inductance on the output voltage for
light or heavy loads.

L1 in the diagram is not a swinging choke, but a manually
adjusted variable inductance to make it easier to determine
Lc and voltage reduction.
The critical inductance ( Ld of a choke is readily calcu
lated in terms of several parameters of the power supply as
shown in the following form ula :
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La

=

R
p 7Tfp (p 2

_

1)

henrys

where,
R is the combined resistance of the transformer, rectifi
ers, and load,
f is the frequency in cycles per second
p is the number of rectifiers firing per input cycle of
power line (p equals 2 in single-phase full-wave and
bridge rectifier currents ) .
(With semiconductor rectifiers, rectifier resistance can gen
erally be neglected . )
I n the common situation where f corresponds to 60-cps
AC source and where full wave, single phase rectification is
used, this formula reduces to :
R
=
henrys
Lc
1 130
In actual practice it is always wise to design in the direction
of greater inductance ; often circumstances permit a mini
mum inductance several times greater than Le. Such exces
sive inductance is not wasted, but confers greater attenua
tion of ripple.
A swinging choke is not useful for half wave rectification
because infinite inductance is required to achieve L(' for
any load cu rrent. Half-wave rectification has inherently
poor regulation and thereby requires correspondingly better
stabilizing performance from the regulator. Its use is lim
ited to high voltage and/or low cu rrent systems, or where
the specifications are not demanding.
For reasons of economy, the choke is generally less criti
cally chosen in terms of its inductance. Thereafter, filtering
action is most cheaply acquired by using the output capaci
tor C l . Size and cost become prohibitive here too. At this
point, the voltage regulator contributes electronic filtering
equivalent to the effect of the impractical size of the chokes
and capacitors. However, the initial filtering must be pro
vided by the rectifier-filter system, otherwise, the amplitude
of the ripple impressed upon the voltage regulator will carry
it beyond its operating range. In such a case, the regulator
can neither suppress ripple nor regulate effectively.
When a single output capacitor is used, with or without a
series resistance, a brute force approach is generally em
ployed in that the capacitor is made very large. This has be
come feasible through the availability of relatively small
and inexpensive electrolytic capacitors. Because of the high
capacitance which can be so used and because of the low
35

voltage drop in semi-conductor rectifiers, the regulation pro
vided by such a technique is adequate for many practical
purposes. It is often necessary to include a small resistance
in series with the rectifier output in order to protect the rec
tifiers from the current surge when the capacitor is initially
charged.
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CHAPTER 2

Open-Loop Circuits
Using VR Tubes
GENERAL CONSID ERATIONS

Most nonfeedback, or open-loop, regulating circuits are
shunt-type voltage stabi lizers. Generally, a gaseous diode or
a semiconductor ( zene r ) diode is utilized as the shunt ele
ment. Additionally, a series element comprising a fixed re
sistance appears in these circuits. The two most common
shunt-type voltage-regulating circuits are shown in Fig. 2-l .
They can be briefly described as variable voltage dividers in
which the shunt arm automatically adjusts its resistance to
maintain a constant voltage across itself and the load . Al
though this simple description is entirely valid, we will gain
even more insight into open-loop regulation by investigating
this principle in detail.
+ ----��--�---. +

UNREGULAT ED
DC I N
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REGULATED UNREGULATED
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(A) Using vol tage·regu l ating tube.
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(6) Using zener diode.

Fig. 2·1 . Shunt·type voltage·regulator circuits.

The ideal shunt regulating element is one which changes
its internal resistance in such a way that the current flowing
through it does not change the voltage across it. In Fig. 2-2A
is depicted a resistance-versus-current curve which illus
trates the basic concept of such an element. Note that the
application of the Ohm's-law relationship for voltage, E =
I x R, always yields the same voltage, no matter what cur
rent is selected. For example, the product of 2 milliamperes
and 50K ohms, 10 milliamperes and 10K ohms, 4 milliam
peres and the corresponding 25K ohms, etc . , is always 100
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volts. The voltage constancy despite current change is shown
in Fig. 2-2B. In a very true sense, the shunt regulation ele
ment is a current-sensitive nonlinear resistance which is
inversely proportional to the current flowing through it.
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Fig. 2·2. Characteristics of a 1 00·volt shunt regulating element.

Mathematically, such an element would be defined as con
forming to the equation :

R = �I
where,
R is the resistance of the element,
I is the current flowing through the element,
k is a proportionality factor numerically equal to the volt
age developed across the element.
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Our equation can be transformed into R = E -;- I, which to
all appearances is one of the Ohm's-law derivatives. How
ever, voltage E in this application is fixed, thereby forcing
resistance R to become a function solely of current I .
As a result o f supplying current to such a shunt element,
its behavior-from the viewpoint of the external load-is
suggestive of a battery with perfect (zero ) regulation. Fig.
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Fig. 2·3. The voltage·current characteristics of a gaseous VR tube.

2-3 shows the voltage-current characteristic of a VR tube.
The normal glow region has the constant voltage previously
demonstrated with idealized shunt regulating elements.
The Need for Series Limiting Resistance

The series element provides a function beyond acting as
the fixed section of a variable voltage divider. Fig. 2-2C is
a duplication of Fig. 2-2B, but with the axis of the graph
restated. Current through the shu nt element is now shown
as a function of the voltage impressed across the element.
We see that for less than 100 volts, the current is zero. At 100
volts, the current flow theoretically is infinite for our ideal
element. In a practical element, the current flow is still ex
tremely large-many tens or hundreds times more than the
device can withstand. In other words, an element of this type
tends to be self-dest?'uctive-the flow of current raises the
temperature, lowering the resistance and enabling still more
current to flow. A cumulative cause-and-effect relationship
would lead to a catastrophic thermal runaway if the current
flow were not limited somehow. Fortunately, the series ele
ment can be designed to have a resistance which limits the
3!J

current through the shunt regulating element to values
which are simultaneously safe and within the proper region
of the characteristics, insofar as voltage stabilization is con
cerned.
Another E ffect of Series Limiting Resistance

An immed iate consequence of series resistance is that the
input voltage must be higher than the stabilized output volt
age. The current flowing through the series element divides
between the shunt element and external load. The voltage
drop due to this total current flowing through the series ele
ment is deprived from the shunt element and load. If this
voltage drop is excessive, the shunt element will not receive
enough voltage to operate within its voltage-stabilizing re
gion . Although it is convenient to speak of "current-actu
ated" devices such as transistors, electromagnetic solenoids,
etc., we can thereby find ourselves at odds with the physical
facts of electricity. Whatever occurs in these devices is al
ways primarily due to the application of a voltage ; i. e., cur
rent flow is caused by electrical pressure. This is true even
in a series circuit, wherein we say that the "voltage drop
across such and such a resistance is 'due' to such and such a
current flowing through it," but it is truer to say that what
ever current flows through the resistance is due to the volt
age impressed aC1'OSS it. Thus, lest we misconstrue the impli
cation of Fig. 2-2A, we must realize that this characteristic
exists only if 100 volts can be impressed across the element.
In Fig. 2-2C we therefore see that the device would be inac
tive unless a min imum of 100 volts were available.
Unfortunately the accompanying voltage drop, as the load
current flows through the series element, u ltimately deprives
the shunt regulating element of its operating voltage as the
load is made heavier. The series element thus establishes the
upper limit to the amount of current the load may consume ;
once this limit is exceeded, the shunt regulating element can
no longer stabilize the load voltage. Fig. 2-4 depicts the basic
equation relating the relevant parameters of a VR-tube shunt
regulating circuit.
VOLTAGE STABILIZATION IN OPE N-LOOP
CIRCUITS
Voltage Stabilization with Fixed Input and
Varying Load

Figs. 2-5, 2-6, and 2-7 show how voltages and currents
change in order to permit the VR tube to maintain a constant
40

output voltage under the condition of fixed input voltage and
varying load current. Voltage stabilization is maintained as
long as the VR tube is supplied with current within the flat
(horizontal ) portion of its operating characteristics ( Fig.
2-5 ) . It is interesting to observe that current stabilization
also exists in this circuit ( Fig. 2-6 ) . lA, the total current
consumed from the source of input voltage, remains constant
+

WHERE : EI N IS T HE MINIMUM SUPPLY VOLTAGE ANTICIPAT ED.
AT T HE HEAVIEST LOAD 6 LOWEST LINE VOLTAGE,
EVR IS THE OPERATING VOLT AGE OF VR T UBE.
IVR IS T HE MAX. ALLOWABLE CURRENT IN
VR TUBE-IN AMPS.

NOT E: E IN SHOULD EXCEED EVR BY AT LEAST 1 . 3 IN ORDER
TO ASSURE ST ART I NG, EVEN UNDER HEAVIEST
LOAD 6 LOWEST LINE VOLTAGE.
Fig. 2·4. Calculating the series limiting resistance of a shunt regulating circuit.

despite variations in the load current (within the regulating
range of the VR tube ) . There is another quantity which re
mains fixed as long as output-voltage stabilization exists ;
this is the equivalent resistance of the load and VR tube in
parallel. It is this quantity which is responsible for the con
stancy of output voltage and supply cu rrent. That this is so
follows from the basic voltage-divider configuration of the
regulator circuit ( F ig. 2-7 ) . Table 2-1 shows the relationship
between various values of load resistance and currents
within the circuit.
Voltage S tabilization with Varying Input Voltage and
Fixed Load

When the load current is maintained constant but the in
put voltage is permitted to vary, the circuit action is some
what different from that described for the converse set of
conditions. Fig. 2-8 shows the effects of variations in the
source voltage on the output voltage. From Table 2-2 and
Fig. 2-9 we now see that the output-voltage stabilization is
accompanied by a constant load current 1( The variation in
VR tube-current consumption is exactly what is required to
enable the shunt arm ( load and VR tube ) to relate to the
..
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Table 2-2. Effect of fixed load resistance and various source voltages on circuit of Fig. 2-9A
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Table 2-1. Effect of fixed source voltage and various values of load resistance on circuit of Fig. 2-7 A
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Fig. 2·5. Effect of various loads on regulator circuit voltages.

series-dropping resistance in such a way that a constant load
voltage is maintained in the face of a changing input voltage.
Variations in Both Input Voltage and Load

In general usage, the input voltage and the load both vary.
As a consequence, both circuit actions previously described
take place simultaneously. Despite this more complex oper
ation, the load voltage is stabilized, for each of the described
actions responds uniquely to the conditions responsible for it.
The load current and the voltage drop across the series limit43

ing resistance will no longer be constant, as they were in the
two experiments. Nevertheless, the resistance of the VR tube
still adj usts to values which always result in a constant out
put voltage.
THE VR TUBE AND ITS APPLIC ATIONS
Load Capabilities of VR Tubes

Most VR tubes are rated at currents between 5 and 40
milliamperes. It is an interesting fact that, as long as the
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Fig. 2·6. Effects o f various loads o n regulator circuit currents.
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VR tube current is maintained within this range, no limi
tation is imposed on the current consumed by the load .
Certain practical matters make it difficult or undesirable to
attempt voltage stabilization for h igh-current loads, how
ever. A heavy current load necessitates a relatively low se
ries dropping resistance ; otherwise, the DC supply voltage
from the rectifier would have to be inordinately high . If such
a load became disconnected from the output terminals, the
VR tube would be damaged or destroyed by the heavy cur-

VARIABLE
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_

(A) Circuit.

< 50
::Ii
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40

� 30 .f--�:'" IB
� 20
Ie
�
10
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140
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(6) Current·voltage curve.

SUPPLY VOLTAGE

Fig. 2·9. Regulator circuit action when load is fixed and the source voltage is variable.

rent which would then flow through it. Allowing for this
possibility, however, there is no reason why the VR tube
could not stabilize the voltage across a load drawing much
more current than the tube itself. For example, if the inten
tion is to stabilize against line-voltage fluctuations and it is
ascertained that the load, although heavy, is relatively con
stant and always present, a VR tube can be used for higher
load currents than would be permissible with a varying load .
Ignition Voltage for Gaseous Tubes

Gaseous diodes such as VR tubes require higher than the
operating potential to start ionization of the gas. Now an
other requi rement is imposed on the rectifier or un regulated
DC supp ly-the minimum voltage available under the worst
conditions must be sufficient to fire the tube. Otherwise, tube
conduction will be negligible and voltage stabilizing action
will not be attained. "Worst conditions" generally involves
the simultaneous occurrence of full load and low line voltage.
Sometimes other conditions aggravate the problem of start
ing. Experiments have shown that a gaseous diode with a
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normal glow voltage of approximately 70 volts requires over
200 volts to fire it when placed under refrigeration and in
the absence of light. The energy of light photons is imparted
to the gas molecules and also produces photoelectric emission
from the electrodes. As a consequence, it is good practice to
provide a suitable margin of surplus starting voltage-par
ticularly if separation is to take place in total darkness.
Under ordinary conditions (at or above room temperature
and with even the small amount of light available from the
tube filaments ) , the starting voltage of VR tubes is gener
ally from 8 to 20 volts higher than the operating voltage.
Some tubes now contain a radioactive isotope, which brings
about reliable starting at lower potentials.
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Fig. 2·10. Methods of connecting a small capacitor to aid in initial
ioni zation of VR tube.

It is possible to initiate ionization with a lower DC supply
voltage if a small capacitor is connected across the series
dropping resistor. The capacitor bypasses a portion of the
otherwise undesirable ripple component around the resistor,
making it available as additional starting potential. If the
rectifier output passes through a filter prior to being im
pressed across the VR tube, the bypass capacitor should then
be connected between the VR-tube anode and the positive
output terminal of the rectifier, or to one of the high-voltage
terminals of the power transformer. See Fig. 2-10. Here,
lead A of the capacitor can be connected to point B, C, or D .
The last i s the most effective o f the three. Sometimes the
voltage stabilizing action or the filtering effect of a VR tube
is desired for a circuit not previously designed to furnish the
required starting voltage. If sharp pulses of sufficient ampli
tude, or audio or radio frequencies of su itable voltage level,
are available elsewhere in the equipment, the introduction
of such energy through a small capacitor connected to the
47

anode of the VR tube can facilitate fi ring. Sometimes, better
results are obtained by connecting the small capacitor to one
of the "blank" pins of the VR tube. The electrified point of
the pin within the tube then becomes a copious producer
of ions.
Combinations of VR Tubes

Parallel-Connected VR Tub es It is possible to obtain cer
tain special results by appropriate combinations of VR tubes.
One quite likely to come to mind would be parallel operation
in order to increase the current-handling capability of the
load. However, if two or more VR tubes are simply paral
leled, it is highly probable that only one will ignite-the re
su ltant lowering of output voltage by the ionization of one
tube will tend to prevent the others from starting. This is
undesirable in another respect. Since the circuit is designed
for a high current output, its series limiting resistance would
-
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Fig. 2·1 1 . Method of connecting VR tubes in parallel.

be too low to prevent damage to the tube "lucky" enough to
ignite at the expense of the others. Even if two selected tubes
were utilized in such a fashion that both were assured suffi
cient starting potential and current, subsequent operation
would tend to be unstable as one tube or the other hogged
most of the available operating current. Current sharing can
be enforced by means of individual series resistances, as in
Fig. 2-1 1 . In this way, parallel operation can be employed
to provide a stabilized voltage to heavy loads. However, in48

sertion of the current-sharing resistances will seriously de
grade the regulation and dynamic output impedance. Hence,
except where poor stabilization is better than none, parallel
ing of VR tubes in this manner is not recommended.
Series-Connected VR Tubes-VR tubes connected in series
constitute a practical circuit configuration with several oper
ational advantages, such as stabilization of higher voltages
than can be accomplished with one VR tube alone. Although
it is preferable to employ tubes with identical current rat
ings, any combination of voltage breakdowns may be se
lected. If one tube has a lower rated maximum current, the
series limiting resistance and the input voltage should be so
related that this current is never exceeded in any tube.
Another advantage of series-connected VR tubes is the avail
ability of more than one stabilized DC voltage, as shown in

t----o VR I + VRZ
3

t----O VRI

V IN SHOULD BE APPROX. 3 0 % HIGHER THAN S U M OF VOLTAGES,
VR I tVRZ t VR3, UNDER WORST OPERATING CONDITION
( M Al( LOAD 6 MIN. L I NE VOLTAG E I
Fig. 2·1 2 . VR tubes connected in a series arrangement.

Fig. 2-12. Here we see that, in addition to ordinary VR-tube
action, such an arrangement functions as a voltage divider.
The number of stabilized voltages provided is equal to the
number of series-connected VR tubes.
In Fig. 2-12, due consideration should be given to the fact
that upper tubes are forced to carry the current consumed
by any loads connected to the lower taps. For example, if a
load is connected between ground and tap 3, VR2 and VR3
must supply this current, even though the voltage to th is
load is stabilized by VRl. As a consequence, the allowable
load currents available from taps 1 and 2 are lower. Simi
larly, if taps 2 and 3 are supplying current to loads, the per49

missible current output from tap 1 is diminished by the sum
of the currents supplied by taps 2 and 3.
Cascaded VR Tubes In Fig. 2-13 we see a cascade, or
tandem, arrangement of VR tubes. In this circuit, the VR150
constitutes a stabilized input-voltage source for the opera
tion of the VR75. This technique greatly enhances the sta
bility of the VR75, which is now virtually relieved of the
-
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need to regulate with respect to the varying input voltage.
A requirement of this circuit is that the tube receiving its
operating power from the unregulated source must have a
higher breakdown voltage than the tube which stabilizes the
load voltage. Because of the limited number of breakdown
voltages available in VR tubes, this arrangement is not as
flexible with VR tubes as it is with zener diodes, which may
be had in a wide variety of breakdown voltages.
H igh-Voltage Regulated Supplies Using
Corona-Type Tubes

By suitable choice of gas pressure and electrode geometry,
a gaseous diode can be designed to display a voltage-regulat
ing region at much lower currents than those required to
produce a glow discharge in a conventional VR tube. At the
same time, this regulating region can be made to correspond
to electrode potentials at least as high as 25 kilovolts. Ioni
zation at these relatively high voltages and low cu rrents is
essentially a corona phenomenon. These tubes are known as
Corotrons and are manufactured by the Victoreen Instru
ment Company. The simplest type of regulator circuit is
identical in configuration to the conventional VR-tube circuit
( Fig. 2-14A ) . The same manufacturer also makes high-volt
age pentode tubes, for use with the Corotron in closed-loop
regulator circuits. A typical circuit of this type is shown in
Fig. 2-14B. Observe that a separate voltage amplifier is not
employed to boost the level of the error signal before it is
applied to the grid of the pentode losser tube. This in itself
is not a novel circuitry feature. There is, however, more than
initially meets the eye. The voltage drop across R1 ( Fig.
50

2-14B ) is a small fraction of the total output voltage. There
fore, the feedback factor is not divided down appreciably by
the sampling network ( R l and the Corotron ) . This fact, i n
conjunction with the high voltage gain o f the pentode, re
sults in a loop gain as high as might be obtained in conven
tional lower-voltage regulators utilizing one or two stages
of DC voltage amplification prior to the losser element.
By dispensing with the cascaded DC amplifiers, this circuit
achieves low dynamic impedance with very little of the ordi
narily accompanying drift.
+ O---'\N"v--�----<> +

(A) Basic circuit.
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(B) H igh-voltage pentode used in conjunction with corona tube.
Fig. 2-14. High-voltage corona-tube regulator circuits.

Disadvantages of Gaseous Diod e Voltage Regulators

Before the advent of the semiconductor reference element
( zener diode ) , it would have served no useful purpose to cite
the shortcomings of the gaseous VR tube, for nothing better
was available. Since this is no longer true, it should prove
in structive to summarize the undesirable characteristics of
the VR tube:
1. The requirement of a higher-than-operate starting
voltage.
2. The possibility of spurious signal generation ( relaxa
tion oscillations, ionic or molecular oscillations, and
"hash" or noise voltage ) .
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3. The availability of the device in only a few operating
voltages.
4. Limited life span.
5. Unpredictable and erratic tendencies with regard to
both the starting and the operating voltages.
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CHAPTER 3

Open-Loop Circuits
U sing Zener Diodes

THE ZENER DIODE

The zener diode essentially is a silicon j unction rectifier
which exhibits abrupt conduction at a discrete reverse bias.
Unlike semiconductor diodes used for rectification, wherein
reverse conduction must be avoided, the zener diode is delib
erately used in this operating mode. When so used, its effec
tive DC resistance varies with the current, in a manner
closely approaching the ideal characteristic of the shunt
regulating element depicted earlier in Fig. 2-1A. Thus, the
zener diode can provide a constant voltage to a load, in much
the same way previously described for the gaseous tube.
There are numerous applications where high current capa
bility takes precedence over extremely close regulation. This
requirement is most simply and, often, most economically
met by means of a shunt regulator employing a power zener
diode. Also, back to back power zeners make satisfactory
regulators for AC voltage in many cases. A considerable art
has evolved about the zener diode, and, to thoroughly under
stand th is fascinating device, one must become acquainted
with the physics of semicond uctors ( which is outside the
domain of this book ) . Rather, we shall be concerned only
with the external characteristics of the device, and, in par
ticular, with those related directly to its use as a shunt-type
voltage regulator.
From the basic circuit in Fig. 3-1A you can obtain a better
understanding of the operation of a zener diode. The char
acteristic curve of Fig. 3-1 B is generally representative of
any semiconductor rectifying diode. However, the relatively
abrupt reverse conduction and nearly vertical slope of the
cu rve in the reverse-conduction region are specifically char
acteristic of the zener diode. Disregarding the sign of the
polarizing voltage and omitting the forward-conduction re53

gion, we can depict the curve as in Fig. 3-2. This clearly
shows the similarity of the zener diode to the gaseous VR
tube and thus enables us to visualize both devices as practi
cal elements approximating the voltage-current relationship
of the ideal element represented by the curve of Fig. 2-2D .
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Fig. 3-1 . General characteristics of zener diodes.

Operating Voltages

Unlike with gaseous diodes, a wide selection of breakdown
voltages-ranging between 3.9 and 200 volts-is available
in zener diodes ( see Table A-3 in the Appendix ) . As the
semiconductor art progresses, even higher voltage units will
probably become practical. The physics of the breakdown
phenomenon is such that the closest approach to ideal shunt
regulating characteristics is obtained for diodes designed
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for reverse-conduction voltages between 6 % and 8% volts.
For this reason, it is sometimes desira ble to employ series
connected strings of such low-voltage units in order to
achieve a higher breakdown voltage. Table A-3 shows Mo
torola power zener diodes in 10 watt and 50 watt capacities.
These have breakdown voltages ranging from 3.9 volts to
200 volts. In all instances, the diodes have reverse polarity
when the letter R is appended to the type number. Reverse
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polarity corresponds to packaging in which the negative
connecting terminal (anode ) is insulated from the stud or
case. Such an expedient results in more precise DC regu
lation and lower dynamic output impedance than can be
obtained from a single element rated at the higher voltage.
At the same time, such practice can entail greater expense.
In Fig. 3-3 we see a typical family of curves for zener diodes
having various breakdown voltages. Keeping in mind that a
vertical slope in the reverse-conduction region would pro
vide perfect regulation and a zero dynamic output imped
ance (at least at low frequencies ) , we can acquire a feeling
for the relative "goodness" of such diodes in terms of their
zener breakdown voltages. Inasmuch as zener diodes are em
ployed most often in conjunction with transistors and other
solid-state devices, it fortunately happens that breakdown
voltages in the 6%- to 8 %-volt region are practical for cir
cuit operation. Notice that the curves for diodes B, C, and D
of Fig. 3-3 are nearly vertical ; this signifies low dynamic
impedance.
Table A-1 in the Appendix comprises a family of General
Electric one-watt zener diodes. It is recommended that such
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one-watt units be substituted for their voltage counterparts
in schematic diagrams calling for 200 mw, 400 mw, and
750 mw zener diodes. The use of one-watt units is advan
tageous for construction of experimental projects. The ad-
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ditional electrical ruggedness of these one-watt diodes pro
vides increased protection against destruction with the often
accompanying chain reaction burn-out of associated semi
conductors. An additional bonus is obtained if the diode
current is increased, for then a lower dynamic impedance
results. The one-watt zener diode has been so reduced in
price that initial selection cannot be rejected on cost alone.
Dynamic Impedance

Effect of DC Current on Dynamic Impedance-In a given
zener diode, the dynamic impedance decreases as the DC op
erating current rises. This is illustrated in Fig. 3-4, which
shows the dynamic impedances of various diodes corre
sponding to two DC currents. Of course, the DC operating
cu rrent cannot be increased without ultimately exceeding
the permissible temperature rise of the j unction. Inasmuch
as the zener diode sometimes must dissipate considerable
ripple power, the DC current alone may not constitute suffi
cient consideration in designing for safe operation. Safe op
eration may not actually be the limiting factor in deciding
the maximum DC cu rrent to pass through a zener diode.
The temperature coefficient of zener diodes with breakdown
voltages greater than about six volts becomes increasingly
positive with more DC current. Unless compensating com
ponents with suitable negative temperature coefficients are
present in the circuit, it may not be desirable to pass too
high a DC current through a zener diode because the voltage
breakdown could shift considerably with temperature vari
ations. Aside from the effect of more or less DC current,
conditions accounting for variations in the operating tem
perature of a zener diode are ( 1 ) an initial warm-up pe
riod , ( 2 ) proximity of heat-generating components, and
( 3 ) changes in the ambient temperature.
In order for manufacturers' values of dynamic impedance
to be meaningfu l, it has become standard practice to desig
nate the dynamic impedance of a zener diode for DC oper
ating cu rrents of 20 '1'0 of maximum permissible DC current
at 25°C. Additionally, the measurement is carried out under
the stipulation that the AC superimposed on the DC oper
ating current is 10 % of that value and is a low-frequency
sine wave, generally 60 cps. For example, a zener d iode cap
able of withstanding a maximum DC current of 200 rna
would be tested for dynamic impedance by superimposing
4 rna of 60-cps alternating current on 40 rna of DC operating
current. The dynamic impedance would then be calculated
by dividing by 4 rna the value of 60-cps voltage needed to
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produce the 4-ma AC cu rrent. If, in this particular example,
8 millivolts is required, the dynamic impedance of this zener
diode would be quoted as .008 -;- .004, or 2 ohms.
Variations in Dynamic Impedance with Rated Power Dis
sipation-It has been shown that increased DC current in a
given zener diode tends to lower the dynamic impedance.
Graphically, this is manifested by the fact that the charac
teristic curve is almost a vertical slope. If the D C current
is made too high, however, excessive heat will be produced.
This results in an unstable coefficient of temperature with
respect to voltage-that is, the breakdown voltage tends to
lose even its short-term stability. A further increase in DC
current will damage the junction. This behavior would, how
ever, lead us to suspect that a zener diode with a junction
having a large area-that is, one designed to carry more
current-would have a lower dynamic impedance than a
small diode. From a highly different viewpoint, we could
liken a large-area junction to an equivalent parallel connec
tion of an appropriate number of smaller junctions. Now we
would expect the dynamic impedance of the large j unction
to be less than that of any smaller junction, because imped
ances in parallel result in a smaller net impedance than that
of any of the constituents. As a matter of fact, zener diodes
of high power rating do tend to have lower dynamic imp ed
ances than diodes with like breakdown voltages but smaller
power or current ratings.
In Tables 3-1 , 3-2, and 3-3 we see a significant comparison
of zener diodes belonging to three different families of power
ratings. In all three, the maximum permissible current is the
power rating divided by the breakdown voltage, and the DC
test current for evaluation of dynamic impedance is approxi
mately 20 % of the maximum permissible DC current.
Dynamic Impedance and Series-Connected Diodes-Figs.
3-3 and 3-4 indicate that dynamic impedance tends to inTable 3-1. Dynamic impedance versus power rating-typical 750-milliwatt
zener diodes
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Nominal

Maximum DC

Test

Dynamic

Current

Current for
Z . MA

I m pedance
Z, Ohms

Type

Breakdown
Voltage

1 N 1 507

3.9

35

1 4.0

l N1510

6.8

110

22

1 .5

lN1512

1 0.0

75

15

1 .8

MA

1 80

l N1514

1 5.0

50

10

5.0

lN1517

27.0

26

5

50.0

Table 3-2. Dynamic impedance versus power rating-typical 3.5-watt
zener diodes
Nominal

Maximum DC

Test

Dynamic

Breakdown

Current

Current for

Impedance
Z, Ohms

MA

Z, MA

l N 1 588

3.9

850

1 50

l N 1 59 1

6.8

525

1 00

0.6

l N 1 593

1 0.0

350

70

0.7

l N 1 595

1 5.0

225

40

3.4

l N 1 598

27.0

1 25

25

1 3 .0

Type

Voltage

2.6

crease quite rapidly for diodes with breakdown voltages
greater than 10 or 15 volts. Other things being equal, it is
generally possible to obtain lower dynamic impedances by
allowing more DC current to flow through a diode. This can
Table 3-3. Dynamic impedanc.e versus power rating-typical IO-watt
zener diodes

Type

Nominal

Maximum DC

Test

Dynamic

Breakdown

Current

Current for

Impedance

MA

Z, MA

Z, Ohms

2500

500

0.84

Voltage

l N 1 599

3.9

l N 1 602

6.8

1 500

300

0.20

l N 1 604

1 0.0

1 000

200

0.55

l N 1 606

1 5.0

650

1 40

1 .50

l N 1 609

27.0

350

70

4.50

even be exploited to the extent that a diode with a much
larger power capacity is used than the demands of the ex
ternal load would dictate. This is a practical technique for
lowering the dynamic impedance for diodes with breakdown
voltages higher than 20 volts or so, particularly when 50 to
100 or more volts must be stabilized. However, a better ap
proach consists of connecting the appropriate number of
low-voltage diodes in series. For example, three 8.4-volt di
odes in series will result in an effective breakdown and sta-

®
Fig. 3·5. Two·stage cascaded
shunt regulator.
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bilization voltage of about 25 volts. The dynamic impedance
of the combination will be approximately the same as for a
single diode, but the permissible power dissipation will be
three times as much. Any number of low-impedance diodes
can be series-connected to provide stabilization at a higher
voltage.
Dynamic Impedance and Cascaded Shunt Regulators
The dynamic output impedance of a zener-diode voltage can
also be lowered by cascading two or more stages. A two-stage
arrangement is depicted in Fig. 3-5. The diode used in the
first stage ( M 2 ) must have a higher breakdown voltage than
the output stage. This arrangement significantly improves
regulation with respect to the line or input voltage.
S tabilization of Small Voltages

Below 3.5 volts, the characteristics of zener diodes deteri
orate to such an extent that these units are not generally
available commercially. Even between 3.5 and 4 volts, the
onset of conduction is "soft" ; and to attain a low dynamic
impedance, such diodes must be operated with appreciable
current. This is undesirable, for as we shall see, the already
excessive temperature drift of low-voltage diodes is further
degraded by the high current.
A very effective way of obtaining low-voltage stabilization
is by means of the parallel network shown in Fig. 3-6. The
output voltage is the difference between the breakdown
voltage of the two diodes. Inasmuch as the two d iodes will
be similar, they may be expected to have fairly closely
matched temperature drift characteristics. The output volt
age will then be relatively immune to temperature, because
the fact that the two diodes change in the same direction
tends to maintain the same difference voltage. As an exam
ple, if 8.4- and 7.2-volt diodes are used, a stabilized output
of 1 .2 volts will be provided.

INPUT DC
SOURCE

8.4 V

7. 2 V

_

Fig. 3-6. Parallel network for obtain·
ing low-voltage stabilintion.

'----- +

1.2 V
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Temperature Coefficient

The zener breakdown voltage tends to be temperature
dependent. For many applications, the displacement of volt
age with respect to temperature is too small to prove trouble
some. It is fortunate that, generally speaking, the tempera
ture dependency and the dynamic impedance are both at or
close to a minmum at breakdown voltages between 5% and
8 volts. The exact voltage at which either or both the temper
ature dependency and the dynamic impedance are a mini
mum is partially a function of the manufacturing process
and the operating current. The temperature coefficient is the
measure of voltage change with respect to temperature.
Temperature coefficient is given in per cent per degree centi
grade ( ro jOC. ) . Inasmuch as the temperature dependency
may not necessarily be a linear relationship for wide tem
perature variations, the temperature coefficient implies the
average rate of change with respect to an ambient temper
ature of 21 ° centigrade. Suppose, for example, a zener diode
is rated at 6 volts breakdown at 20 milliamperes and at 2 1 ° C .
ambient ; under these conditions, the manufacturer desig
nates the temperature coefficient as +.05 % . This means that
a 1 0 ° rise in temperature will change the zener breakdown
voltage 0.18 volt, or 180 millivolts ( 1 0 x .05 ro x 6 ) . The new
breakdown voltage at the elevated temperature will there
fore be 6.18 volts.
Thus, we see that the effect of temperature tends to de
grade the precision at which DC voltages can be stabilized.
For certain applications it is imperative that attention be
given to this matter. It is not always the best approach to
design the zener diode for zero temperature coefficient.
Sometimes it is easier to insert or to take advantage of an
other element with an equal and opposite temperature co
efficient. The over-all temperature coefficient will then be
zero, and the temperature dependency will be neutralized
throughout the tracking range of the zener diode and the
compensating element. An important application of this
technique is found in the substantially zero temperature
coefficient voltage-reference elements made by a number of
semiconductor firms. These consist of one or more series
connected zener diodes with positive temperature coeffi
cients ; also connected in series are one or more forward
biased junction diodes. That is, the polarities of the diodes
are such that the zener diodes operate in their normal re
verse-current region. They therefore exhibit the abrupt
breakdown-voltage characteristic of such operation. The po61

larity connections of the compensating diodes are such that
they operate in their forward-conduction region with the
same current which flows through the zener diodes. Silicon
j unction diodes generally develop a potential drop of % to 1
volt when biased in the forward-conduction region. At the
same time, they exhibit a negative temperature coefficient.
The object of this arrangement is, of course, to attain exact
neutralization of the temperature coefficient by the opposing
temperature dependencies of the forward-biased compen
sating diodes and reverse-biased zener diode ( s ) . The diodes
are packaged as an i ntegral unit. Even greater stability of
temperature immunity is obtained by stabilizing the current
permitted to flow through the reference unit. In extremely
critical applications, the reference unit is operated inside a
thermostatically regulated oven, much like quartz crystals.
The dynamic impedance of these reference units is some
what higher than can be obtained from a single zener diode
having the same breakdown voltage. This is due to the pres
ence of the forward-biased diode ( s ) . However, these units
are not intended for use in simple shunt-type voltage regu
lators. Rather, they are designed for use in feedback, or
closed-loop regulator, circuits wherein amplification is em
ployed to effectively reduce the dynamic impedance of the
reference element insofar as the "viewpoint" of the load is
concerned. Thus, the achievement of a stable and substan
tially zero temperature coefficient at the expense of dynamic
impedance constitutes a good bargain in the over-all picture
for the intended application.
AC Regulation with Zener Diodes

Fig. 3-7 illustrates several ways of stabilizing AC voltage
by means of zener diodes. Here, reverse-voltage breakdown
is utilized in conjunction with series resistance-much as in
DC circuits. However, two diodes are necessary in order that
both the positive and the negative excursions of the AC wave
will be stabilized. The two diodes exchange conduction roles
with the alternations of the AC wave. Whichever diode hap
pens to be forward-biased at a particular portion of the cycle
will behave essentially as a straight-through connection to
bias the other diode in its reverse, or zener, mode of conduc
tion. The output wave is a trapezoid by virtue of the clipping
action of the diodes. Fig. 3-7 A provides AC regulation in
the secondary winding, whereas regulation takes place in
the primary in Figs. 3-7B, C, and D. In the latter two cir
cuits, a reactance is substituted for the series resistance.
The advantage of using reactance instead of resistance is
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that the necessary series voltage drop is obtained with negli
gible expenditure of power. In all circuits the zener diodes
consume an appreciable portion of the AC input power. I n
Figs. 3-7B, C, and D, the transformer is n o t burdened with
this extra power drain. Even so, there is always an addi
tional core loss due to the nonsinusoidal shape of the im
pressed voltage wave.
The AC regulator circuits of Fig. 3-7 are very useful for
supplying filament power to tubes involved in critical circuit
functions. For example, the triggering point of multivibra
tors can be made less erratic ; again, the frequency stability
of oscillators is generally improved when a regulator source
of filament power is used . A regulated filament supply addi
tionally tends to extend tube life. These AC regulation cir-

(A) Diodes connected in transformer
secondary with series resistance.

(B) Diodes connected in transformer
primary with series resistance.

(C) Diodes connected in transformer

(D) Diodes connected in transformer
primary with series capacitance.

primary with series inductance.

Fig. 3·7. Methods of obtaining AC regulation with zener diodes.

cuits may also be employed to provide preregulation for the
various closed-loop regulators to be described in Chapters 4
and 5. Such a technique is most applicable to smaller ca
pacity supplies.
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CHAPTER 4

The Closed-Loop
Regulation Circuit
Many voltage and current regulators use tubes or tran
sistors as "losser" elements. These, in response to an error
signal, change resistance in the appropriate direction to
maintain the output voltage or current at a fixed value.
Regulated supplies of this type are closed-loop systems
that is, essentially feedback amplifiers. An effective way to
become acquainted with the circuit techniques used in these
supplies is to investigate a number of schematic diagrams
and thereby "acquire a feel" for the basic objectives involved
in circuits having diverse configurations.
In Fig. 4-1 we see four basically similar arrangements of
series-connected losser elements and voltage references. In
these circuits the losser element functions as a cathode (or
emitter ) follower, with a tendency to maintain the output
voltage close to the voltage developed across the reference
element. An immediate advantage over the zener diode and
VR tube regulators described in Chapter 2 is that the volt
age-reference element is relieved of carrying the load cur
rent. Consequently, it becomes practical to stabilize large
load power with small reference elements. The reference
element and its associated circuitry can then be designed
primarily for thermal stability. The dynamic output resist
ance of the power supply is much less than that of the volt
age reference element, the improvement being di rectly pro
portionate to the current-amplification factor of the series
losser element.
Most voltage regulated power supplies derive their oper
ation from the action of a series losser element inserted in
one lead . The losser element may be used in either of two
ways and this determines the design and characteristics of
the associated component sections of the supply. The two
configurations are shown in Figs. 4-2A and 4-2B. In Fig.
4-2A the series losser operates as an emitter follower. This
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Fig. 4-1 . Basic emitter- or cathode-follower voltage-regulator circuits.

is because the amplifier error signal -A" is effectively ap
plied to the base with respect to the collector and the output
voltage is derived from the emitter with respect to the
collector of X l . This may not be immediately obvious in
asmuch as neither the amplified error signals nor the voltage
regulated output involved direct connections ' to the collector
of X l . However, insofar as the dynamic operation of X l
is concerned, both input and output voltages vary with re
spect to the collector as common element
The circuit in Fig. 4-2B makes use of X l as a common
emitter amplifier. Here again, a second look may be neces65
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Fig. 4-2. Two buic circuit .rr.ng.ments for series losser regul.ted power supplies.

sary. Xl does not appear as a conventional common emitter
amplifier inasmuch as the output circuit is associated with
the emitter rather than the collector. Nonetheless, it can
be readily seen that all criteria for common emitter oper
ation are satisfied; the amplifier error signal is introduced
at the base with respect to the emitter of Xl. Moreover, from
a dynamic standpoint, output variations actually occur in
the collector circuit with respect to the emitter. The emitter
is common element to one side of both input and output
voltage variations.
It is interesting -to compare the two configurations. It
might initially appear that the common emitter arrange
ment, by virtue of its inherent voltage amplification must
make better use of a given number of power supply elements
than the emitter follower which provides no voltage ampli
fication. However, things do not actually work out this way.
The common-emitter stage exceeds the common-collector
stage both in voltage gain and in output impedance by about
the same factor. Voltage gain of the common emitter circuit
is used up in reduction of its relatively high output imped
ance. Thus, dynamic output impedance of both circuits be
comes about the same in the closed-loop regulator.
Often there are practical reasons which favor the use of
one circuit over the other. For example, the comparator,
DC amplifier stage (s), and particularly, the last DC am
plifier stage (the DC stage which drives either the losser
transistor or its associated Darlington stage) can be de
signed to handle voltages in the neighborhood of the emitter
base voltage of the common-emitter type losser. This is true
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even though the output terminal voltage of the regulator
may be quite high. Conversely, with the common-collector
(emitter follower) type of series losser, the DC amplifier
stages must either be designed to withstand approximately
output terminal voltage or must be protected from it. The
latter-design technique can be accomplished for the last DC
voltage amplifier stage by inserting a high-voltage zener
diode in its collector lead. The zener diode "soaks up" most
of the DC voltage without degrading amplification.
On the other hand, for low and medium output voltages,
say under 30 or 40 volts, the common-collector series losser
may lead to more economical design because the overall
phase requirements of the regulator can be met with one
less DC stage (in most designs) than required in the regu
lating circuit employing a common-emitter series losser.
In Fig. 4-2 k is the nominal forward-bias voltage required
by the comparator transistor (or tube) associated with the
divider network Rl and R2.
Often the nature of the series losser is obscured in the
complexities of the regulator schematic diagram. When one
terminal of the voltage reference element connects directly
to the emitter of the series losser, the losser operates as a
common-emitter type. When one terminal of the voltage
reference element connects to the collector or to the supply
lead not interrupted by the series losser, the losser oper
ates as an emitter follower. Moreover, the common emitter
series losser incorporates zero, or an even number of po
larity-inverting DC amplifiers (excluding the losser itself) ,
whereas the emitter follower series losser achieves proper
phase relationship with an odd number of such stages.
(However, when complementary symmetry is involved, the
odd or even criteria loses its validity.)
In most voltage regulators employing vacuum tubes as
series lossers, the voltage requirements of all tubes are read
ily met with the "common collector" (cathode follower)
configuration. For very high voltages, however, recourse
is again made to common emitter mode of operation. With
tube circuits the main precaution which ordinarily must be
observed involves the insulation of the transformer filament
windings. When the losser tube has a directly heated fila
ment it is best to use a separate filament supply.

SHUNT VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Instead of being connected in series with one of the supply
leads, the variable losser can be circuit-oriented to function
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as the shunt arm of a voltage divider. Two possible arrange
ments are depicted in Fig. 4-3. In the transistor circuit ( Fig.
4-3A ) , any increase in output voltage will likewise increase
the base-to-emitter bias in the negative direction. This in
creases the emitter-to-collector conduction of the transistor
and thereby counteracts the increased output voltage. The
tube circuit shown in Fig. 4-3B is not the exact counterpart
R
+ o--�---"I/VV-1----O +
UNREGULATED
DC INPUT

VOLTAGE R EG.
DC OUTPUT

(A) Transistor circuit.

R
0--'loIV'v�---1----O +
UNREGULATED
DC INPUT

VOLTAGE REG.
DC OUTPUT

(B) Vacuu m-tube circuit using
VR tube.

Fig. 4-3. Shunt voltage regulators.

of the transistor circuit, because here the VR tube is located
in the cathode lead. Although the tube is not directly across
the output terminals, the operation is essentially similar to
that of the transistor circuit. An increase in output voltage
i ncreases the grid-to-cathode voltage in the positive direc
tion, thereby causing heavier cathode-to-plate conduction.
In the transistor configuration ( Fig. 4-3B ) , such action in
creases the voltage drop across series resistance R, enabling
the output voltage to remain almost constant. In these cir
cuits, the variable losser functions as a cathode (or emitter )
follower, the input being essentially the voltage drop across
the reference element.
An important operating difference between series and
shunt losser circuits is the no-load or light-load efficiency.
In the shunt type, the losser itself must assume the role of
load in the absence of the external load. Thus, the efficiency
of this type of regulator is very low when the cu rrent de
mand of the external load is not an appreciable fraction of
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the full-load current. Between half- and full-load, the effi
ciency is comparable to that obtainable from a similarly
loaded series-type regulator. In transistor regulators, the
shunt circuit has the advantage of being inherently short
circuitproof-a short across the output terminals merely re
moves the operating voltages. In contrast, a short circuit
applied to a series regulator subjects the losser element to
high voltage and high power dissipation. The voltage alone
is often sufficient to destroy the series control transistor and,
by a chain reaction, the smaller transistors if a D C amplifier
is incorporated between the reference element and series
control transistor.
CURRENT REGULATORS

Configurations of some simple current regulators are
shown in Fig. 4-4. Like the simple series and shunt voltage
R

(A) Transistor as series element.

FROM DC
SOURCE

)r------<J +

DC CURRENT
REG. OUTPUT

R
DC CURRENT

F�

(B) Vacuum tube as series
e lement.

REG. OUTPUT

SOURCE

+ 0--+-----0 +
Fig.

4-4.

Current regulators.

regulators described previously, these current regulators
depend for their operation on a fixed reference voltage, feed
back of an error signal, and power amplification in the losser
element. Note that although current is the stabilized pa
rameter, it is the voltage drop that is actually "sensed" and
compared with the reference voltage. This voltage drop is
developed across a small resistance, R. Being directly pro
portionate to the load cu rrent, this voltage d rop can be said
to faithfully represent the current flowing through the ex
ternal load. Should the load cu rrent rise, the increased volt69

age drop across R constitutes bias of the proper polarity to
counteract the current increased. The converse sequence of
events occurs if the load current decreases. The nominal
value of stabilized load current can be varied by changing
the value of R or inserting voltage reference sources with
different fixed voltages.
A somewhat different approach to current regulation is
shown in the representative circuit of Fig. 4-5. Here the
stabilizing action is not dependent upon a voltage reference
element. The configuration comprises a two stage, direct
coupled amplifier with heavy negative feedback. The flow
+ o-----�----�--��-

33K

Xl
2N697

lOOK

CURRENT STABILIZER
X2
2N697

22K

DC NEGATIVE
FEED6ACI< STAGE

510..,.

Fig. 4·5. Representative current regulator using DC negative feedback stage.

of current through current-stabilizer transistor Xl develops
a voltage drop across the emitter resistance of that stage.
This voltage drop is amplified and inverted by the AC nega
tive feedback stage X2 and then fed back to the base of X l .
The resulting closed loop action i s control o f X l s o a s to
oppose any change in its emitter-collector current. The re
sult is that the applied voltage can vary over a considerable
range with negligible change of cu rrent in the series con
nected load. The variable resistance is empirically adjusted
to provide constant load current with respect to applied
voltage. ( By means of this adjustment it is possible to have
the load current increase or decrease with respect to an
increase in applied voltage. )
As shown in Fig. 4-5, the circuit will maintain a load
cu rrent of approximately 5 milliamperes for applied volt
ages in the 5- to 25-volt range. Higher currents can be
regulated by decreasing either or both the 1 10 ohm emitter
resistance of stage X2 or the 33K collector resistance of
stage X l . The plus and minus polarity designations are
relative. The current regu lator, voltage source, and load
comprise a series circuit ; their connection sequence is not
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important as long as the regulator "sees" the indicated
relative polarity. A useful circuit feature of this type of
current regulator is that it is effectively a two terminal
circuit. Thus, it can be packaged and utilized as a constant
cu rrent "diode" in an analogous manner to the constant
voltage zener diode. PNP transistors can be substituted if
the appropriate changes are made in terminal polarity.
With larger transistors, particularly for X2, the circuit
can be designed to regulate much heavier cu rrents much
more closely.
A family of high cu rrent germanium power transistors
( PN P ) are depicted in Table A-2 in the Appendix. These
Honeywell units maintain a minimum current gain of 1 5
up to collector cu rrents o f 65 amperes. This i s a very
worthwhile characteristic, for it is often found that a power
transistor begins to suffer appreciable loss in current gain
long before its power dissipation rating is exceeded. When
this happens, the transistor becomes less responsive to the
amplified error signal and the performance of the regulator
is degrad ed.
Commercial two-terminal current regulators are avail
able. These are manufactured both from discrete compo
nents and from monolithic semiconductor material. One
such device, known as the Currector is made by the Circuit
dyne Corporation. A typical current-voltage relationship of

Fig. 4-6. The volt.ampere character·
istic of the Currector.
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a Currector is shown in Fig. 4-6. Such devices are very
useful for providing constant current to differential ampli
fiers. When so used, the constant current device is connected
in place of the mutual emitter resistance. A differential
amplifier so connected will perform well from a relatively
low-voltage supply. Superior common mode rejection and
imp roved temperature stability are obtained compared to
operation with the emitter resistance. The basic idea is
depicted in the representati ve circuit of Fig. 4-7 .
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Representative differential amplifier with constant current source in place
of resista nce.

Two-terminal current regulating devices can be used to
upgrade the performance of voltage-regulated power sup
plies. In the simplest of such applications, the current regu
lating device substitutes for the series dropping resistor in
an open-loop zener diode supply. In Fig. 4-8 the voltage
CURRECTOR

UNREGULATED
VOLTAGE
SOURCE

CURRECTOR

ZENER
DIODE
LOAD

UNREGULATED
VOLTAGE
SOURCE

4·9.

ZENER
DIOOE
LOAD

Fig. 4-8. Replacement of series loss reo

Fig.

sistance by C urrector element in zener·

lation by mean s of zener diode preced.

regulated constant·voltage supply.

ing the C urrector element.

Improvement of current regu·

regulation seen by the load is better than would be obtained
with the conventional series dropping resistor. This is par
ticularly true of load voltage with respect to variations in
the unregulated supply. Probably the best use of this cur
rent regulator-zener diode combination is for achieving a
more stable voltage reference in closed loop regulated
supplies.
The converse situation is shown in Fig. 4-9. Here, en
hanced current regulation ensues from the constant-voltage
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(B) Circu it with constant current source.
Fig. 4·10. Simplified sampler/comparator circuits showing

advantage of constant

current source in comparator section.

property of the preceding zener diode. Other useful combi
nations of constant-current "diodes" and constant-voltage
diodes will, no doubt, suggest themselves to the imaginative
experimenter.
In conventional closed-loop regulated supplies, the resist
ance voltage divider network provides a desired and an
undesired effect. The potentiometer action of this divider
permits an appropriate sample of the output voltage to be
impressed at the comparatorIDC amplifier for comparison
with the stable reference voltage. However, this network
also divides the available loop amplification. This situation
can be circumvented by the arrangement shown in Fig. 4-10
where a two-terminal, constant-current source substitutes
for the resistive arm of the sampling network which con
ventionally is connected to the unsensed side of the supply.
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Even though a resistance, R 1 is used for control of output
voltage, the sampled voltage is always substantially un
attenuated. The constant cu rrent source is the equivalent
of an extremely high resistance insofar as concerns poten
tiometer action of the sampling circuit. Nearly 1 00 percent
negative feedback exists in the regulating circuit as a con
sequence of th is. Another way of stating this is that virtu
ally no amplification is wasted when such an arrangement
is used. This is reflected as a lower, dynamic output imped
ance, generally the most impo rtant performance parameter
of voltage-regulated power supplies. To derive optimum
results with this tech nique, the emitter-base current of the
sensing transistor should be a very small part of the stabi
lized cu rrent provided by the constant cu rrent source.
High performance voltage-regulated supplies usually have
some provision for operating the collector of the last DC
voltage amplifier from a constant-current source. This pre
vents inj ection of ripple into the base of the series losser
or its Darlington connected driving stage. The most com
mon constant-current circuit employs a "three" terminal
transistor/zener-diode arrangement such as shown in Fig.
4-4A. In some cases, the pentode-like characteristic of a
grounded-base transistor provides constant-current behav
ior for this pu rpose. ( With a transistor so-used, no zener
diode is needed ) . It is probable that a two-terminal con
stant cu rrent source would serve this function equally well
as the three terminal circuits.
ERROR-SIGNAL AMPLIFICATION

Up to now we have investigated several simple configur
ations for regulating the voltage or current of load powers
beyond the practical or economical range of zener diodes or
VR tubes. The power amplification contributed by the vari
able losser element improves the dynamic characteristics of
the supply in all these circuits. Further improvement is
readily attainable by increasing the power amplification in
the feedback loop. This is done by inserting voltage ampli
fiers-and often in transistor regulators, current amplifiers
-between the voltage reference and variable losser. With
such a scheme, the ,control function becomes sensitive to very
small changes in output voltage or current. Other advantages
are also obtained-both design and operational flexibility
prosper from such an arrangement. For example, the output
voltage can readily be made controllable and independent of
the fixed reference voltage. Thus, a 6-volt zener diode can
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stabilize output voltages from zero to several hundred volts,
any voltage within such a range being selected by a potenti
ometer. Contrary to the situation which prevails in simple
supplies (where a potentiometer is provided for output con
trol ) , the dynamic output impedance and output resistance
of the regu lator-amplifier combination can remain extremely
low over the entire range of adj ustable voltages.
DC·AMPLIFIER PROBLEMS

Although the insertion of amplification between the sam
pled portion of the output voltage (or current) and the vari
able losser enhances the performance of the power supply,
this scheme is not without its problems. One of the undesir
able characteristics of DC direct-coupled amplifiers is their
tendency to drift. A slight shift in operating point in the
input stage is indistinguishable from an error signal. Such
a shift will therefore change the output of the power supply,
this change being unrelated to the stabilization. Under cer
tain conditions, drift can become cumulative and result in a
runaway condition. In any event, the presence of appreciable
drift causes erratic hunting of the output level. This problem
generally does not impair the performance of capacitor- or
transformer-coupled AC amplifiers. For this reason, when
precise stabilization is required, the error signal sometimes
is interrupted by an electronic or electromechanical chopper
and the resultant AC signal amplified by an AC rather than
DC amplifier. This type of regulated power supply will be
dealt with in more detail later. Our present concern is with
techniques for minimizing drift in a DC amplifier.
You will find that the inherent drift problems generally
begin to assert themselves whenever two or more DC am
plifier stages are cascaded. In such instances the drift in the
input stage inflicts the most serious consequences, because it
receives more amplification than the drift occurring in a
second or third stage. For this reason, a great deal of atten
tion has been given to the design and operation of the input
stage. Transistors are particularly susceptible to drift from
temperature changes. A very effective circuit for minimizing
the input-stage drift of transistors and vacuum tubes is the
differential amplifier in Fig. 4-1 1 . Note that the two ampli
fying elements are physically close together-that is, in the
same thermal environment. Th us, a change in the common
filament temperature will not change the plate current and
therefore the output-voltage level. Suppose the filament tem
perature is decreased, with the attendant tendency of the
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Fig. 4·1 1 . Effect of operating voltage variations on output of
differential amplifier.

plate current in both tube sections to decrease. Because of
the common cathode resistance, R, each tube will control the
cathode-to-grid bias of the alternate tube. Any tendency of
both tube sections to decrease their plate currents by the
same amount will result in both cathodes being simultane
ously driven less positive than their grids. In turn, conduc
tion will increase in both tube sections. Because of the am
plification in the tubes, the increased conduction ( due to
the cathode-to-grid bias ) very nearly offsets the decrease in
conduction due to the lowered filament temperature. There
fore, the conduction of the tube sections remains fixed, and
their output does not change. Here we see a regulatory ac
tion in which equal changes in the amplifying elements are
canceled. Significantly, in a properly designed differential
amplifier, most drift tends to take place within both ampli
fying elements.
Let's look at other "common mode" changes. The same
signal, when applied simultaneously to both grids, is simi
larly prevented from changing the output-voltage level at
the plates. The same is true for B + variations. In summary,
variations in voltages from sources 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 4-1 1
produce no appreciable change in output voltage as seen on
meter M l . A change in output voltage does occur, however,
if the bias on either one or the other ( but not both ) grids
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is changed. Now, in Fig. 4-12, B+ variations will change the
output voltage because one of the control elements is con
nected to a voltage reference element. Such an arrangement
does not result in both grids or both bases receiving a com
mon-mode signal. An output signal then is developed which
is the amplified difference between the voltage levels applied
to the two grids or bases. Such operation is desired when the
differential amplifier is used as an error-signal amplifier in
the feedback loop of a regulated power supply. Fig. 4-12A
B+
TO NEXT DC
AM PL.
( OR SERIES _-+---t
OR SHUNT
CONTROL TUBE)
(A) Vacuum·tube circuit.

R
BB-

(6) Transistor circuit.

TO N EXT DC
AMPL.
(OR SERIES OR --+--;
SHUNT CONTROL
TRANSISTOR )

B+
Fig. 4·12. Typical examples of differential amplifiers with input voltage reference
connected to one input.

illustrates the vacuum-tube circuit and Fig. 4-12B the equiv
alent transistor configuration.
Transistors present more of a problem in the differential
amplifier than vacuum tubes. This is primarily due to the
matching and tracking problems inherent in transistors.
In the first place, transistors bearing the same type desig
nations often differ from one another more than two vacuum
tubes of different type designations. Even if a pair of tran
sistors are matched at room temperature, some of their char
acteristics can diverge considerably as the temperature rises.
This is particularly true of the collector saturation current ;
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it is generally far better to use transistors with very low
collector saturation currents than to attempt to match two
transistors having appreciable collector saturation currents
at room temperature. For this reason, silicon transistors
are preferable to germanium transistors for the differen
tial amplifier. Additionally, the two transistors should have
as nearly identical current gains and base-to-emitter volt
age characteristics as possible. Both transistors should be
mounted in a common heat sink-despite the fact that dissi
pation will normally be quite low-because the heat sink
ensures an identical thermal environment for both tran
sistors.
The Fairchild transistors shown in Table A-4 and A-5 in
the Appendix may be considered as "work-horse" types for
regulator circuits. These transistors are of silicon planar
construction and possess excellent characteristics. Note that
they are available in both NPN and PNP polarities. The au
thor particularly recommends the 2N966 and 2N967 NPN
transistors and the 2N113I and 2N1132 PNP transistors.
These transistors can be directly substituted for a great
number of germanium transistors specified for such circuit
functions as comparator, differential amplifier, voltage am
plifier, and Darlington driver.
Complete differential amplifiers within a single package
are now available. These have the important feature that
both elements are exposed to very nearly the same thermal
environment. A list of such differential amplifiers made by
Fairchild appears in Table A-6 in the Appendix. It will be
observed that differential amplifiers corresponding to both
NPN and PNP transistors are available.
Somewhat similarly, Darlington amplifiers are packaged
within one container. This gives the effect of a single tran
sistor with extremely high current gain. Three Fairchild
units are shown in Table A-7 in the -Appendix.
Epoxy encapsulated silicon planar transistors are avail
able which, in many instances, provide all the attributes of
silicon transistors but at considerably lower price than con
ventional TO-5 and TO-18 packaging. These transistors are'
"passivated" by means of a silicon-oxide surface film, so that
they are not primarily dependent upon the epoxy seal for
protection from moisture and atmospheric gasses. Some of
these types have exceedingly high current gain (beta) rat
ings. Epoxy has good thermal conductivity and for a few
cents additional outlay, a simple clip-on heat sink will pro
vide increased power dissipation capability. Table A-8 lists
a series of General Electric NPN types. Fairchild makes
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both NPN and PNP types with epoxy encapsulation ; these
are shown in Tables A-9 and A-IO in the Appendix.
Table A - l l (in Appendix ) lists a series of Fairchild tem
perature compensated reference diodes. These have very low
temperature coefficients. By their use, great stability of
regulated output voltage or cu rrent is readily obtained with
respect to temperature.
Although elaborate precautions are prescribed for balanc
ing the two amplifiers in the differential circuit, the two
plate-load resistors need not be equal in resistance, because
the plate or collector cu rrent is determined primarily by the
bias at the cathodes or emitters. Consequently, we often see
unequal plate or collector resistances, and sometimes one of
them is omitted.
OSC ILLATION SUPPRESSION

The DC amplifier is an AC amplifier as well. Thi s is desir
able, for it enables the over-all regulator circuit to provide
electronic filtering of residual ripple from the unregulated
power supply. However, the effect of the amplification in
lowering the dynamic output impedance cannot extend to
higher frequencies than those to which the amplifier will
provide appreciable gain . Inasmuch as high amplification in
the error-signal feedback loop is a relatively cheap way to
enhance the performance of a regulated supply, it is com
monplace to provide fairly high gain in all but the most rud i
mentary regulators. This, however, introduces the possibility
of oscillation. Although the feedback is negative at DC and
low frequencies, cumulative phase shifts in the amplifying
elements generally are such that the criterion of oscillation
is met at some sufficiently high frequency. When such oscil
lation occurs, the AC generated can exceed the permissible
voltage swing at the i nput of one or more amplifying ele
ments. As a result, rectification takes place, with the attend
ant shift in operating point of the amplifier stages. Th is
amounts to a condition of enforced drift that incapacitates
the regulator. In transistor amplifiers, dest1'uction of tran
sistors is not an uncommon occurrence. Even if the oscilla
tion is weak, it will sti ll impair the regulator performance
by appearing across the output terminals. In the interest of
proper regulator operation, it is most important that any
oscillation or tendency toward oscillation be suppressed.
Oscillation can be either caused or inhibited by actual,
stray, or equivalent reactances in certain portions of the
amplifier circuit. The most straightforward remedy is to
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connect capacitors at the appropriate j unctions, to prevent
phase-gain conditions for oscillation. Such capacitors will be
observed in the ensuing circuits of regulated power supplies.
Where feasible, they are connected to high-impedance points ;
this permits the use of a comparatively small capacitor.
Sometimes it is necessary to connect a large electrolytic ca
pacitor directly across the output terminals in order to dis
courage oscillation at all frequencies.
Oscillation problems are generally agitated in voltage
regulated supplies designed to provide a considerable range
of control over the output voltage. The reason is that zero
output voltage is approached as the negative feedback is
increased (by adj usting the potentiometer in the output
voltage sampling network ) . The potentiometer is adj usted
in the direction which makes the sampled voltage a larger
fraction of the output voltage than would be true for higher
output voltages. It is well known, from audio-ampl ifier tech
niques, that a practical limit is reached in the amount of
negative feedback which can be incorporated. Th is practical
limit corresponds to the occu rrence of oscillation at those
frequencies where gain and phase conditions actually pro
duce positive feedback, thus converting the amplifier to an
oscillator. Other things being equal, such conditions tend to
manifest themselves as the amplifier gain and feedback fac
tor are increased. In the voltage-regulated supply, the feed
back factor increases as the supply is adj usted toward a
lower output voltage.
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CHAPTER 5

Typical Closed-Loop
Regulated Supplies
OPERATION AND DESIGN
A 250-Volt, 200-MA Vacuum-Tube Voltage-Regulated
S upply

In Fig. 5-1 we see the schematic diagram of a vacuum-tube
voltage-regulated power supply, which is very useful for nu
merous audio, amateur, and experimental projects. Note that
the double-triode input amplifier is a cascaded two-stage DC
type rather than a differential amplifier. The added amplifi
cation thus obtained produces a low dynamic output imped
ance, which is considered more desirable for the intended
applications than extreme constancy in the output voltage.
Sufficient constancy is brought about by operating VR tube
V 4 from the voltage which the tube helps stabilize. The price
paid for this, however, is that the output voltage cannot be
continuously adj usted down to zero volts by adj ustment of
R 13, the 10K potentiometer. If carried too far, the operating
voltage across the VR tube will disappear. Also, the two
stage voltage amplifier will be deprived of its proper oper
ating voltage before the output voltage can be reduced to
zero. The 12K fixed resistance ( R 1 2 ) prevents lowering the
output voltage below about 125 volts.
Capacitor C3 ( 0.25 mfd ) in the cathode circuit of the sec
ond DC amplifier stage provides AC bypass action in order
to prevent AC degeneration due to R7. It is desirable to have
high AC amplification in order that the voltage amplifier can
effectively filter out the residual ripple in the output. Capaci
tor C2 modifies the phase characteristic of the amplifier and
thereby discourages oscillation. For this connection, capaci
tances between .01 and 0.1 mfd generally work well. The se
ries losser element (V2 ) is a type 6080 dual triode. The two
triode sections are connected in parallel through cu rrent81
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Fig. 5·1 . A vacuum·tube voltage·regulated supply rated at 250 volts, 200 ma.
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equalizing resistors R4 and R5 and operate essentially as a
single cathode follower.
In this power supply, the grid of the input amplifier is
held at a fixed positive voltage with respect to the negative
line. Hence, if AC line or load conditions change in such a
di rection that the DC output voltage tends to increase, the
cathode of the input amplifier will become more positive than
the fixed potential at the grid. Such a change in grid-to
cathode bias will decrease the plate current in the input tube.
The later in turn will increase plate conduction in the second
DC amplifier ( the left half of V 3 ) . The grids of the 6080
control tube (V2 ) will be driven in the negative direction by
the increased plate current in the second amplifier stage.
The final result is lower conduction in the control tube
which is tantamount to saying that the change in DC resist
ance of the 6080 tube nearly restores the DC output voltage
to its previous value. The converse sequence of events occurs
if the output voltage tends to drop. In this way, the output
voltage is stabilized at a discrete value controlled by the ad
j ustment of the 10K potentiometer.
Transistorized Sh unt-Voltage Regulator

Fig. 5-2 is an example of a closed-loop voltage regulator
with the variable losser connected aCT ass the load rather than
in series with it. If the output voltage tends to increase, the
losser element (transistor X 5 ) will receive an error signal
which increases the conduction through its emitter-to-col
lector circuit. This increases the voltage d rop across R l l ,
thereby depriving the load of the voltage change responsible
for the error signal. The converse conditions apply when the
output voltage tends to decrease. In this way, the voltage
across the load is maintained at a fixed value. Although a
closed loop is involved, the ultimate action is similar to that
in a simple VR-tube or zener-diode circuit. Note that the ef
fective resistance of the shunt element must change in the
opposite direction from that of a series-connected losser in
order to accomplish like results.
An interesting feature of the circuit in Fig. 5-2 is that
voltage reference M l , differential-amplifier stage X I-X2, and
voltage-amplifier stage X3 all have individually regulated
power sources, which contribute toward stability and also
enable control of the regulated voltage output down almost
to zero volts. This design is well suited for developmental
work with transistor circuitry. Short-circuited output ter
minals do not damage or overload any elements. The parts
data for this circuit are provided in Table 5-1 .
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Table 5-1. Transistor and semiconductor diode data for circuit of Fig. 5-2
Component

X l , X2

X3

Description

NPN silicon

PNP germanium

Circuit Function

Type

Differential amplifier-comparator
and voltage amplifier

2N33S

2nd stage of DC voltage amplification

2 N l 374
2N343

X4

NPN, sil icon

Emi tter-follower dr iver stage

X5

NPN sil icon

Variable-resistance
element

Ml

750-MW zener
diode

shunt

control
2 N I 722

Voltage reference for differential
amplifier

MZ5.6T5

Voltage regulator for M I

MZS.2T5

M2

750-MW zener
diode

M3

750-MW zener
diode

Voltage regulator for differential
ampl ifier

MZl OT5

750-MW zener
diode

Voltage regulator for emitter bias
of X3

MZS.2T5

M4

A High-Voltage Regulated Supply

The voltage-regulated supply shown in Fig. 5-3 is capable
of providing up to several milliamperes to the collector of a
traveling-wave tube, with voltage regulation on the order of
0 . 1 % ( line or load ) . Output voltage is adj ustable from 1 , 600
to 2, 100 volts. Additionally, V R tubes provide a selection of
less precisely regulated voltages for the anode of the travel
ing-wave tube. Tubes V8, V9, V6, and V7 constitute the
voltage reference, comparator and DC amplifier, and series
losser for regulation of the high voltage provided by recti
fiers VI0 and V l l .
The circuit a s described thus far would b e operative and
would be typical of many vacuum-tube voltage regulators.
However, in order to obtain closer regulation and higher sta
bility, the voltage applied to the VR tubes is also regulated.
This function is provided by tubes V2, V3, and V 4, which
stabilize the voltage delivered by full-wave rectifier V l . It is
interesting to note that VR tubes V8 and V9 belong as much
to the regulator circuit associated with V2, V3, and V 4 as
to the regulator circuit associated with V5, V6, and V7.
V 4, a dual triode connected as a differential amplifier, is the
comparator and first DC amplifier stage of the voltage regu
lator for the VR tubes. V3 is the second stage and has a simi
lar circuit configuration. V2 is the controllable series losser.
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Table 5-2 gives the tube types and their circuit functions for
the power supply in Fig. 5-3.
A 2.5-Ampere Voltage-Regulated Power S u pply

Despite the extremely simple circuit configuration of the
voltage-regulated power supply shown in Fig. 5-4; the per
formance is more than adequate for the req�irements of
many high-current loads. It would be both impractical and
Table 5-2. Vacuum -tube data for the circuit in Fig. 5-3
Tube

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8, V9

V 1 0, V l l

V 1 2, V 1 3,
V 1 4, V 1 5

Description

Circuit Function

Type

Ful l-wave
rectifier

Provides unregulated DC for DC voltage
ampl ifiers

5Y3

Dual triode

Series control tube for B+ requirements
of DC voltage amplifiers

1 2AU7

Differential ampl ifier (2nd stage) for regulation of voltage to V7 and V8

1 2AX7

Differential ampl ifier ( l st stage) for regulation of voltage to V7 and V8

1 2AX7

Differential amplifier (1 st stage) for regulation of high voltage

1 2AX7

Differential ampl ifier (2nd stage) for regulation of high voltage

1 2AX7

High-voltage
Tetrode

Series control tube for regulation of high
voltage DC

6 1 46

High-sta b i l ity
VR tubes

Provide reference voltage for high voltage regulated supply (V5, V6, V7)

565 1

Hi gh-voltage
half-wave
rectifiers

Develop 2500
capacitor

2X2A

VR tubes

Provide regulated voltages at 1 50, 300,
450 and 600 volts

Dual triode

Dual triode

Dual triode

Dual triode

volts

DC

across

2-mfd

OA2

difficult to obtain high current and low voltage from tube
circuits ; yet this type of output is a natural for transistors.
An unusual aspect of this supply is that there is no voltage
amplification of the error signal. Transistors Xl and X2 are
both emitter followers and provide current amplification
only. In essence, they improve the impedance match between
reference diode M5 and the base of series losser X3. This en
ables X3 to develop optimum power sensitivity as a variable
series control element in this circuit. Consequently, the regu
lation characteristics are much better than they would be
without X l and X2. Although voltage amplification is gen
erally provided in the error-signal amplifier of regulator
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circuits, it is always the over-all power amplification which
enables closer regulation to be achieved. In tube-regulator
circuits, the power amplification is usually obtained by volt
age gain alone, because the losser tube seldom operates
deeply in its positive-grid ( current-consuming ) region. With
transistor losser elements, input current is consumed ; and
even when the error signal is amplified considerably, at least
one emitter-follower stage is requi red in order to satisfy the
current demand of the losser transistor.

MFD
250
MFD

VOLTAGE
CONTROL

2.5 AMPS
+

Fig. 5-4. A series regulator with a continuously variable output voltage from 0 to
10 volts and a current rating of 2.5 amperes.

This voltage-regulated power supply is well suited for
energizing the DC control winding of magnetic amplifiers.
As a source of filament power, it will prove beneficial in mini
mizing hum problems in audio equipment and delicate instru
mentation techniques. Table 5-3 gives the transistor and d i
ode types used in this circuit, and their function.
Table 5-3. Transistor and semiconductor diode data for the circuit of
Fig. 5-4
Component

Description

Circuit Function

Type

1 .5 or 2
\MP
Units

M I , M2,
M3, M4

Sil icon rectifiers

Provide full-wave bridge rectification

M5

Zener diode

Voltage reference for
stage, X l

l st DC
MZ9. 1 T5

Xl

GE power transistor

I st DC ampl ifier stage and comparator

2N554

X2

GE power transistor

2nd DC ampl ifier stage

2N554

X3

GE power transistor

Series control element

2N554

A 150-Volt, 0.5-Ampere Solid-State Voltage-Regulated
Power Supply

The fully transistorized voltage regulator shown in Fig_
5-5 is unique in that the voltage output is considerably higher
than the several tens of volts often obtained from solid-state
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Fig. 5-5. A solid-state voltage-regulated supply that will deliver 150 volts at 500 rna.
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regulators. Differential amplifier X5-X4 is powered from the
regulated output. X3 is a voltage-amplifier stage whose oper
ation is stabilized by zener diode M3 connected to its emitter
ci rcuit, and also by zener diode M4 in its collector circuit.
M4 additionally prevents introduction of hum into the base
of X2 through the lK biasing resistor. X2 is an emitter
follower stage which provides a reasonable impedance match
between the collector of voltage amplifier X3 and the base
of series losser element Xl. The presence of X2 enables X3
to develop a much higher voltage gain than would otherwise
be the case.
Although 150 volts appears at the output terminals, the
emitter-to-collector voltage of series losser Xl is in the
Table 5-4. Transistor and semiconductor diode data for the circuit of
Fig. 5-5
Component

Description

Rectifier for converting incoming AC
to DC

M l , M2

M3

Type

Circuit Function

1 N758

400·MW, l OV

zener diode
M4

l N753

400·MW, 6.2V

zener diode
M5, M6, M7

400·MW, 7.5V

zener diode

Voltage reference
amplifier X 5

for

differential

l N755

Xl

Series control element

2N389

X2

Emitter·fo l l ower current ampl ifier

2 N 1 047

X3

DC voltage ampl ifier

2 N497

X4, X5

Differential ampl ifier and comparator

2N338

neighborhood of one-tenth this value. In the event of a short
circuit at the load, the full output voltage from the rectifier
will then be impressed across X l and destroy it. Hence, ex
treme precaution must be taken to prevent such an occur
rence. Obviously, this supply is not suited for experimental
work. Other transistor-regulated supplies, which operate at
lower voltages and generally at higher cu rrents, can survive
momentary short circuits due to the thermal lag of the
larger transistors used in the series control function. With
such supplies, a fuse or a fast circuit breaker can provide
additional protection. This power supply could be made
short-circuitproof by additional electronic circuitry, which
would instantaneously shunt the emitter of Xl to its collec
tor. Prov iding cutoff bias to the base of Xl (a popular short
circuit protection in lower-voltage supplies ) would not be
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suitable here because X l must be protected from excessive
voltage as well as excessive current. ( Refer to Table 5-4 for
transistor and semiconductor d iode data for this circuit. )
Transistor Voltage-Regulated Supply with
Overcu rrent Protection

The voltage-regulated supply shown in Fig. 5-6 is typical
of many transistor regulator circu its, but it also involves
c i rcuitry which greatly enhances its practicability. Note that
the AC windi ngs of the magnetic amplifier are inserted in
series with one AC line of the power-transformer secondary.
The control wind ing of th is magneti c amplifier receives DC
cu rrent through transistor Xl from a separate 12-volt
DC power supply. The base of Xl is impressed with con duc
tion bias from the voltage appearing at the output termi nals
of the regulated supply. As a result, Xl is normally biased
for high emitter-to-collector conduction, thus permitting a
heavy c u rrent to flow into the control wind ing of the mag
netic amplifier. The core of the magnetic amplifier is mag
netically saturated, and the AC wind in gs have very li ttle
in ductance. Therefore, nearly all the AC voltage developed
in the secondary of the power transformer is impressed
ac ross the main rectifier bridge, and normal power-supply
operation occ u rs.
In the event of a short circuit at the output terminals, X l
will be deprived of its forwa rd-conduction bias. The control
winding of the magnetic amplifier will then receive little or
no DC magnetization current. This, in turn, results in a high
ind uctance in the A C winding, because the fl ux in the core
is now consi derably below the densit ies corresponding to
magnetic saturation . The high inductance limits the voltage
output of the power supply, thereby protecting X2 and X3
from excessive power dissipation. Inasmuch as X2 and X3
are large power transistors and are heat-si nked to alumi num
or copper plates, the response lag inherent in magnetic am
plifiers is of little practical consequence, and reliablE: pro
tection is obtai ned .
Another feature of this regulator is the ci rcuit provision
for continuous adj ustment of the regulated output voltage
from 0 to 25 volts. This is done by the more or less conven
tional method of using a variable resistance at the input
circuit of the differen tial amplifier. However, it is ord inarily
di fficult to red uce the output voltage beyond a nomi nal
amount because the series losser transistor ( s ) then must
operate with a relatively high collector-to-emitter voltage.
It is evident that the losser transistor must absorb the d if94

ference between the voltage from the rectifier system and
the voltage across the load . If the load voltage is lowered too
much, the losser transistor will be subjected to a relatively
high voltage. Alth ough this transistor may have an adequate
voltage rating, it will also have to dissipate inordinately
high pOWe1" when the load consumes the rated current. It be
comes impractical and uneconomical to use a losser transis
tor having the power-handling ability to withstand such
service. This problem can be circumvented by inserting a
variable autotransformer in the primary circuit of the main
power transformer and mechanically ganging it to the volt
age control resistance ( potentiometer ) . As a result, the volt
age output of the main rectifier system will automatically
Table 5-5. Transistor and semiconductor diode data for the circuit of
Fig. 5-6
Component
M l , M2

M 3 , M4, M 5

Xl

X2, X3

X4

X5

Type

Circuit Function

Description
750-MW zener
diode

Reference
ampl ifier

750-MW zener
diode

Regulated source for operation of
Ml and M2

MZ 6.8T l O

P N P germanium

DC current control of mag-amp for
short-c i rcuit protection of power
supply

2 N4 4 1

Variable
elements

2N442

PNP germa n ium

P N P germanium

PNP germa n ium

for

voltage

d i fferential
MZ 6.8T l O

resistance

Emitter-fo llower
elements
Emi tter-fo l l ower
transformation

series

to

drive

control

control
2 N307

for

impedance
2 N 1 3 75

X6

N P N s i l icon

2 nd-stage voltage ampl ifier

2 N338

X7, X 8

P N P germanium

Differential ampl ifier-comparator and
voltage ampl ifier.

2 N 1 3 75

be reduced as the load voltage is lowered. Therefore, the
voltage d rop across losser transistors X2 and X3 will be
maintained at a low, almost constant value.
In order that the load voltage may be adj usted down to
zero , separate regulated power supplies are provided for
am plifiers X8, X7, X6, and X5. Transistor X4, the driver for
X2 and X3, operates from the un regulated supply line and i s
thereby ensured a n operating voltage for any adj ustment o f
the regulated output voltage. Table 5 - 5 gives the type num
ber and function of the transistors and zener diodes used
in Fig, 5-6.
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A 1.5-Ampere Current-Regulated Power Supply

In the current-regulated power supply, the input amplifier
compares a reference voltage with a sampled voltage. The
latter is proportionate to the current delivered by the supply,
rather than to the voltage across the output terminals ( as in
voltage-regulated supplies ) . Thus, in Fig. 5-7 the 10�ohm
series resistance provides a voltage drop that is directly
proportionate to the cu rrent flowing through it. Should the
load cu rrent increase, X3 will be deprived of sufficient for
ward bias to lower the load current to its nominal regulated
value. The converse action occurs if the load current should
tend to decrease. An error signal of appropriate sign and
amplitude appears at the base of X l to restore the output
current to its nominal regulated value whenever the line
voltage or load resistance changes. The error signal then
Table 5-6. Transistor and semiconductor diode data for the circuit of
Fig. 5-7
Circuit Function

Type

Component

Description

Ml , M2,
M3, M4

Silicon rectifiers

Bri dge·rectifler arrangement

l N 1 084

M5

Zener diode

Voltage reference

l N752

Xl

Germanium PNP
transistor

1 st·stage DC ampl ifier and com·
parator

2 N 1 379

X2

Germanium P N P
transistor

2nd·stage DC ampl ifier

2 N 1 379

X3

Germanium
power transistor

Series control element

2 N 1 74

restores the load current to its regulated value. This value
may, however, be adj usted over a wide range by means of
the 75-ohm potentiometer.
The 50-ohm resistance connected across losser transistor
X3 protects the latter from the voltage surges produced
when inductive loads are switched (not recommended ) . This
resistance is not low enough to seriously impair the current
regulation. A large capacitor in this circuit position is also
helpful here. X2, which is commonly an emitter follower in
voltage-regulated supplies, is connected in the common
emitter configuration. Although little voltage amplification
is obtained from this stage, it does provide the necessary
phase inversion so that the effective resistance of X3 will
change in the proper direction and thereby regulate the load
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current. Table 5-6 gives the transistor and semiconductor
diode data for Fig. 5-7.
REMOTE SENSING OF THE LOAD

No matter how closely a supply is voltage regulated , the
wiring between the output terminals and load will always
tend to i ncrease the output resistance and dynamic imped
ance. This can be avoided by freeing the ends of the voltage
samp ling network from their connections to the positive and
negative output terminals. Separate connections are then
made between the voltage-sampling network and load ter
minals. A typical power supply making use of such a pro-

A
B
SG

,

'_--.,---,

CG
SENSING
LEADS

LOAD

D

Fig. 5·8. Basic output.terminal arrangement for remote sensing.

VIsIOn is illustrated i n Fig. 5-8 . The positive and negative
output terminals (A and D, respectively) are connected to
the load-which, for the purpose at hand, is assumed to be
some distance from the power supply. As a consequence, an
appreciable potential drop occurs in wires AE and D F .
If terminal A were connected t o terminal B , and C to D (as
indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 5-8 ) , the voltage regu
lation across load terminals EF would not be as good ( that
is, as low ) as the regu lation across terminals AD. On
the other hand, suppose terminals B and C are connected
by extra wires to load terminals E and F ( rather than to
A and D ) . Then the resistance of wires A E and D F will be
regulated out.
Wires BE and CF can be of relatively small gauge, si nce
they do not carry appreciable current. Wires AE and DF
must have large enough cross sections to comply with safety
98

requirements. However, they need not be selected primarily
to maintain regulation, because their resistances will now
be effectively reduced by the gain of the amplifiers in the
power supply. Thus, although four wires are required in
stead of two, less copper is needed to interconnect the power
supply and remote load.
POSITIVE REGULATION

It is possible to make the load voltage actually rise in re
sponse to a decrease in AC line voltage or an increase in
load current. Although such overregulation is not frequently
desired, the techniques for accomplishing it are sometimes
39.n.
POSITIVE
REGULATION
CONTROL

@

39.n.

@

180K

4 6AS7GA

50K

+
2 1 0 T O 270

18 K

VOLTS DC

@
5

@

+
. 1 MFD

lOOK

6BH6

lOOK

@

250 K

4.7K

5

@
OC3

lOOK

Fig. 5-9. A I BO-yolt, I SO-milliampere yoltage regulator thaI has pro
vision for positive regulation.

useful as a means of more closely approaching zero regu
lation. For example, in Fig. 5-9 the screen grid of DC volt
age amplifier V2 can be, to an adj ustable degree, supplied
from the unregulated DC side of series losser tube VI. The
screen grid of the pentode acts as another control grid in the
electron stream. Much lower voltage amplification is dis
played at the plate, with respect to small variations of
screen-grid voltage, than to like variations at the control
grid. However, the excursions of un regulated DC voltage
( resulting from changes in the A C line voltage) can be con
siderably greater than the variations in amplitude of the
error signal at the control grid. Therefore, permitting the
screen grid to sample the un regulated DC voltage can exert
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considerable effect on the regulating characteristics of the
circuit.
In this circuit, R1 ( the 50K potentiometer ) is adj usted
to provide the desired amount of overcompensation. The
100,000-ohm potentiometer ( R 2 ) permits compensating for
the effect which the adj ustment of R1 has on the screen-grid
voltage ; the intended function of the latter potentiometer is
not to change the screen-grid voltage, but rather its SOU1'ce.
These adj ustments can be facilitated by connecting a volt
meter between the screen grid and cathode of V2. If R2 is
then adjusted to maintain a constant screen-grid voltage as
R 1 is also being adjusted, the regulating characteristics of
the circuit can be varied while the nominal output voltage
is held at nearly a fixed value. Adj ustment of the nominal
output voltage is conventional, being provided by 250K po
tentiometer R3 in the control-grid circuit of V2.
Another method of providing overregulation is shown in
the solid-state voltage regulator of Fig. 5-10. Differential
amplifier X5 senses the load cu rrent as well as load voltage.
The voltage drop developed across R1 (the 5-ohm potenti
ometer ) or a portion of it constitutes the emitter-to-base
bias for X 5 . This bias, through the amplifier chain, causes
Xl to raise the DC output voltage as the load current in
creases. Thus, this circuit has positive current feedback, in
addition to the conventional negative voltage feedback. This
type of overregulation frequently occurs inadvertently in
heavy-current supplies. I n such instances, the current-sens
ing resistance exists in the connecting wire itself.
A VOLTAGE REGULATOR USING
COMPLEMENTARY SYMMETRY

An interesting voltage regulated power supply is shown
in Fig. 5-1 1. By means of complementary symmetry, an
Table 5-7. Transistor and semiconductor diode data for the circuit of
Fig. 5-11
Component

Description

Circuit Function

Type

Xl

PNP Transistor

Series losser

2 N404, 2 N 1 379,
2 N 1 374, etc.

X2

NPN Transistor

Comparator and DC
ampl ifier

2N697, 2 N338,
2N834, etc.

0 1 , 2, 3, 4

J u nction Diodes

Rectifier bridge

D5

Zener Diode

Voltage reference

l N 9 1 , l N537,

1 N26 1 3, etc.
l N75 1
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l

soeps
115V

Fig. 5·1 1 . Representative complementary symmetry voltage regulator power $upply.

NPN transistor functions as a comparatorIDC amplifier
and a PNP transistor operates as a series losser. Note that
the output is derived from the collector of the PNP tran
sistor, rather than the emitter as is generally encountered in
regulator circuits employing like-poled transistors through
out. The series losser transistor performs as an emitter
follower stage. This can be readily seen by considering that
the basic relationships pertaining to an emitter follower
stage are not altered by interchanging the DC supply to
the collector and the load. A unique feature of this circuit
is that the performance is, for many applications, not down
graded by the use of a relatively inexpensive germanium
PNP transistor and silicon NPN transistor. The circuit is
very flexible, however, and will perform well with various
combinations of different PNP and NPN transistors. This
includes the use of an NPN series losser and a PNP voltage
amplifier, if considerations other than the cited cost factor
so dictate. ( Of course, such an inversion requires appro
priate changes in the polarities of the applied direct current
and the zener diode . )
Fig. 5-1 1 together with table 5-7 specify components suit
able for operation at 9 volts. This makes the power supply
useful as a substitute DC source for the home operation of
small transistor radios. When so used , a surprising improve
ment in quality of sound reproduction will generally be
observed. This is because the so-called "transistor radio
sound" is overcome. The distortion is not due primarily to
the small speaker as is commonly supposed, but is a conse
quence of the poor dynamic regulation of transistor bat1 02

teries. Most of these sets employ push-pull class B output
stages. A poorly regulated power source is one of the most
conducive factors for generating distortion in class B am
plification. This seems to be even more the case with tran
sistors than with tubes wherein the closer match permits
better cancellation of even order distortion products.
This regulated supply can also be used to operate the
transistor radio from the 12-volt automobile battery. Many
of these sets are sufficiently sensitive and operate quite well
from their own ferrite antenna.
F LYBACK
TRANSFORMER

3A3

6BK4

HIGH VOLTAGE
RECTI FIE R
TO
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_
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CRT
+ 25 KV
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250K
+3B5V

Fig. 5·1 2. Simplified schematic of a high.voltage regulator circuit in a

color tele·

vision cirtuit.

Fig. 5-12 is a simplified circuit of a shunt-voltage regu
lating technique found in a number of color television re··
ceivers. In this circuit the 6BK4 shunt regulator tube works
in conjunction with the internal resistance of the 3A3 half
wave rectifier. The objective is to maintain the nominal 25
kilovolts applied to the cathode ray tube at a near-constant
value so that picture size, brightness and hue will not vary
with AC line voltage and the setting of the various panel
adj ustments. There is no voltage reference used, but the
regulating action is quite suitable for the intended purpose.
The error signal is derived from the B+ boost voltage. Boost
voltage is obtained from the damper circui t ( not shown )
and is a dependent function of the high voltage developed
in the flyback transformer. A rise in the rectified output
voltage, for any reason, produces a h igher boost voltage.
A portion of the higher boost voltage appears at the control
grid of the shunt regulator making it more conductive. The
high-voltage supply is accordingly loaded more heavily and
its output voltage drops.
1 03

C HAPTER 6

Special Techniques in
Closed-Loop Regulators
Conventional closed-loop regulator circuits employ losser
elements controlled by amplified error signals. The error
signals are derived from a portion of the output voltage or
current that has been compared to a stable voltage reference.
This approach is a good one, for regulation and dynamic out
put impedance can readily be improved by simply increasing
the gain imparted to the error signal. Large amounts of
power can be regulated, and only negligible power need be
dissipated in the reference element. Despite this, impelling
reasons exist for resorting to modified circuit techniques to
attain the same objective. DC amplification, for example, is
inherently a difficult process because of the drift from cas
caded stages. Another shortcoming of the conventional ap
proach to closed-loop voltage or cu rrent regulation is that
the losser element must dissipate considerable power. This
greatly reduces the over-all efficiency of the regulated power
supply and necessitates some means of heat removal. Heat
removal rapidly becomes a design limitation where large
capacity supplies must be confined within a reasonable cabi
net space. Still another obstacle is the design of solid-state
supplies capable of reliable performance above several dozen
volts. The losser transistor then becomes increasingly sus
ceptible to destruction from shorts and transients. For these
and other reasons, we will now investigate regulated power
supplies which , although of the closed-loop species, deviate
significantly from the circu its presented previously. Fi nal
discussion will deal with auxiliary circuits for protecting
series losser regulation from destructive overload effects.
C HOPPER STA B I L IZED SUPPLIES

The problem of obtaining high loop gain of the error sig
nal, without the accompanying drift which characterizes DC
1 04

amplifiers, can be solved by wholly or partially dispensing
with DC amplification . In order to do this, the DC error
signal must be converted to AC or pulses to which high gain
can be imparted by stable AC amplifiers. After amplification,
the relatively high-level error signal i s rectified, filtered, and
then applied to the control electrode of the conventional se
ries losser element. Although this basically describes the
technique of substituting AC for DC amplification, an im
portant consideration remains-merely converting the D C
error signal to A C permits the use o f AC amplification, but
at the same time destroys sensing of the phase or polarity
of the original DC error signal. As a consequence, unless
polarity sensing is somehow recovered or restored, the losser
element will receive a control signal which can just as readily
cause the output-terminal voltage to change in the opposite
direction required for compen sation. Hence, some form of
synchronous rectification or DC restoration must be intro
duced at the output of the AC amplifier. This is done so that
positive or negative DC control (whichever is needed ) can
be fed to the losser element to counteract the changes in line
voltage or load current.
How this important function is accomplished can be
grasped by studying the schematic diagram of Fig. 6-1 .
Here, transistors X l and X 2 produce A C amplification of
the interrupted, or "chopped," error signal. Transistor X3
provides subsequent DC amplification. Transistor X4 is the
familiar emitter follower which drives series losser tran
sistor X5. Although there are three cascaded direct-coupled
stages, the DC drift is negligible for two reasons : F irst, the
DC amplification is much lower than the preceding AC am
plification. Secondly, the relatively low D C amplification
takes place after the error signal has been boosted by the
AC amplifier. X3 is the only D C voltage-amplifier stage.
In addition to being the first AC amplifier stage, Xl also
performs as a zero sensing element. In this function Xl is
analogous to the circuitry position occupied by the first DC
amplifier stage in conventional regulators-that is, those
employing DC amplification throughout. Let us consider the
situation at point Y, the base of transistor Xl ( F ig. 6-1 ) .
When the chopper armature is not at position B , the 12-mfd
capacitor connected to the base of Xl is charged to the volt
age sampled from the DC output terminals of the supply.
When the chopper armature is at B, however, the positive
reference voltage derived from zener diode Ml3 is connected
to the positive plate of the 1 2-mfd capacitor. If, then, the
stored charge from the output terminals has produced a
1 05
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higher voltage in this capacitor than the voltage from the
reference source, a partial discharge must occur. This re
sults in a negative pulse at point Y. If the voltage sampled
from the output terminals is lower than the voltage sampled
from the voltage reference source, this capacitor must re
ceive an additional charge, thereby producing a positive
pulse at point Y. When the two sampled voltages are the
same, no change in charge condition is imposed on the 12-mfd
capacitor and no error signal appears at point Y .
The amplified error signal, when i t exists, appears a s a
relatively high positive or negative pulse (or pulses ) at
point S. More specifically, it appears at point X when the
chopper armature is at position B. When the chopper arma
ture is at position A, point X receives the positive reference
voltage from zener diode M 1 3 . Capacitors C l and C2 are the
storage elements of a low-pass filter, the function of which
is to present the base of X3 with a fairly low-ripple DC bias
despite the cyclic fluctuations appearing at point X. Residual
ripple then tends to be electronically filtered by the regulat
ing action of the circuit. The DC bias at the base of X3 is
varied, by the process j ust discussed, in such a direction that
the terminal voltage change responsible for the error signal
is counteracted. It can readily be appreciated that, without
the position-A function of the chopper, X3 and consequently
series losser X5 would not be informed which way to change
conduction in order to correct the terminal voltage. Table 6-1
contains the component data for the chopper circuit in
Fig. 6-1 .
There are other ways to apply electromagnetic choppers
for the basic purpose of modulating the error signal. Fur
thermore, the D C-to-AC conversion can be accomplished by
either vacuum tubes or transistors, as shown in Fig. 6-2.
However, this power supply is representative of the objec
tives attained by providing for AC amplification within the
feedback loop. The inference should not be drawn that so
called "chopper-stabilized" amplifiers or power supplies de
rive their stability from the chopper-in the same sense that
n egative feedback confers stability, for example. The en
hanced "stabilization" comes about because the chopper per
mits dispensing with at least a major portion of the DC
amplification, which would otherwise be required to produce
the same over-all loop gain. Theoretically, the chopper am
plifier cannot respond more rapidly than the duration of a
half-cycle of the chop frequency. In most practical applica
tions, the response time is a small fraction of this time be
cause of the low-pass filter network generally employed to
1 08

Table 6-1.

Component data for circuit in Fig. 6-1
Circuit Function

Type

Component

Description

M l , M2,
M3, M4

Silicon rectifier
diodes

Bridge
source

rectifier;

M5, M6,
M7, M8

Silicon rectifier
diodes

Bridge
source

rectifier;

M9, M 1 0
Ml l , M1 2

Silicon rectifier
diodes

rectifier;
Bridge
power source

M13

Zener diode

Voltage reference

Xl

Germanium P N P
transistor

1 st·stage AC ampl ifier and AC
comparator

2 N 1 379

X2

Germanium P N P
transistor

2nd·stage A C amplifier

2 N 1 379

X3

Silicon NPN
transistor

DC voltage gain stage and DC
comparator

2N335

X4

Germanium P N P
power transistor

Emitter·follower driver to X5

2N242

X5

Germanium P N P
power transistor

Controllable series losser.

2N242

M

DTSP magnetic
chopper

Mod u lates (by interruption) DC
error signal; restores DC polarity after AC ampl ification

A I R PAX 300

+

DC

power
l N537

DC

power
l N537

main

DC

+1,;

AC
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Fig. 6·2. Basic configuration of a transistor chopper.
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attenuate the AC components from the demodulated or rec
tified output. Consequently, regulated power supplies with
chopper-stabilized amplifiers tend to exhibit slow response
times. Because of the high loop gain provided by AC amplifi
cation, however, they are characterized by an extremely low
dynamic output impedance within their frequency response.
CONVERTE R-TYPE VOLTAGE-REGULATED
POWE R SUPPLY

The voltage-regulated supply of Fig. 6-3 is designed
around a DC-to-DC converter involving essentially power
transistors Xl and X2 and saturating transformer T l .
Although a 12-volt battery is depicted, a suitable rectifier
and-filter arrangement could be substituted to provide oper
ation from the AC power line. Briefly, the transistor which
happens to conduct first when the switch is closed thereby
induces voltages in the tapped transformer winding. As a
result, conduction simultaneously increases in that transis
tor and drives the alternate transistor into nonconduction.
The current through the emitter-to-collector circuit of the
conducting transistor rapidly attains a saturation value be
yond which the emitter-to-collector resistance can decrease
no further. The current through the portion of the trans
former winding involved with the conducting transistor will,
however, continue to increase until the transformer core be
comes magnetically saturated. When this occurs, the prevail
ing regenerative cycle of events is abruptly halted, since the
electromagnetic induction is insufficient to develop the volt
ages necessary to maintain forward-con duction bias to the
conducting transistor and cutoff bias to the nonconducting
transistor.
A rapid collapse now takes place, with the transistors
alternating their conduction roles. The collapse is regener
ative because once it has started, the TeveTsed voltages now
bias the respective transistors in the direction javoTing the
switching action. The alternate transistor is now switched
on, remaining on unti l saturation of the core again initiates
a new half-cycle. A square wave is generated, and the proc
ess is extremely efficient because of the low saturation resist
ance of the transistors and the rectangular hysteresis loop
of the transformer core. Ordinary transformer action in the
secondary winding then changes the generated voltage to
some desired value.
The AC developed in the secondary of transformer Tl is
converted to D C by the rectifying ci rcuit comprising power
1 10
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Fig. 6-3. A converter-type voltage-regulated power supply.
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Table 6-2. Component data for circuit in Fig. 6-3
Component

Description

M l , M2,
M3, M4

Sil icon rectifiers

M5

Zener diode

Voltage reference for DC am
p l ifier

l N75l

M6

Zener diode

Voltage stabilizer for X3 and X4

l N752

X l , X2

Germanium PNP
power transistors

Switching elements in saturating
core osci l lator

CTP-1 509
or 2N442

X3, X4

N PN sil icon
transistors

DC differential
comparator

2N338

NPN s i l icon
power transistor

Current-controlling element for
DC winding of magnetic ampli
fier T3

X5

Circuit Function

Elements
rectifier

of

ful l-wave

Type

bridge
l N540

ampl ifier

T

T1

Switching
transformer

Saturates at a l ternate
half-cycles of oscilla
tion frequency

'OT
17T
H

'4°

and

�1

[

T
34 OATHOHAL CORE.
TYPE �36·2.A
tMAGNETlCS . INC )

0

·'7 WIRE

T2

T3

Step-up power
transformer

Magnetic
amplifier

Converts output of os
cillator to high volt
age

Controls
AC input
to T2

2N 1 292

]

" T

.'7 WIRE

-'7

WIRE

1�2."

TYPE 50036- 2A

ORTHONAL CORE

(MAGNETICS, I«:.J

°

. Z 7 WIRE

��
L
"'-d
�

t.lAGNE�E�'NC

CORES " 51084-ZA

transformer T2, the silicon diode bridge, and the associated
filtering components_ Notice, however, that the secondary
windings of T3 are inserted b etween transformers Tl and
T2. T3 functions as a magnetic amplifier, or saturable choke,
in which the magnetizing current supplied to the DC wind
ing is controlled by transistor X5. X5 is actuated by the er
ror signal produced by the differential amplifier ( X3 and
X 4 ) , in response to a portion of the DC output voltage and
to the reference voltage developed by zener diode, M5.
Regulating action is such that transistor X5 is driven
harder into conduction when the DC output voltage tends
to fall, thereby bringing the core of T3 more into its region
of magnetic saturation. This is accompanied by decreased
inductance in A C windings Ll and L2, permitting more AC
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voltage to be impressed across the primary winding of T2.
In this way, the DC output voltage is restored to its nominal
regulated value. If the DC output voltage tends to rise, the
converse sequence occurs.
Although optimum design for T3 generally involves a
measure of experimental work, the above method of regu
lation has the outstanding feature that the transistors are
isolated from high voltage. Also, an accidental short across
the output of this supply will kill oscillation but should not
damage any components. (Table 6-2 gives the parts data for
this circuit. )
VOLTAGE RE GULATION WITH SILICON
C ONTROLLED RECTIFIERS

The silicon controlled rectifier is the solid-state counter
part of the thyratron . Like the thyratron, it permits the
varying of a current through it by changing the phase ( time
of occurrence ) of the signal applied to a control electrode.
In thyratron fashion, once conduction is initiated the control
electrode loses control ; conduction is extinguished as the AC
voltage passes through zero. Fig. 6-4 depicts a simple circuit
employing a silicon controlled rectifier to provide half-wave

CATHODE

A NODE

"

Fig. 6-4. Half·wave silicon con·
trolled rectifier (SCR) supply with

I

LOAD

GATE

phase·shift adjustable gate signal.

rectification . The control electrode, or gate, is supplied with
a small voltage from a phase-shifting network. No conduc
tion takes place through the rectifier until the gate potential
reaches a certain value. The time required to reach this value
is a function of the phase difference between the gate-cathode
and anode-cathode voltages. If the phasing is such that con
duction is established early in the positive excursion of the
AC voltage impressed between anode and cathode ( Fig. 65A ) , the duty cycle of the rectified pulses will be relatively
high and so will the average DC output voltage.
The converse is true in Fig. 6-5B, where the phasing of the
gate signal holds off conduction until the positive excursion
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of the anode-cathode voltage is nearly completed. ( In this
simple arrangement, the positions of the variable resistance
and the capacitor would have to be interchanged to obtain
the amount of phase shift i ndicated in the waveform dia
grams. However, this does not invalidate the basic prinCiple
under investigation . )
We see at once that control of conduction time i s much
more efficient than using variable losser elements to vary
the output current and/or voltage. While the silicon con
trolled rectifier is conducting-whether for a tiny or a maj or
SCR CONDUCTS
VOLTAGE ACROSS TRANSFORMER
SECONDARY W I N D I N G

LOAD CURRENT
ONLY DURING
TIME I N D I CATED

[ �-1
�

BY SHADED AREA

(A) Moderate delay.
GATE VOLTAG

VOLTAGE ACROSS LOAD

(B) More than moderate delay.

AVERAGE
DC VOLTAGE

�

�
�
�

GREATER PHASE SHIFT
OF GATE VOLTAGE WAVE
THAN IN ( A I

/

LOWER AVERAGE
DC VOLTAGE
THAN I N ( A I

Fig. 6·5. Effect o f gate firing.voltage delay on average DC output o f circuit in Fig. 6·4.

portion of the impressed half-cycle-the power wasted in the
device itself is negligible because saturation exists, regard
less of the duration of conduction. Conduction is always at
or near maximum, or not at all ; consequently, the PR losses
in a silicon controlled rectifier are very low. This greatly
relieves the thermal problem, a major design and operational
headache when power transistors are used as losser elements
in conventional voltage-regulator circuits.
To impose automatic voltage regulation on a silicon con
trolled rectifier supply; it is necessary to insert a circuit or
device into the feedback path to shift the phase ( vary the
time of occurrence ) of the gate signals i n response to an
error signal . A relaxation oscillator, involving a unijunction
transistor, provides this requisite with a min imum of compo
nents. Fig. 6-6A shows a unij unction relaxation oscillator
and Fig. 6-6B a somewhat analogous circuit employing the
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(A) Uniju nction transistor circuit.

OUTPUT

@

@
®
(B) Neon-bu l b circuit.

OUT PUT

@
Fig. 6-6. Relaxation oscill ators.

more familiar neon bulb. In both instances, a capacitor (Cl)
i s connected across the electrodes, which abruptly change
from an open to a closed circuit when the voltage across the
capacitor has charged to a certain value. In the neon bulb,
this event is brought about by the onset of ionization, which
changes the gas from an insulator to a conductor. In the uni
j unction transistor, the switch from the nonconductive to
the conductive state is the result of a change from reverse
to forward bias across a PN junction. Fig. 6-7 shows the

OPEN CIRCUIT UN T I L V 2 E XC E E D S
INTERNAL R E V E R S E BIAS PRODUCED

" N " T Y PE
SILICON BAR

BY VdLTAGE SOURCE .V I

"
"

ALUMINUM
P E LLET

\/

VI

=

V2

/ BI

OHMIC CONTACT

Fig. 6-7. Circuit for demonstrating switching of cond uctive states
in uniju nction transistors.
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unij unction transistor. It consists of an N-type silicon bar
with ohmic contacts established at the ends, at B I and B2.
( This device used to be called a double-base diode. ) P-type
semiconductor material is alloyed or diffused to the central
portion of the bar to form a PN j unction. If a current is
passed between B I and B2 by voltage source VI, the voltage
distribution within the silicon bar will be such that the PN
diode between E and B I will be reverse-biased. As a result,
no current can flow through the diode unless voltage source
V2 is high enough to overcome the reverse bias.

!VVV\

E]

AC
POWER
LINE

(A) Circuit.

(8) Cha racteristic curve.

VOLTAGE ACROSS INTERBASE REGION . BI - B2
Fig. 6·8. Triggering characteristics of the uniiunction transistor.

It is important to realize that the presence of a resistance
such as R3, in either the neon bulb or the unij unction oscil
lator of Fig. 6-6, will slow down the repetition rate of the
pulses. The reason is that R3 forms a voltage divider ( in
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conjunction with R l ) and thereby reduces the voltage ap
plied to capacitor C l . Under this condition, Cl requires a
longer charging time to attain the firing potential for its
associated device. This property is readly exploited to vary
the timing of the gate signal of silicon controlled rectifiers.
Another useful characteristic of the unijunction relaxation
oscillator is revealed by Fig. 6-8. Note that the capacitor
voltage required to trigger the device is a function of the
voltage applied across contacts Bl and B2 ( Fig. 6-8A ) . I n
particular, i f the latter voltage is removed, a fraction o f a
volt across capacitor C l will suffice to establish forward
conduction in diode section E-B l ( Fig. 6-8B ) . As a corollary
of this relationship, it follows that removal of the B l-B2
voltage will cause forward conduction in the E-B l diode
whenever the capacitor voltage is more than a fraction of
a volt. Thus, in the circuit of Fig. 6-8A the relaxation oscil
lator, regardless of its free-running repetition rate, is syn
chronized to the 60-cps power line in such a way that the
generation of pulses must begin anew every l 20th of a
second.
A complete circuit of a controlled-rectifier voltage-regu
lated supply is shown in Fig. 6-9 . A synchronized unijunction
oscillator provides the gate signals. Transistor X l is actu
ated from an error signal derived from the difference be
tween the reference voltage across zener diode M6 and a
sampled portion of the power-supply output voltage. The er
ror signal controls the effective base-to-collectcir resistance
of Xl ( which, for practical purposes, is shunted across the
0.25-mfd charging capacitor ) . Should the DC output voltage
tend to rise, the emitter of Xl will be biased further negative
with respect to its base. Since Xl is an NPN transistor in a
common-base configuration, it conducts more heavily-that
is, the effective resistance represented by the collector-to
base diode is decreased. The 0 .25-mfd capacitor then takes
longer to attain the potential it needs to fire unij unction
transistor X2. This, in turn, delays firing of that silicon
controlled rectifier, which is properly polarized from power
transformer T l . In alternate half-cycles of the line fre
quency, the firing of the opposite silicon controlled rectifier
is similarly delayed. Because the conduction current in the
two silicon controlled rectifiers has been reduced to smaller
portions of a half-cycle, a lower average DC current flows
to the filter and load ( Fig. 6-1 0 ) . This is manifested as a re
duction in DC output voltage, which counteracts the voltage
rise responsible for the corrective error signal. The converse
sequence of events occurs whenever the output voltage tends
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to fall ( see Fig. 6-1 1 ) . The power amplification realized in
this type of error-sensing circuit can be extremely high.
Component data for the circuit of Fig. 6-9 are given in
Table 6-3.
DC SWIT C H ING-TYPE VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Duty-cycle modulated pulsing of the output of a DC power
supply is a circuit technique which holds considerable prom
ise for more efficient operation than can be attained from a
conventional losser regulator, wherein the resistance of the
losser element is varied to compensate for any change in out15 TO 65
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Xl
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F i g . 6·9. Silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) voltage·regulated supply using variable·
conduction time technique.

put voltage. A block diagram of a voltage regulator employ
ing the pulsing or DC switching principle is shown in Fig.
6-12, and the schematic appears in Fig. 6-13. The parts data
for this circuit are given in Table 6-4. The sign ificant feature
of this supply is that the variable-resistance characteristic
of the series losser is replaced by a type of switching action
whereby the load current is either fully on or fully off. The
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Fig. 6·10. Conditions in circuit of Fig. 6·9 when phasing of gate
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Fig. 6·1 1 . Conditions in circuit of Fig. 6·9 when phasing of gate
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Table 6-3.
Component

Ml

M2, M3

M4, MS

Com ponent data for circuit in Fig. 6-9

Description

Circuit Function

Type

Silicon diode

Provides current·flow path for energy
stored in filter choke

MR 3 1 5

Rectifiers in bridge comprising M2,
M3, SCR· l , SCR·2

MR 3 1 5

Rectifiers in bridge comprising M2,
M3, M4, M5, power supply for gate
signal generator X2

l N539

Silicon diodes

Silicon diodes

M6

Zener diode

Voltage reference

l N75 1

M7

Sil icon diode

Cl ips u n id i rectional pulses supplied to
unijunction trans istor X2 i n order to
synchronize gate signals to l i ne frequency

l N 1 527

Error-signa I-actuated variable resistance for control of charging time of
0.25-mfd capacitor

2N338

Line-synchronized relaxation ascii lator for supplying gate signals to silicon controlled rectifiers SCR- l , SCR-2

2N489

Part of main rectifier bridge M2, M3,
SCR-l , SCR-2. Controls output voltage

C l 0B

Xl

X2

SCR-l &
SCR-2

Silicon NPN
transistor

Unij unction
transistor

Sil icon
control led
rectifiers

FROM UNREGULATED
DC SOURCE

g�F�

g�F=r-u-v-

REGULATED
DC OUTPUT

VARIABLE DUTY- CYCLE
SQUARE WAVE
1------<;
GENERATOR
( X I , X 2,X3, X 4 )

(A) CONTROL SIGNAL SUPPLIED TO ELECTRONIC SWITCH WHEN OUTPUT
VOLTAGE IS AT NOMINALLY REGULATED VALUE.
( B) CONTROL SIGNAL SUPPLIED TO ELECTRONIC SWITCH
WHEN OUTPUT VOLTAGE FALLS
( C ) CONTROL SIGNAL SUPPLIED TO ELECTRONIC SWITCH WHEN OUTPUT
VOLTAGE RISES.
Fig. 6·1 2 . Block diagram of DC switching regulator.
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average load current-therefore, the value of the filtered
output voltage-depends on the ratio of time on to time off.
It is this ratio which is varied by the error signal. If the
output voltage rises, less "on" time is produced-to the ex
tent that the voltage is nearly restored to its nominal regu
lated value. The converse events occur if the output voltage
falls. When the switch is on, its resistance is ideally zero
and, practically, quite low. Therefore, the PR loss in the
+

10K

5K

IK
330K

Q
--<r'

AC
LINE

3.9 K

300
MFD -

@

Xl

390

1000 PULSES ISEC .
. I M FD
.25
MFD

56.0..

Fig. 6·1 3 . Schemati< of typical DC switchin g.type voltage regulator with an SO-volt,
SOO-milliampere output rating.

switching element is relatively small. The thermal problem
is considerably relaxed with respect to a conventional losser
regulator of like capacity. Thi s type of supply has another
advantage-high-gain DC amplification is not required for
the error signal.
In the schematic diagram of Fig. 6-13, transistors X2 and
X3 are connected as a single-shot multivibrator which, not
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Table 6-4. Component data for circuit in Fig. 6-13
Component

Type

Circuit Function

Description

Ml

Silicon diode

Provides current path for en·
ergy stored in filter choke duro
ing "off" time of X5

M2

Zener diode

Voltage
sig na l

reference

for

I N539

error
65 1 ·(5

M3

Zener diode

Voltage regulator for X l , X2,

I N l 527

M4, M5,
M6, M7

Silicon diodes

Bridge·rectifler e lements for X l ,
X2, X3 power supply

l N537

M8, M9,
M 1 D, M l l

Silicon diodes

elements
Bridge·rectifler
main power supply

Xl

Unijunction
transistor

Supplies trigger pulses to mono·
stable multivibrator

GE 2N489

X2, X3

NPN transistors

Monostable multivibrator

2N338

X4

PNP transistor

Variable resistance for control·
ling duty cycle of multivibrator

2N2 1 7

Electronic switch

2N389

X3 power supply

X5

PNP transistor

for
I N539

being free-running, is repeatedly being triggered through
its cycle by sharp pulses which have been derived from the
unij unction relaxation oscillator X l . The duration of the
multi vibrator output pulses is then controlled by transistor
X4, which acts as a variable resistance in the base-to-emitter
circuit of X3. The total effective resistance of the collector
to-base circuit of X4 is governed by the error signal at the
emitter of X4.
The output pulses generating from the multivibrator are
transferred, through capacitor C I , to the base of switching
element X5. Transistor X5 is forward biased by resistor RI
in its base lead, but is turned off while positive pulses are
being supplied from the multivibrator. Consequently, the
ratio of "on" to "off" time of transistor X5 is controlled
by the duty cycle of the multivibrator. Inasmuch as the
switching rate of this network is relatively high (approxi
mately 1 kc in this circuit ) , the response time is n ot limited
by the power-line frequency, as it is in the AC switching
regulator such as the phase-control SCR supply in Fig. 6-9.
Diode MI provides a current path through which the stored
energy in the filter choke can safely dissipate itself when
the switching element is turned off. This produces a flywheel
effect which contributes to filtering action. Without MI, the
emf developed across the choke, when X5 is switched off,
could destroy the transistor.
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OVERLOAD PROT E CTION FOR SERIES LOSSER
VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Some words are now in order with regard to the protec
tion of solid state regulated supplies from the effects of
short circuits. The transistor used as the series losser is
often far from being an inexpensive item. Yet, this circuit
element is extremely vulnerable to damage from over
current (and over-voltage in some cases ) . In some of the
higher voltage supplies, the situation is aggravated by the
fact that the output terminal voltage exceeds the safe
collector-emitter voltage. This operational mode is perfectly
satisfactory when a normal load is being powered ; the
voltage dropped across the series losser need be only a
relatively small fraction of the voltage actually available
from the rectifier-filter circuit. Such a voltage drop can
be safely within the allowable ratings of the losser tran
sistor. However, the occurrance of a short circuit at the
output terminals of the regulator immediately places the
rectifier output voltage across this transistor. Obviously,
some investment of time and money in protective techniques
becomes worthwhile in those instances where short circuits
are probable. This certainly pertains to laboratory supplies
used for experimental and developmental purposes.
The deployment of the control transistor as a shunt,
rather than a series losser element neatly ci rcumvents the
short circuit problem. A short circuited sh unt regulator is
deprived of its voltage and thus automatically removes the
shunt control transistor from danger. (A continued over
cu rrent situation can , of course damage the series resistance
or components in the rectifier circuit ) . However, the very
low efficiency of the shunt regulator when delivering low
load current tends to lessen its popularity. Considerable
protection can be conferred upon the generally more efficient
series type regulator by making use of appropriate design
philosophies and circuit techniques.
Where feasible, the use of larger than necessary ger
manium power transistors sometimes constitutes a big
step in the right direction. Such transistors tend to be
inexpensive and, when suitably heat-sinked, display rela
tively long thermal time constants. This decreases the like
lihood that a momentary short circuit will damage the tran
sistor. Moreover, it is only with such large transistors that
fuses can provide a measure of protection. Actually, the
basic problem is centered about the difficulty of preventing
transistor damage during the interval in which the fuse
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is responding to a condition of overload. It is, in most cases,
best to incorporate some means of protection which asserts
itself more rapidly than the many tens of milliseconds in
volved in blowing a fuse with excessive current.
Such protection can be obtained by incorporating semi
conductors switching devices which have completed an evo
lutionary phase not unlike that of the first decade following
the introduction of the junction transistor. The products
now available are characterized by a high order of relia
bility, refinement in characteristics, and wide variety of
ratings. These devices find useful application in protective
circuits associated with series losser regulators. They have
also been successfully employed in regulators based on
switching or phase-shift control techniques. Four types
appear to have met widespread approval from circuit de
signers. These are : the silicon-controlled rectifier ( SCR ) ,
the silicon controlled switch, the gate-turn off switch, and
the controlled A C switch.
The general device characteristics of the silicon-controlled
rectifier and the silicon-controlled switch are similar. Both
lose gate control of forward conduction current when once
turned on in DC circuits. Turn-off must be accomplished
in both devices by momentarily bringing about a drastic
decrease or an interruption in forward conduction current.
( This is automatic in AC circuits due to the passage of the
AC wave through zero . ) Turn-on in both devices is accom
plished by a tiny amount of power relative to the power
passed to the load. The silicon-controlled switch is fabri
cated of two transistor-like structures, whereas the silicon
controlled rectifier utilizes a four-layer, th ree-j unction con
struction. The application-oriented difference between the
two devices involves the fact that the silicon controlled rec
tifier is made in larger current carrying capacities than is
the silicon-controlled switch. The former switching device
is generally used in circuits where current flow ranges from
about one-quarter ampere to hundreds of amperes. The lat
ter performs similar switching functions where the current
flow ranges from tens to hundreds of milliamperes.
Typical General Electric silicon-controlled switches are
listed in Table A-12 in the Appendix. Table A-1 3 (also in
Appendix ) shows a portion of a large number of silicon
controlled rectifiers made by the same manufacturer.
Unlike the two aforementioned switching devices, the
silicon gate turn-off switch retains gate control of its for
ward conduction current in both DC and AC circuits. Its
use has merit in high efficiency regulated supplies based
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on series-switching of one DC line. Output voltage or cur
rent control of such supplies is achieved by changing
either the duty cycle or the switching rate in response to
an error signal generated by a change in output. A �raw
back of these devices is that the turn-off gate power is much
greater than the turn-on gate power. For this reason, some
designers have felt that ordinary power transistors are at
least competitive for this regular application. A family of
silicon gate turn-off switches is shown in Table A-14 in
the Appendix.
The controlled AC switch is in essence a back-to-back ar
rangement of two SCR's with a common gate terminal.
This device permits full wave control of AC with very high
efficiency. It will prove exceedingly useful as a means of
pre-regulating a supply which employs some other method
for securing fine regulation of output voltage or current.
When so used, the voltage and power dissipation require
ments of series losser regulating transistors can be consid
erably relaxed and the regulating range of the power supply
can be extended. Its response time is much better than can
be obtained with magnetic amplifiers, or with saturable
reactors. Table A-15 ( in Appendix ) lists several controlled
AC switches ( "triacs " ) made by the General Electric
Company.
Most commonly, the previously described solid state
switching devices are phase controlled. This is accom
plished by varying the time of occurrance of the firing
pulse applied to the gate with respect to the AC being
controlled. Generation and phase variation of the firing
pulse is conveniently brought about by means of another
solid state switching device, the unijunction transistor.
A single unij unction transistor can, by operation in ap
propriate circuits, produce either sharp spikes or square
waves similar to those derived from a multivibrator. Its
repetition rate is readily synchronized or "slaved" to an
other frequency. The unij unction transistor can generally
be employed to provide greater reliability and better
economy than other relaxation oscillators suitable for
controlling the duty cycle of silicon-controlled switches,
silicon-controlled rectifiers, controlled AC switches, and
gate turn-off switches. Table A-16 ( in Appendix ) lists a
number of unijunction transistors.
An excellent current overload protection curcuit is shown
in Fig. 6-14. Paradoxically, the operation of this circuit i s
dependent o n fuse blow-out. However, the fuse is caused
to interrupt the power supply current very much more rap125
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Fig. 6-14. Schematic of protective device in which deliberate blowing of

a

fuse

removes ov.r�urr.nt condition.

idly than would be the case with an "unaided" fuse. Under
ordinary load conditions, insufficient reverse voltage appears
across zener diode D I to cause it to breakdown. That being
the case, the gate of the SCR does not receive firing po
tential and remains in its non-conducting state. Thus, the
only effect of the protective circuitry on normal operation
of the voltage regulator is the slight degradation of the
regulation of the rectifier-filter system. This generally is
of little practical consequence. The rectifier circuit usually
has quite poor regulation. Moreover, it is usually not diffi
cult to attain sufficient DC voltage gain in the feedback
path of the regulating circuit to largely overcome the effects
of regulation in the rectifier-filter system.
Suppose, now, that either a heavy load, or a short circuit
is placed across the output terminals of the voltage regu
lator. The voltage developed across R4 appears in large
measure across the junction of D l . The resultant break
down of diode Dl causes the SCR gate to receive firing
potential from the current flowing through R2 and R3. In
turn, the SCR is triggered to its conductive state. The
rectifier-filter system is thereby loaded more heavily than
results from even a short circuit placed at the output ter
minals of the regulator. Significantly, when this occurs, the
series losser transistor in the voltage regulator is relieved
of nearly all of its current. The loading of the rectifier
filter system is limited only by R I , the negligible resistance
of the SCR, and the fuse. Such loading causes the fuse to
blow out more quickly than would be the case without the
protective circuitry. Even more important is the fact that
the series losser transistor is deprived of dangerous voltage
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and current, whatever the requisite time for the fuse ele
ment to melt. The SCR can fire in about a microsecond from
the time an overload appears at the output terminals of the
voltage regulator. Once fired, it remains conducting until
its anode-cathode current is interrupted. Such interruption
would here be brought about by the opening of the fuse.
After the overload is cleared and the fuse has been replaced,
the SCR again assumes its non-conducting state and the
entire system is again ready for normal operation. It can
be seen that the overload current at which the zener diode,
and therefore the SCR, will conduct is adj ustable by means
of the rheostat R4.
The basic protection is brought about by the very quick
removal of voltage and current from the series losser tran
sistor, thi s being essentially due to the near-short circuit
placed across the rectifier-filter system by the SCR. How
ever, it is also important to minimize the thermal delay of
the fuse. Otherwise, rectifier-filter components will be en
dangered by the heavy current flow. A slow-blow fuse, or
a fuse with too high a current-carrying capacity would be
contrary to the philosophy of this protective scheme. It is
suggested that a fuse no larger than necessary be used to
carry rated load current under worst conditions of high
AC line voltage. The semiconductors and resistors employed
can be scaled to optimum size and cost with respect to the
voltage and currents involved. This method allows some
degree of over-voltage protection also. However, it is pri
marily intended to protect the series losser transistor from
the effects of over-current.
The protective schematic shown in the representative
circuit of Fig. 6-15 possesses the operational feature of
instant recovery to normal performance when the exces
sive load is removed. In this circuit current limiting is im
posed by the action of zener diode Dl in conj unction with
series dropping resistance R l . Resistor Rl is adj usted so
that the potential developed across zener diode Dl is in
sufficient for breakdown under normal load conditions.
However, with excessive load current the increased voltage
drop developed across resistance R l is impressed across Dl,
causing b reakdown of this diode at its rated avalanche
voltage. When this occurs, the base of transistor X2 and
the collector of transistor Xl become clamped at a voltage
considerably negative with respect to the voltage necessary
to sustain the condition of current overload. Inasmuch as
these are NPN transistors, such action limits current flow
in the Darlington pair, Xl and X2. Thus, even a short cir127
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Fig. 6-1 5. Representative schematic of protective device with instant recovery feature.

cuit across the output terminals cannot result in excessive
current flow through transistor X l . Some degradation of
regulation takes place as a consequence of resistor Rl, but
this need not be appreciable if it has a low breakdown
voltage. This method provides protection against thermal
destruction of the series transistor X l . For complete pro
tection of this transistor, it is also necessary to spare it
from greater-than-rated collector-emitter voltage. This can
be accomplished by appropriate selection of X l or by
also incorporating the protective technique illustrated in
Fig. 6-16.
In the event economic, or other considerations preclude
the use of a series losser transistor with a collector-emitter
voltage rating above the voltage provided by the rectifier
filter system, the simple over-voltage protective technique
ZENER DIODE FOR VOLTAGE PROTECTION OF XI

/

+

1

FROM
RECIIFiER
FILlER
SYSTEM

I

Fig. 6- 1 6. Technique for over.voltage
protection of the series losser transistor.

VOLTAGE
REGULATED
OUTPUT
FROM DC AMPLIFIER

I

- 0------<>0 -
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of Fig. 6-16 is recommended. When the regulator is supply
ing normal load current, the voltage drop across the series
losser transistor is insufficient to breakdown the zener diode .
Excessive load current will, however, develop breakdown
voltage across this diode . When this occurs, the series losser
transistor is protected from voltage higher than that corre
sponding to the zener breakdown voltage. The zener break
down voltage should be higher than it would receive during
normal operation, but lower than the maximum rated col
lector-to-emitter voltage of the losser transistor. This tech
nique is most readily applied to low- and medium-power
systems. The wattage rating of the zener diode may, in
some cases, be sufficient to safely withstand the effects of
momentary short circuits. It is more desirable, of course,
that this protective diode be able to carry the continuous
current of a sustained short circuited output. It is here
that difficulties may arise on higher power systems, for a
zener diode of very large power handling capacity may be
required. ( If R 1 is included, it must obviously be a com
promise value. Too low a value will not protect the zener
diode. Too high a value will prevent protection of transis
tor X l . )
This voltage protection method may not give complete
protection to the rectifier-filter components. However, in
many cases, these may then be protected by a fuse or circuit
breaker. This technique can be used in conj unction with
other methods of protection. For example, in a high voltage
system, the current limiting circuit of Fig. 6-15 should also
incorporate a zener diode across the collector-emitter ter
minals of transistor X l .
The protection of series regulators handling high power
or high currents often presents special problems. Energies
involved in surges from abrupt changes in current can be
considerably more dangerous to components despite the
scaling up of ratings over those used at lower power levels.
Additionally, fuses and circuit breakers for high currents
generally involve inordinately long actuating times. These
matters lead to the design of protective circuitry such as
depicted in Fig. 6-17. Here, not only is the connection be
tween rectifier-filter system and the series regulator inter
rupted, but a moderately heavy artificial load is shunted
across the rectifier output. Such a load greatly dampens
oscillatory surges. The energy in such su rges could en
danger components in the rectifier filter system if the pro
tective circuit only interrupted current flow in response to
an overload or a short at the regulator output terminals.
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In Fig. 6-17, the following is true during normal oper
ation : zener diode Dl does not conduct. SCRI does not
conduct. SCR2 does conduct. SWI is closed. SW2 is open.
( Conduction of SCR2 has been brought about by an initial
momentary closure of SW2 . )
Suppose now, that loading conditions at the output ter
minals of the regulator cause excessive cu rrent consump-
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\
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SCR - I

NORMALLY
CLOSED

)Jl

@

EGATIVE PULSE
APPEARS f£ R E
WHEN THERE I S
AN OVERLOAD

.

@

F R O M RECTIFIER
FI LTER SYSTt:: M

T O SERIES TYPE
NORMALLY
OPEN
NONCONDUCTIVE

@
Cl

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

/

@

/

ADJUST FOR OVERLOAD TRIP-OUT

/

NORMALLY CONDUCTIVE

Fig. 6-1 7 . SCR protective circuit diagram.

tion . The higher voltage drop thereby developed across re
sistance R l causes breakdown of zener diode, D l . This, by
virtue of the connection to the j unction of R2 and R3, makes
the gate of SCRI positive with respect to its cathode. As a
consequence, SCRI is turned on and places artificial load
R4 across the output of the rectifier-filter system. This, in
turn, sends a negative-going pulse through capacitor Cl
to the anode of SCR2. Because of this pulse the cu rrent flow
through SCR2 is momentarily depressed below the value
required to maintain conduction. As a result, SCR-2 becomes
nonconductive, thereby freeing the series losser transistor
from the effects of excessive power dissipation. L l , a small
inductance generally in the neighborhood of several tens
of millihenrys, aids in the generation of a negative pulse
with sufficient energy to reliably turn off SCR2.
Resistor R4 should consume about a third of the maxi
mum rated output cu rrent of the system when in normal
operation. This allows SCRI to be a smaller unit than SCR2.
Resistor Rl is adjusted to develop sufficient voltage across
zener diode Dl to cause breakdown at some desired over
load current. Switches SWI and SW2 should be spring1 30

loaded to maintain the two switch sections in the contact
positions shown except when normally actuated for reset.
Actually, this system is not completely foolproof because
its operation is inhibited in the event that this switch is
held in its reset position while the output terminals of the
regulator are still shorted. A mechanical arrangement
whereby SW2 can be momentarily, but not continuously
closed would provide considerable safeguard against such
a situation. Conversely, this could be accomplished elec
trically by inserting a small capacitor in the gate lead of
SCR2. A discharge path would have to be provided for
the capacitor so that the reset function would not be found
inoperative due to trapped charge in this capacitor. A re
sistance in the several megohm range should suffice. (In any
event, the resistance must be high enough so that closure
of SW2 cannot trigger SCR2 when the small capacitor is
removed from the circu it. ) Also, the greater the inductance
of Ll the more inherent protection is provided against in
ordinately long closures of SW2 while the regulator feeds
a short circuit. This is because Ll slows down the attain
ment of maximum current flow. Unfortunately, the degree
of such protection provided by Ll is limited in practice by
the physical size necessary for protection beyond, say sev
eral seconds.
For many purposes this general method can be consid
ered to provide very satisfactory protection . This follows
from the fact that a condition of overload would normally
be analyzed and remedied prior' to reset of the power supply.
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APPENDIX

Manufacturers Parameters

Table A-I. General Electric one-watt zener diodes

VZT @ IzT
ZENER
VOLTAGE
Volts @
Tesl
Current
25°C
I7.T
Type
± l 00/o
mA
Nominal
Numbe,

Maximum
Dynamic
Impedance Maximum
Z 7.T
Leakage
@
Current
IzT
I . @ V.
@
@ 25°C
V.
25°C
I.
Volts mA
Ohms

Typical
Temp.
Coeffi·
eient
%/oC

Typical
Voltage
Regu.
lation
/1V7.
Volts

MAXIMUM
ZENER CURRENT
k.. mA
TA _
TA _
50°C
100°C
Max.
Max.

I N I 765

5.6

1 00

1 .2

4.5

5.00

0.021

0.14

1 50

88

I N I 766

6.2

1 00

1 .5

5.0

1 .70

0.030

0.16

1 30

79

I N I 767

6.8

100

1 .7

5.4

0.96

0.037

0.20

1 20

72

I N I 768

7.5

100

2.1

6.0

0.75

0.044

0.24

1 09

I N I 769

8.2

100

2.4

6.6

0.64

0.050

0.28

100

I N I 770

9.1

50

3.0

7.3

0 . 52

0.056

0.34

90

I N I 771

1 0 .0

50

3.5

8.0

0.44

0.062

0.41

82

49

I N I 772

1 1 .0

50

4.2

8.8

0.38

0.067

0.48

74

45

I N I 773

1 2 .0

50

5.0

9.6

0.34

0.071

0.57

68

41

I N I774

1 3.0

50

5.8

10.4

0.31

0.074

0.66

63

38

I N I775

1 5 .0

50

7.6

1 2.0

0.26

0.080

0.86

54

33

I N I 776

1 6.0

50

8.6

1 2.8

0.24

0.082

0.97

51

31

65

60

54

Table A-2. Honeywell high-current germanium power transistors ·
2N2730

2N273 1

2N2732

PNP

2N2733

2N2734

2N2735

Germanium

2N2736

2 N 2737

Vcdsat)
VH>:(sat)

hF>l @

@ I,. = -65A
@ I , = -65A
=

-0.45 V max.

-0.45 V max.

-2.0

-2.0

V max.

V max.

2N2738
-

0.4 5 V max.

-2.0

V max.

1 5 min.

15 min.

1 5 min.

VCHO

-80 V min.

-60 V min.

-40 V min.

V et:o

-60 V min.

-45 V min.

-30 V min.

132

I,.

-65A

Table A-3. Motorola power zener diodes
Nominal

10 WATT

Cathode to Case
Anode to Case

=

=

1 N3993 series

50 WATT

Zener

1 N2970 series

Anode to Case

Voltage

1 N3993

1 N4557&R

1 N4549&R

3.9

1 N3994
1 N3995

1 N4558&R
1 N4559&R

1 N4550&R
1 N455 1 &R

4.7
5.1

4.3

1 N3996

1 N4560&R

1 N4552&R

1 N3997

1 N456 1 &R

1 N4553&R

5.6

1 N3998

1 N4562&R

1 N4554&R

6.2
6.8

1 N3999

1 N4563&R

1 N4555&R

1 N2970&R

1 N2804&R

1 N3305&R
7.5

1 N4000

1 N4564&R

1 N4556&R

1 N297 1 &R

1 N2805&R

1 N3306&R

1 N2972&R

1 N2806&R

1 N3307&R

8.2

1 N2973&R

1 N2807&R

1 N3308&R

9.1

1 N2974&R

1 N2808&R

1 N3309&R

10

1 N2975&R

1 N2809&R

1 N331 0&R

11

1 N2976&R

1 N28 1 0&R

1 N33 1 1 &R

12

1 N2977&R

1 N28 1 1 &R

1 N33 1 2& R

13

1 N2979&R

1 N28 1 3&R

1 N3 3 1 4& R

15

1 N2980&R

1 N28 1 4&R

1 N3 3 1 5& R

16

1 N2982&R

1 N28 1 6&R
1 N281 8&R

1 N3 3 1 7& R

18

1 N2984&R

1 N33 1 9& R

20

1 N2985&R

1 N 2 8 1 9&R

1 N3320&R

22

1 N2986&R

1 N2820&R

1 N332 1 &R

24

1 N2988&R
1 N2989&R

1 N2822&R
1 N2823&R

1 N3323&R
1 N3324&R

30

1 N2990&R

1 N2824&R

1 N3325&R

33

1 N299 1 &R

1 N2825&R

1 N3326&R

36
39

27

1 N2992&R

1 N2826&R

1 N3327&R

1 N2993&R

1 N2827&R

1 N3328&R

43

1 N2995&R

1 N2829&R

1 N3330&R

47

1 N2997&R
1 N2999&R

1 N283 1 &R
1 N2832&R

1 N3332&R

51

1 N3334&R

56

1 N3000&R

1 N2833&R

1 N3335&R

62

1 N300 1 &R

1 N2834&R

1 N3336&R

68

1 N3002&R

1 N2835&R

1 N3337&R

75

1 N3003&R

1 N2836&R

1 N3338&R

82

1 N3004&R

1 N2837&R

1 N3005&R
1 N3007&R

1 N2838&R

1 N3339&R
1 N3340&R

91
1 00

1 N2840&R

1 N3342&R

110

1 N3008&R

1 N284 1 &R

1 N3343&R

1 20

1 N3009&R

1 N2842&R

1 N3344&R

1 30

1 N301 1 &R

1 N2843&R

1 N3346&R

1 50

1 N301 2&R

1 N2844&R

1 N3347&R

1 60

1 N301 4&R
1 N301 5&R

1 N2845&R

1 N3349&R

1 80

1 N2846&R

1 N3350&R

200
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2N718

2N 7 1 7

2N703

2 N 699B

2 N 699

2N698

2N697

2N696

2N657

2N656

2N498

For medium power, fast

2N497

current ranQe

a p p l i cations over a wide

For R F a n d DC switching

current range

appl ications over a wide

For R F a n d DC switching

switch

H i g h speed, high current

ampl ifiers and oscil lators

ticularly suited for video

H igh voltage type, par-

amplifiers and oscil lators

ticularly s u ited for video

H i g h voltage type, par-

ampl ifiers and osci l l ators

titularly suited for video

High voltage type, par-

appl ications

For R F a n d DC switching

applications

For R F and DC switching

switching applications

For medium power, fast

switching appl ications

For medium power, fast

switching appl ications

For medium power, fast

switc h i n g appl ications

Description

Type

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

TO·S TO·18

JEDEe
Outline

80

60

70

70

80

70

80

60

70

70

50

50

me

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.87

0.6

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

Walls

P,,@2Soe
Typical Ambient

fT

40

40

20

40

20
20

35

40

20

20
40

20
40

30

30

12

12

Min.

1 20

60

1 00

1 20
-

1 20

60

60
1 20

60
1 20

90

90

36

36

Max.

Ie

I SO

I SO

10

I SO
10
10
0.1

I SO

I SO

I SO
I SO

I SO
I SO

200

200

200

200

10

10

5.0

10
10
10

10

10

10

10
10

10
10

10

10

10

10

mA Volts

Vct:

Beta Ranges
@ Conditions

h F J-;

40

40

-

1 00

80

80

40

40

1 00

60

1 00

60

Volts

Vcr-;n c:n

Vena V ..:no

60

60

25

1 20

1 20

1 20

60

60

1 00

60

1 00

60

5

5

5.0

7

5

7

5

5

8

8

8

8

Volts Volts

Maximum
Voltages
In

Max.

Ie

In

Vct: SAT
Conditions

1 .3

1 .3

-

1 .0

1 .3

0.9

1 .3

1 .3

1.1

1 .1

-

I SO

I SO

-

50

I SO

50

I SO

I SO

200

200

-

IS

IS

-

5

IS

5

IS

IS

40

40

-

1 .5

1 .5

0.5

1 .2

5

1 .2

1 .5

1 .5

5

5

5

5

5

IS

5

IS

IS

40

40

40

40

I SO

I SO

IS

IS

1 0 0.5

50

I SO

50

I SO

I SO

200

200

200

200

Volts mA mA Volts mA mA

Max. Ie

Vm: SAT
Conditions

Table A-4. Fairchild epoxy-encapsulated silicon NPN transistor

I j.LA

I j.LA

0.5j.LA

O.OIj.LA

2j.LA

p.005j.LA

I j.LA

I j.LA

1 0J,tA C1,)

l Oj.LACO)

-

-

1 00j.LA

l OOj.LA

50j.LA

1 5j.LA

200j.LA

1 5j.LA

1 00j.LA

1 00j.LA

-

-

l Oj.LA

1 0j.LA

@2Soe @ I SOoe

lenn c,,)

Maximum

..,
""

2 N 2303

2 N 1 1 32

2N 1 1 3 1

ampl ifier

Medium frequency

polarity

tical uses i n opposite

P N P complements
2 N697 suitable for iden-

polarity

tical uses i n opposite

P N P complements
2 N696 suitable for iden-

2 N7 1 B

P N P complement to

2N722

Description

PNP complement to
2 N7 1 7

Type

2N721
30

0.4
0.4

70
90

X

X

X

20

Walls

mC

X

X

90

90

70

0.6

0.6

0.6

75

30

20

Min.

TO·S TO·18

P"@25OC
Typical Ambient

for

JEDEC
Outline
VeE

200

90

1 50

1 50

1 50

-10

-10

-10

-50

1 50

90
45

-10

1 50

mA Volts

Ie

45

Max.

Beta Ranges

h m @ Conditions

-50

-50

- 50

-50

-50

-50

-50
-50

-50

-5

-5

-5

-5

-5

Volts Volts

-50

Volts

VCt:R(�1) V e n o VEnu

Maximum
Voltages
Ie

IB

1 .3

- 1 .3

-1 .3

- 1 .3

- 1 .3

1 50

1 50

1 50

1 50

1 50

- 1 .5

1 5 -1 .5

1 5 - 1 .5

1 5 - 1 .5

15

Ie

In

1 50

1 50

1 50

1 50

1 50

15

15

15

15

15

Volts mA rnA

Max.

Ve l·' SAT
Conditions

1 5 - 1 .5

Volts mA rnA

Max.

VB>: SAT
Conditions

Table A-5. Fairchild epoxy-encapsulated silicon PNP transistors

l ,uA

l ,u A

l ,u A

l ,uA

l ,uA

1 00,uA

1 00,uA

1 00,uA

l ,u A

1 00,uA

@25O C @ 1 50oC

Icn o(5)

Maximum

Table A-6. Fairchild singularly packaged differential amplifiers
D I FFERENTIAL AMPLIFI ERS
VBErVUE2

L:, (VIlEl,VBE2)

Similar

NPN/

hFE Ratio

( mV)

TO·1 8

Type

PNP

Range

Max.

(!LVrC)
Max.

2N2060

2N2980

2N 1 893

NPN

.90· 1 .00

5.0

10

2N2223

2N2981

TO·S

2N2223A

25

2 N 1 973

NPN

.80-1 .00

2 N 1 973

NPN

.90· 1 .00

5.0

15

25

2N2982

2 N 1 972

NPN

.90·1 .00

5.0

15

2N29 1 5

2N2974

2N2484

NPN

.90· 1 .00

3.0

10

2N29 1 6

2N2975

2N2484

NPN

.90· 1 .00

3.0

10

2N29 1 7

2N2976

2N2484

NPN

.80·1 .00

5.0

20

2N29 1 8

2N2977

2N2484

NPN

.80·1 .00

5.0

20

(Low Noise)

(Low Noise)
2N3423

2N9 1 8

NPN

.80· 1 .00

2N3424

2N9 1 8

NPN

.90·1 .00

5.0

20
20

40

10

2N3726

2N3502

PNP

.90· 1 .00

5.0

2N3727

2N3502

PNP

.90· 1 .00

2.5

10

2N3728

2N3302

NPN

.80·1 .00

5.0

20

2N2729

2N3302

NPN

.90· 1 .00

3.0

10

Table A-7. Fairchild singularly packaged Darlington amplifiers
DARLINGTON AMPLIFIERS

TO·18

NPN/
PNP

BVcRO
(Voltl)

2N997

NPN

75

2N998

NPN

1 00

2N999

NPN

hFE@lc =
l OOuA
Min.

I .OmA
Min.
-

1 ,000
-

60

hFE@ lc =

Max.
-

4,000

800
-

1 ,000

hFE@ lc =
lOrnA

Min.

hFE@lc =
lOOmA

Min.

Max.

7,000 70,000
-

1 ,600 8,000

2,000

4,000

7,000 70,000

-

Table A-S. General Electric epoxy-encapsulated silicon NPN transistors
hFE (VCE = 10 v; Ic =

Type

min.

2N3402

75

typo

@ 25OC

2 mal
max.

BVc>oo

typo me

(mw)

225

25

1 20

900

f,

PT

2N3403

1 80

540

25

1 20

900

2N3404

75

225

50

1 20

900

2N3405

1 80

540

50

1 20

900

2N34 1 4

75

225

25

1 20

360

2N34 1 5

1 80

540

25

1 20

360

2N34 1 6

75

225

50

1 20

360

2N341 7

1 80

540

50

1 20

360

2N27 1 3

30

90

18

1 20

200

2N27 1 4

75

225

18

1 20

200
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Table A-9. Fairchild epoxy-encapsulated silicon NPN transistors
h FE
min.

Type

@
max.

VCEO
volts

Ic
ma

12

2N3563

20

200

8

2N3564

20

1 20

15

15

2N3565

600
600

1

25

2N3566

1 50
1 50

2N3567

40

1 20

2N3568

40

2N3569
2N3641
2N3642

10

30

1 20

1 50
1 50

40
60

1 00

300

1 50

40

40
40

1 20

1 50

30

1 20

1 50

45

Table A-IO. Fairchild epoxy-encapsulated silicon
PNP transistors
10

VCEO

max.

mao

volts

50

25

50

45

h FE
min.

Type
2N3638

@

30

2N3638A

30

1 80

2N3639

30

1 20

10

6

2N3640

30

1 20

10

12

Table A-ll. Fairchild temperature com pensated reference diodes
TEMPERATURE·COMPENSATED REFERENCE DIODES
Zener I m pedance
Test Current
Type

(mA)

FA8001

10

FA8002

10

IDo = 1 0 mA

(Ohms)IAo

=

1 .0 mA

Zener V
@ IDC

=

1 0 mA

TC

(Volts)

(% r C )

20

8.0 (Min.)

0.0005

20

8. 0 (Min.)

0.001

FA8003

10

20

8.0 (Min.)

0.002

FA8004

10

20

8.8 (Max.)

0.005

FA8005

10

25

1 0. 8 (Min.)

0.0005

FA8006

10

25

1 0. 8 (Min.)

0.001

FA8007

10

25

1 0. 8 (Min.)

0.002

FA8008

10

25

12

FA8009

10

30

1 4.3 (Min.)

FA80 1 0

10

30

1 4. 3 (Min.)

0.001

FA80 1 1

10

30

1 4.3 (Min.)

0.002

FA80 1 2

10

30

1 5.7 (max.)

0.005

(Max.)

0.005
0.0005
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e.o
oc

500

-

400

2.0

200

20

65

1 .0

200

65

3N86

1 .9

1 75

20'

1 00

320

1 00

0.5

1 75

100

3N85

1 .9

1 75

20'

40

320

1 00

0.5

1 75

40

1 .4

50

3N84

2.0

200

20
20'

400

70

500
1 00

Volts

400

50

0.1

50

70

ma

i

200

500

1 .0

200

100

/.I."

�

@

E
.�

�

E

2.0

Volts

S
ci

II

200

3N83

->

@)

c.:

�
""
�

0

20

mw

Ci

0.

0

.�

c

0

U

V ,-

0.2

2.0

2.0

4.0 t

1 .5

1 .5

ma

:.:

ci

II

""
�

IH

CONDUCTING
CHARACTERISTICS

65

3N82

3N81

1 .0

Volts

Type

200

ma

",
� '"

�

0.. 0

'"

uu
-" �

65

0..

� ...
o8
_

.>< � ::l.

v

amp

oU
UOU

� �C
.� � �
�

g�

�

�"U c
o
-£ t

ma

.!:
o
>

� .� '"�

"U -"
Q U
c o
< iii

c

�
� t
�3
"'� -o�.. �

c

_

18

CUTOFF
CHARACTERISTICS

SILICON CONTROLLED SWITCHES (SCS)

5

5

5

5

5

5

Volts

.E

II

::l.
0
N

'"

VGC

65

1 00

40

70

1 00

65

Volts

<

II

-;

VGA

MAXIMUM
GATE
RATINGS

Table A-12. General Electric Silicon-controlled switches

1 .0

1 .0

1 .0

10

10

.4 to .65

. 4 t o .65

.4 t o .65

.4 to .80

.4 to .65

.4 to .65

Volts

R GA = C'C

/.I.a

1 50t

VetTe

VAc = 40v
R L = 8000

IGTC

0.1

-

-.4 t o -.8

-

-

-

-.4 to - . 8

I

I

-

-.4 to - . 8

Volts

VAc = 40v
R L = 8000
Roc = 1 0K

VGTC

�

1 .5

1 .5

ma

IGTA

GATE TRIGGERING
CHARACTERISTICS

Table A-13. General Electric silicon controlled rectifiers
Max. Inc

PRY
Type
Number
------

C6U
C6F
C6A
C6G
C6B

JEDEC

and

Number

V"o

2 N877
2 N878
2 N879
2N880
2N881
------

@

Temp . o C

.5 A @
.5 A @
.5 A @
.5 A @
.5 A @

30
60
1 00
1 50
200

@
@
@
@
@

Max. Temp. ° C
Oper. 5tor.

1 50°
1 50°
1 50°
1 50°
I SO'

1 50°
1 50°
1 50°
I SO'
I SO'

0.8Y, 200 f.La
0.8V, 200 f.La
0.8V, 200 f.La
0.8V, 200 f.La
0.8V, 200 f.La

25
50
1 00
I SO
200

1 .6
1 .6
1 .6
1 .6
1 .6

A
A
A
A
A

S7'C case
87'C case
87 ' C case
87'C case
87'e case

1 25'
1 25'
1 25'
1 25'
1 25'

1 50'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'

0.8V,
0.8V,
0.8V,
0.8V,
0.8V,

1
1
1
1
1

ma
ma
ma
ma
ma

A @ 1 1 5 ' C stud
A @ 1 1 5 'C stud
A @ 1 1 5 'C stud
A @ 1 1 5 ' C stud
A @ 1 1 5 'C stud
A @ 1 1 5 'C stud
A @ 1 1 5 ' C stud
A @ 1 1 5 'C stud

I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
1 50'
I SO'
I SO'

I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

ma
ma
ma
ma
rna
ma
ma
ma

1 25'
1 25 '
1 25 '
1 25 '
1 25 '
1 25 '
1 25 '
1 25'
1 25 '
1 25 '
1 25 '
1 25 '

I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
I SO'
1 50'
I SO'
I SO'
1 50'
I SO'

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,

40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma

V, 40 ma
1 25 ' e TJ
3 V, 40 ma
@ 1 25'C TJ
3 V, 40 ma
@ 1 25 ' e TJ
3 V, 40 ma
@ 1 25'C TJ
3 V, 40 ma
@ 1 25'C T.I
3 V, 40 ma
@ 1 25'e T ..
3 V, 40 ma
@ 1 25 ' e TJ
3 V, 40 ma
@ 1 25 ' e TJ
3 V, 40 ma
@ 1 25'C T..
3 V, 40 ma
@ 1 25 ' e T.I

2 N l 770A
2 N l 77 1 A
2 N 1 772A
2 N l 773A
2 N l 774A
2 N 1 775A
2 N l 776A
2 N 1 777A

25
50
1 00
1 50
200
250
300
400

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

C35U
e35F
e35A
C35G
C35B
C35H
C35e
C35D
C35E
C35M
C35S
e35N

2 N681
2 N682
2N683
2N684
2 N 685
2N686
2N687
2N688
2N689
2N690
2N691
2N692

25
50
1 00
1 50
200
250
300
400
500
600
700
800

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

C50U

2 N 1 909

25

1 l0 A

1 25'

I SO'

C50F

2N1910

50

1 10 A

1 25°

1 50'

C50A

2N191 1

1 00

1 10 A

1 25'

I SO'

C50G

2N1912

1 50

1l0A

1 25'

I SO'

C50B

2N1913

200

110A

1 25 '

I SO'

C50H

2N1914

250

1 10 A

1 25'

I SO'

C50e

2N1915

300

1 10 A

1 25 '

I SO'

C50D

2N1916

400

1 l0 A

1 25'

I SO'

500

110A

1 25'

I SO'

600

1 10 A

1 25'

I SO'

CSOM

--

--

@ 25 ° C TJ

65 °C case
65°C case
65 °C case
65°C case
65'C case

C I OU
C l 0F
C l 0A
C l OG
C l 0B
C l 0H
c J Oe
C l OD

C50E

Max. Req'd
Gate Signal

A @ 57' e stud
A @ 57 ' e stud
A @ 57'e stud
A @ 57 " e stud
A @ 57'C stud
A @ 57"e stud
A @ 57 " e stud
A @ 57"e stud
A @ 57" e stud
A @ 57"C stud
A @ 57 " e stud
A @ 57 " e stud

3

@

1 39

Table A-13. General Electric silicon controlled rectifiers (Cont'd)
Type
Number

Number

V BO

Temp. · C

700

1 10 A

1 25 ·

1 50·

800

110A

1 25 °

1 50·

900

110A

1 25 °

1 50°

--

C50S

--

C50N

--

C50T

Max. Req'd
Gate Signal

PRV
and

Max. loc

JEDEC

Max. Temp. · C

@

Oper.

@ 25·C TJ

Stor.

3
@
3
@
3
@

V, 40 ma
1 25 ° C TJ
V, 40 ma
1 25 · C TJ
V, 40 ma
1 25 ° C TJ

Table A-14. General Electric silicon gate turn-off switches
SILICON GATE TURN·OFF SWITCHES

The G5/G6 is a three-terminal PNPN semiconductor switch. While similar
i n many ways to conventional Sil icon Controlled Rectifiers, the G5/G6
can be turned "off" as well as "on" from its gate input terminal. It is
suited for low power, high speed OC switching appl icaiions.
Type

Peak Controllable

Number

V BO

PRV

G5U, G51 1 U*
G5F, G5 1 1 F*
G5A, G5 1 1 A*
G5B, G51 1 B*
G5C, G5 1 1 C*
G50, G5 1 1 0*

25
50
1 00
200
300
400

25
25
25
25
25
25

l
l
1
1
1
1

G6U, G61 1 U *
G6F, G61 1 F*
G6A, G61 1 A*
G6B, G61 1 B*
G6C, G61 1 C*
G60, G61 1 0*

25
50
1 00
200
300
400

25
25
25
25
25
25

2
2
2
2
2
2

Anode Current (Ip)

Turn-ofF Gain (Min.)

IH (Max.)

A
A
A
A
A
A

I p = .2 to l A
5
5
5
5
5
5

40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma
40 ma

A
A
A
A
A
A

Ip = .5 t0 2A
5
5
5
5
5
5

60 ma
60 ma
60 ma
60 m a
60 m a
60 ma

Table A-I5. General Electric controlled AC switches
Triac-Bi-directional Triodes for gate-control of AC power
Breakover

Peak Gate

RMS

Gate

Voltage at

Power

Current

Triggering

Operatin g

Type

l 00 · C TJ

Dissipation

a t 75°C

Requirements,

Temperature

line

Number

Volts

WaHs

To Amps

Typical

TJ

Drwg.

5C40B,
5C4 1 B*

±200

5C400
5C4 1 0

±400

5C45B,
5C46Bt

±200

5C450
SC460

±400

140

5.0

5.0

6

10

10 = ±50 ma

Vo = ±3 V
TJ = 25°C

lu = ±50 ma

Vo = ± 3 V
TJ = 25·C

Out-

1 05
1 06
-40·C to 1 00· C

1 05
1 06
1 05
1 06

-40°C to l 00· C

1 05
1 06

it

....

5E36

5E35

2N2647

2 N2646

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Cub.
Structure

2N2418
2N2418A

-

-

-

-

-

5G51 5
5G51 6

5G51 4

2 N2422B
-

2N494

2 N2422
2 N2422A

-

-

-

-

2 N 2 1 6O

2 N 1 67 1 B

2 N 1 67 1
2 N 1 67 1 A

2N494B
2N494C

2N494A

2N493
2N493A
2N493B

2N492
2N492A
2N492B

2N491 B

2N491
2N491A

2N2421
2N242 1 A
2N242 1 B

2 N2420
2 N2420A
2 N2420B

2N2419
2N2419A
2N2419B

2N2418B

2N490
2N490A
2N490B

2N489
2N489A
2N489B

2N2417

2N2417A
2N2417B

B.r
Structure

Blr
Structure

TYPES

11

1 0v

h'

4.7·9.1

.62·.82

.62·.82

.68·.82

4.7·9. 1
4.7·9.1

4

.56·.75

4.7·9.1

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

m.

Min.
Valley
Current

.47·.80

.47·.62

.62·.75

.62·.75

.56·.68

.56·.68

.5 1 · .62

.51 ·.62

VBS=

Intrinsic
Stlndoff
Ratio

4.0· 1 2.0

4.7·9.1

6.2·9 . 1

4.7·6.8

6.2·9 . 1

4.7·6.8

6.2·9.1

4.7·6.8

Kohms

VBB = 3v
IE=O

RBB

In••rblse
Resistance

380·420

Frequency
360·440

2

5

25

25
6

25

6
2

12
12

12
12
6

12
12
6

12
12
6

6

12
12

12
6

12

1).1

1 .0

12

0.2

12

12

0.2

12
12

2
2
0.2
.02

2
0.2

2

2
2
0.2

0.2

2
2

2
2
0.2

2
0.2

2

1)."

30

30

30

30

30

30

30
30

60
60
30
30

60
60
30

60
60
30

60
60
30

60
60
30

60
60
30

@ VS2E

TJ = 25OC

lEO
Max. Emitt.r
Reverse Current

Ip
Max.
P•• k Point
Emitter
Current

Table A-I6. General Electric unijunction transistors

47·53

Duly Cycle
44·55

6

3

3

3

3

-

3
3
3

-

3
3

-

3
3

-

3
3

-

3
3

-

3
3

-

Min.
Bas. One
Peak Pulse
Volt.ge
Volts

VOBl

Index
A

Critical inductance, 34-36
Cumulative phase shift, 79

AC regulation with zener diodes, 62-63
Amplification

Current
amplification, 88

circuit, 88

ballast tubes, 21-22

power, 89

collector saturation, 78
full-load, 10
load, 96

Amplifier
Darlington, 78

magnetization. 94
no-load, 10
regulation, 9-10

differential, 71
feedhack, 64
magnetic, 94

regulator, 69-74
ripple, 18
Current-regulated 1 . 5 ampere power supply, 96-98
Current-sensing resistance, 1 0 1

Antenna, ferrite, 103
Automatic regulation, 29-32

Ballast tubes,

B

Currector, 7 1
Curves
percentage of regulation,

current, 21-22

Bar, N-type silicon, 116
Barretters,

21

Boost voltage,

103

Breakdown, 129

D

Bulb, neon, 1 16
Damper circuit, 103
Darlington
amplifier, 78, 1 3 6
direct, 7 8 , 1 2 7

c

Cascaded

direct-coupled stages, 106

DC
amplifier problems, 76-79
saturation transformer, 26-27
switching-type voltage regulator,

VR tubes, 60
Cathode follower, 67
Choke
constant induction, 34
regulating characteristics of, 32-33
swinging, 33
Chopped error signal, 106
Chopper armature, 105
Chopper-stabilized supplies, 104-110

Demodulated output, 1 1 0
Differential amplifier, 7 1
Diodes
forward-biased, 30
gaseous, 30
reverse-biased, 30

Circuit, damper, 103

vacuum, 30
zener, 30, 63-63
Double-triode input amplifier, 81
Drift, 104-106
Duty-cycle modulated pulsing, 118-122

Circuits
closed-loop regulation, 64-80
open-loop using VR tubes, 37-40
Closed-loop
regulated supplies,

81-103

Dynamic output impedance, 12-13, 67-60

regulators, 31-32
special techniques, 104-131
Collector saturation current, 7 8

E

Common
collector, 67

Effect of DC current on dynamic impedance, 67-68

element, 65-67
emitter, 66-67

Electrode, control, 106
Electronic filtering, 34-35

series losser, 64-66
mode rejection, 71
Comparator transistor. 67
Compensation,

Emitter follower, 67
series losser, 64-66
Environment, thermal, 7 6...79

106

Complementary symmetry, 67,

101

Error-sensing circuit. 3 1

regulator, 102-103

Error signal

Constant current device, 71-73

amplification, 74-76
chopped, 105

Control electrode, 105, 1 1 3
Controllable series losser, 8 6

high-level, 106

Controlled AC switch, 125
Converter-type

voltage-regulated

power

supply, 1 1 0-113

Corona tub.. , 30, 60-51
Corotron, 50-51

142

118-

122

F
Factor, ripple, 19

o

Feedback
amplifiers, 64
negative current. 1 0 1
positive voltage, 1 0 1
Ferrite antenna, 1 0 3
Figure o f merit o f
18-19
Filter, low pass, 108

ripple

suppression,

Open-loop
circuits, 37-52
regulators, 29-31
Oscillation suppression, 79-80
Output
demodulated, 11 0
impedance, dynamic, 12-13
resistance, 10-13

Filtering, electronic, 34-35
Flux, 94
Forward-biased diodes, 3 0

ripple, 1 8
voltage stabilization, 7-9
Overcompensation, 1 0 1

G

Overcurrent protection, 94-95

Gain
loop, 108
voltage, 89
Gaseous diodes, 30
Gaseous diode voltage regulators
disadvantages of, 51-52
Gate, 1 1 3
Gate-turn o ff switch, 124, 140

H
Hal f-wave rectification, 35
High-level error signal, 105
High loop gain, 104-105
High-voltage regulated supply, 85-88
TV receiver, 103
Hysteresis loop, rectangular, 11 0

I

Overload protection, 123-131
Overregulation, 99-101
Over-voltage protective technique, 128

p

Parallel-connected VR tubes, 48-49
Peak-to-peak ripple, 19
Permeability, 9
Phase shift, cumulative, 79
Phase shifting network, 1 13
PN junction, 1 1 6
Polarity sensing, 105
Polarizing voltage, 53
Poor dynamic regulation. 102
Positive current feedback, 1 0 1
Positive regulation, 99-101
Power
amplification, 89
current regulated supplies, 9-10

Ignition voltages for gaseous tubes, 46-48
Impedance, dynamic output, 12-13
Inductance, 94
Instant recovery overload protection, 127-

zener diodes, 133
Proportionality, linear, 19-20
Protection. overcurrent. 94-95

128
Ionization, 1 1 5

R

L

Like poled transistors, 1 02
Linear proportionality, 19-20
Line-voltage considerations, 16-17

Ratio, stabilization, 1 7
Rectangular hysteresis loop, 1 1 0
Rectification. synchronous, 1 0 5
Rectifier-filter system, 32-36
Reference diodes, 137
Regulated power supplies
as seen by the load, 13-17

Load current, 96
Loop gain, 108
Losser, variable, 67-69, 74-75
Low
ripple, 18
saturation resistance, 1 1 0
Low-pass filter, 1 0 8

M
Magnetically saturated, 94, 1 1 0
Magnetic amplifier, 9 4
Magnetization current, 9 4
Mutual emitter resistance, 7 1

N

Negative voltage feedback,
Neon bulb, 1 1 5
Network
phase shifting, 1 1 3
sampling, 73-74
voltage sampling, 98
N-type silicon bar, 1 1 6

101

concept of, 7-36
current, 9-10
Regulation
curves, 8
formula, 8
percent, 8-10
positive, 99-101
term, 7
Regulators
closed-loop, 31-32
current, 67-69
open-loop, 31-32
shunt voltage, 67
Remote sensing of the load, 98-99
Repetition rate. 1 1 6
Residual ripple, 108
Resistance
current-sensing, 1 0 1
internal, 8
load, 1 0
output, 10-13
series limiting, 39-40
Response time, 15-16
Restoration, 105

1 43

Reverse bias, 49
Reverse-biased diodes, 30
Ripple
current, 18
factor, 19
low, 18
maximum, 1 7
output, 1 8
peak-to-peak, 1 7
residual, 108
suppression, 18-19
voltage, 17-19

Sampling network,
Saturable reactors,

Transformer
d-c saturation, 26-27
flyback, 103
saturating, 1 1 0- 1 1 1
self-regulating, 2 5
static-magnetic regulating, 22-25
Transistor
comparator, 67
radio sound, 102
voltage-regulated supply, 94-95
Transistorized
shunt-voltage
regulator,
83-85
Transistors, like poled, 102
Triac, 125
Turn-off gate power, 1 2 5

s

73-74
125

Unijunction

Saturated, magnetically, 94, 1 1 0
Saturating transformer, 1 1 0-1 1 1
Saturation, filter choke, 34
Self-regulating transformer, 2 5
Sensing

Vacuum diodes, 30
Vacuum-tube
81-82

element, zero, 105
of the load, 98-99

Silicon controlled rectifier (SeR ) ,
Silicon controlled switches, 1 3 8

113

Spikes, 1 7
output voltage, 7-9
ratio, 1 7
small voltages, 60
Stabilization, 108
Stabistors, 30
Static-magnetic regulating transformers,
22-25

T
Temperatu re
coefficient, 61-62, 79
dependency, 61-62

v

voltage-regulated

divider, 1 1 6
drop, 69
full-load, 8
gain, 89
no-load, 8
polarizing. 53
regulated

2.5

ampere

power

regulator using complementary
metry, 101-103

144

20-21

rec
sym-

ripple, 17-19
sampling network, 98
stabilization
in open-loop circuits, 40-44
with

fixed

input

40-41
with varying
101

and

input

varying

and

fixed

41-43
stabilized, 9
VR tubes
applications for, 44-52
cascaded, 50
combinations of, 48-50
ignition voltages of, 46-48
load capabilities of, 44-46
parallel-connected, 48-49
series connected, 49-50

delay, 1 2 7
destruction, 1 2 8

Thyrite,

supply,

88-89
regulating ( V R ) tubes
construction, 29
general aspects, 27-29
regulation with silicon controlled
tifiers, 1 1 3 - 1 1 8

Thermal

environment, 7 5 ..7 9
time constant, 1 2 3
Thermistors, 30
Thyratron, 113

supply,

Varistor, 19-21
Voltage
boost, 103
breakdown, 1 2 9

Solid stage 1 50-volt, 0 . 5 ampere voltage
regulated power supply, 89-94
Special techniques i n closed-loop regula
tors, 104-131

Suppression
oscillation, 79-80
ripple, 1 8
Swinging choke, 33-34
Sw itch

141

Variable losser, 67-69, 74-75
Variations in dynamic impedance, 58

polarity, 105
Series
limiting resistance, 39-40
losser element, 32
Series-connected VR tubes, 49-50
Shunt voltage regulators , 67-69

controlled AC, 124
gate-turn off, 124
silicon controlled, 124-125
Symmetry. complementary, 67,
Synchronous rectification, 1 0 5

u

transistors,

z

Zener
breakdown voltage, 129
diodes, 30, 53-63
as overload protector, 128-129
Zero sensing element, 105

load,
load,
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Much of today's electronic equi pment-precision measuring devices,
electronic control systems, and VFO equipment, to name only a few
-require precise voltage and current sources for proper operation.
Such operation can be achieved only when the voltage and cu rrent
output of the power supply remain relatively constant despite normal
variations i n l i ne voltage and toad values. The regulated power supply
is designed to meet this demand.
In this book the basic concepts of regulated power supplies are
given, and the reasons why reg ulation is necessary are explained.
Discussions also cover positive and negative regulation as well as
how voltage regulator tubes, semiconductor diodes, and other com
ponents are used in various configurations, Open- and closed-loop
regu lators, as well as the series losser voltage regul ators are thor
oughly discussed, i ncluding their applications and theory of opera
tion. Component values for the various types of circuits are also given,
thereby providing the reader with all the data needed to build regu
lated power supplies to fit his needs.
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